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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive review of the data needs for various applications was
performed by the participants of the meeting. The status of compilation
and evaluation of the needed data in the intermediate energy range of
incident particles was discussed. The following broad application areas
were identified and considered by the participants.

- Intermediate energy nuclear data needed for accelerators

- Intermediate energy nuclear data needed for space applications

Intermediate energy nuclear data for medical applications

The role of nuclear model calculations in data evaluations in this
energy range was considered. The possibilities of existing model codes
were considered from the point of view of reliability, accuracy, cost of
computer time, availability to specialists in the Member States. The
ways of further improvement of the status of nuclear data in the
intermediate energy range were discussed and the results of these
discussions can be found in the conclusions and recommendations of this
meeting.
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NUCLEAR DATA NEEDS IN THE INTERMEDIATE ENERGY RANGE





Data Requirements for Intermediate Energy Nuclear Applications*

Sol Pearlstein
National Nuclear Data Center

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

Abstract

Several applications that include spallation neutron sources, space radiation ef-
fects, biomedical isotope production, accelerator shielding and radiation therapy make
use of intermediate energy nuclear data extending to several GeV. The overlapping
data needs of these applications are discussed in terms of what projectiles, targets
and reactions are of interest. Included is a discussion of what is generally known
about these data and what is needed to facilitate their use in intermediate energy
applications.

I. Introduction

Several applications that include spallation neutron sources, space radiation ef-
fects, biomedical isotope production, accelerator shielding and radiation therapy make
use of intermediate energy nuclear data extending to several GeV. The applications
make use of both man made and natural intermediate energy sources. Because it can
be difficult, expensive and time consuming to answer all questions experimentally,
analytical methods are sought that will produce accurate predictions. The accuracy
of the methods are assessed by comparing calculations with benchmark measure-
ments, i.e. measurements in which the experimental conditions are well defined and
measured parameters uniquely interpreted. Establishing validated analysis methods
requires the use of an extensive measurement-data base, nuclear model codes incor-
porating applicable theories, and evaluation techniques to distill the information into
a file of recommended data for applications. For maximum cost effectiveness the rec-
ommended data should be computerized and interfaced to radiation transport codes.

Two methods are used to interface nuclear data to radiation transport codes.
One method includes a Monte Carlo method of calculating cross-sections internally
interfaced to a Monte Carlo radiation transport code under the general class High
Energy Transport Code (HETC). This method has the advantage that all cross-
sections needed are provided by calculation but are not separately available "for fine
tuning or for sensitivity studies, i.e. examining the changes in calculated results

CO
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due to changes in input data. The other method is evaluated nuclear data stored
in computerized libraries, e.g. ENDF/B, JENDL, JEF etc., obtained by various
techniques for use in Monte Carlo or deterministic radiation transport calculations.. .

I I . Overview of Nuclear Da ta

The total and nonelastic cross-sections play an important role in intermediate
energy nuclear data. Above 20 MeV for light targets and above a few MeV for
heavy targets these cross-sections are smooth and their magnitude systematically
well known. The sum of partial reaction cross-sections, even if not individually well
known, cannot exceed the nonelastic cross-section. In the case of incident neutrons,
the total cross-section minus the nonelastic cross-section can determine the elastic
scattering cross-section. (The total cross-section for incident charged particles is
infinite when Rutherford scattering is integrated over all angles).

As examples of the smooth systematic behavior of neutron induced total and
nonelastic cross-sections, comparisons between calculation and experiment of the total
cross-sections for carbon and lead are shown in Fig. 1 and the nonelastic cross-
sections in Fig. 2. The solid curves come from optical model calculations using
global parameters [1] and show that the neutron total and nonelastic cross-section
envelopes are well predicated by nuclear modeling.

The nonelastic cross-sections above 20 MeV are easily paramaterized. An approx-
imate formula for the nucleon-nucleus nonelastic cross-section [See Table 3 Ref. 19]

<rnc=45A"-7f(A)f(E) mb, where

f(A) = 1+0.016 sin(S.3-2.63 In A)

f(E) = l-0.62e -E/M"sin(10.9E-°-28)

E=Projectile laboratory energy (MeV)

An approximate formula for the nucleus-nucleus nonelastic cross-section (See Table
3 Ref. 18] is

<T«b, = 7T tSP (E) (A,,"3 + A,"3-*)2

0 (E) = 1 + 5/E

5 = 0.2 + 1/AP + I/A, - 0.292E -r''™ cos (0.229E"-453)

r0 = 0.126 x 10-'2 cm

E = Projectile laboratory energy (MeV per nucleon)
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I I I . Applications • -

This report was prepared with the help of material received from those on the
National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC) distribution list for intermediate nuclear
data and through activities of the Medium Energy Nuclear Data Working Group
(MENDWG)[2,3,4]. The questions asked were (1) What are your data requirements
in terms of projectiles, targets, energy range, data and application; (2) What exper-
iments, cross-section codes, transport codes, combined cross-section/transport codes
and nuclear data libraries were found useful, and (3) What improvements were needed
in the categories of (2)?

The several applications requiring intermediate energy nuclear data have been
divided into 4 main categories, space applications, accelerator applications, medical
applications and pure research.

Space applications includes the induced activity and radiation damage in humans
and in structural and instrumentation materials (especially semiconductors) due to
primary cosmic radiation and secondary radiations that result. Also included is the
pursuit of astrophysical questions concerning the analysis of solar flares, the composi-
tion of meteorites and simulated cosmic irradiated materials and the remote sensing
of planetary surfaces by gamma-ray spectroscopy.

Accelerator applications includes the formation of intermediate energy charged
particle beams to bombard materials serving as spallation neutron sources for re-
search, fusion materials testing or the transmutation of nuclear wastes, or to bom-
bard nuclear wastes directly. The application also includes the design of appropriate
shields for accelerators.

Medical applications include intermediate energy beam therapy and the produc-
tion of biomedical isotopes for use as tracers and local radiation sources.

Pure research needs are directed toward improved data for the validation of nuclear
theory and model codes.

About half of the respondents were interested in space applications. The next
largest number were interested in accelerator applications.

IV. D a t a Requirements

The foregoing applications have overlapping data requirements.

With regard to input beams, all applications have a high priority need for proton-
induced reaction data as seen in Table I. There is also a strong need for neutron-
induced data in space, accelerator and research studies. Cosmic ray spectra contains
significant amounts of alpha particles and heavier ions leading to the need for these
data. Subnucleon data are also of interest. Meson (+,0 and -) beam data are needed
to predict the consequences of meson fields associated with cosmic rays and proton ac-
celerators. The K+ meson is an ideal beam to probe aspects of the strong interaction

Table I
Input Beam Data Required

Input Applications
Beams Space Accelerator Medical

7
e

IT

K

P
n
d
t

3He
a
HI

S

Y
Y

Y

PI
PI
Y
Y
Y
P2
P2

Y
Y
Y
Y

PI
PI
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

PI
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
PI
PI

Y - Data needed.
PI - Data needed, first priority category.
P2 - Data needed, second priority category.

Table II
Target Materials

Tissue and Bone
Structural

Detectors

H, C, N, 0 , P and Ca
Mg, Al, Si, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu
Zr, Nb, Sn and W
Si, Ge, Ga and As

Spallation and Burner W, Pb, h, Th, U, 2™\J, " 7 Np, and 2"-:,Am

and nuclear structure. The design of muon catalyzed fusion facilities requires muon
data. Little information regarding the data requirements for photon and electron
beams were received from contributors. • -

With few exceptions, the range of targets is not very beam dependent. The
general classes of target materials for which data are needed are for tissue and bone,
structural materials, detector materials, fusion materials, shielding, materials and
spallation and actinide burner materials. A list of target materials is given in Table
II. The target materials and monitor reactions needed for radioisotope production are
covered elsewhere [5,6,7]. Mono-isotopic element or separated isotopic target data are
useful to validate nuclear models because the interpretation of data is easier when
there are fewer competing reactions.



The data types of interest include the elastic scattering angular distribution of the
projectile, production of spallation products and double-differential cross-sections for
particle production. The data requirements for the detection of reaction products
through P and 7-ray spectroscopy are generally satisfied by the contents of the Eval-
uated Nuclear Structure Data File. [See Table 3 Ref. 29]

Specific research requests for nuclear data include the following:

1.

2.

3.

•'He bombardment of "Co and'''Co targets in the energy range 50 to 200
MeV to analyze hole analog states.

Neutron and proton bombardment on mono-isotopic targets ,eFe and heav-
ier, in the energy range 20 to 200 MeV measuring double differential neutron
and proton emission spectra to an accuracy of 20% in order to select appro-
priate statistical multi-step models.

The K+ total cross-sections per nucleon on several targets from deuteron
up in the energy range 500 to 2000 meV to investigate the "swelling" of
nucleons and inelastic scattering cross-sections to investigate meson-nuclear
forces. [8,9]

The energy range for space applications is particularly important below 250MeV
but the interest extends to the GeV range. For accelerator applications and, in
particular, spallation neutron sources and actinide burners the energy range of interest
extends from a few hundred MeV to several GeV.

Measurement accuracies of 10 to 20 percent appear sufficient for most data al-
though lower percent accuracies are desired for pure research and astrophysics diag-
notistics.

V. Existing Resources

Experimental data are compiled and exchanged in the international exchange
format, EXFOR, and are available to requesters from regional centers[10]. Most
of the compiled data are neutron-induced cross-sections below 20 MeV in support of
fission and fusion physics. EXFOR also contains several thousand compiled charged
particle, photon and neutron induced data sets extending above 20 MeV and forms
a very substantial base for continuing the compilation of intermediate energy data..

Also available from the regional centers are the indexes to bibliography CINDA,
an index to neutron data [See Table 3 Ref. 2] and NSR, Nuclear Structure References
[See Table 3 Ref. 3]. The indexing of references for NSR has generally been limited
to below 100 MeV and cooperation with the indexing services for particle physics
should be explored.

Other useful compilations and articles are listed in Table 3.

Table 3
References to Nuclear Data Indexes Compilations and Reports*

1. INIS ATOMINDEX, Issued semimonthly. Available from Division of Publi-
cations, International Atomic Energy Agency, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna,
Austria. In the U.S., from UNIPUB, P.O. Box 1222, Ann Arbor, MI 48106.

2. CINDA, the Index to Literature and Computer Files on Microscopic Neutron
Data. Availability same as Ref. 1.

3. S. Ramavataram, Nuclear Structure References, Supplements published 4-
monthly as Recent References issues of the Nuclear Data Sheets journal
published by Academic Press. See also the Reaction Index, same publication.

4. N. E. Holden, S. Ramavataram, and C. L. Dunford, Integral Charged Parti-
cle Nuclear Data Bibliography. See BNL-NCS-51771. Information is derived
from Ref. 3. Annual supplements.

5. Heavy-Ion Reactions, A Current Awareness Bulletin. Updates to the US-
DOE Energy Data Base. Issued semimonthly on heavy-ion (A>4) reac-
tions. Available from National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
VA 22161 as PB87-900500.

6. R. Silberberg and C. H. Tsao, Cross Sections of Proton-Nucleus Interactions
at High Energies, NRL Report 7593, Dec. 21, 1973.

7. T. Nakamura and Y. Uwamino, Annotated References on neutron and Pho-
ton Production from Thick Targets Bombarded by Charged Particles, Atomic
Data and Nuclear Data Tables 32, 471 (1985).

8. E. D. Arthur, D. M. McClellan, and D. G. Madland, "Bibliographic Survey
of Medium Energy Inclusive Reaction Data." LA-10689-PR (1986).

9. EXFOR, Data compiled and exchanged in the international exchange for-
mat, EXFOR, are available to requestors from the following regional centers
or national centers within regional centers.

U.S. and Canada: National Nuclear Data Center, Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory, Building 197D, Upton, NY 11973.

OECD Countries: Nuclear Energy Agency Data Bank, 91191 Gif-Sur-Yvette,
Cedex, France

*This list is not exhaustively complete. The author welcomes any suggestions for
inclusion.



Table 3
References to Nuclear Data Indexes Compilations and Reports

USSR: For Charged Particles, CAJaD, Inst. Atomnoi Energii I.V. Kurcha-
tova, 46 Ulitsa Kurchatova, Moscow, D-182, USSR

For Neutrons- CJD, Inst, of Physics k Energetics, Obninsk, Kaluga Region,
USSR

Others: IAEA Nuclear Data Section, P.O. Box 200, A-1400 Vienna, Austria.

10. V. McLane, C. Dunford, P. Rose, "Neutron Cross Sections," Volume 2, The
Book of Curves. Published by Academic Press 1988.

11. N. Jarmie and J. D. Seagrave. "Charged Particle Cross Sections." LA-2014
(1956).

12. D. B. Smith, N. Jarmie and J. D. Seagrave. "Charged Particle Cross Sec-
tions, Neon-Chromium." LA-2424 (1961).

13. F. K. McGowan, et al. "Nuclear Cross Sections for Charged-Particle Induced
Reactions Mn, Fe, Co. ORNL-CP{X-1 (1964). Also, Nuclear Cross Sections
for Charged-Particle Induced Reactions Ni, Cu. ORNL-CPX-2 (1964).

14. H. Muenzel, et al. "Karlsruhe Charged Particle Reaction Data Compila-
tion." Physik Daten 15-Index (1979-1982).

15. P. U. Renberg et al., Nucl. Phys. A183, 81 (1972).

16. J. L. Letaw, R. Silberberg and C. H. Tsao. Astrophys. J. Suppl. Ser., 51,
271 (1983). (proton systematics)

17. J. J. Peterson, Phys. Rev. 125., 955 (1962). (scattering systematics)

18. L. W. Townsend and J. W. Wilson, Radiation Res. 1M, 283 (1986). (heavy
ions)

19. R. Silberberg, C. H. Tsao and J. R. Letaw, Astrophys. J. suppl. Ser., 5j$,
873 (1985). (proton systematics)

20. J. W. Wilson, L. W. Townsend and F. F. Badavi, Nucl. Inst. Meth. BJS,
225 (1987). (fragmentation)

21. P. Englert, R. C. Reedy and J. R. Arnold, "Thick Target Bombardments
with High Energy Charged Particles...," Nucl. Inst. Meth.' A262, 496
(1987).

Table 3
References to Nuclear Data Indexes Compilations and Reports

22. Landolt-Bornstein Series, "Q-values and Excitation Functions of Nuclear
Reactions," Group I: Nuclear, and Particle Physics, Vol. 5 (1973).

23. Landolt-Bornstein Series, "Total Cross-Sections for Reactions of High En-
ergy Particles," Group I: Nuclear and Particle Physics, Vol. 12 (1988).

24. K. O'Brien, "Cosmic-Ray Propagation in the Atmosphere," II Nuovo Ci-
mento 3JL, 521 (1971).

25. W. Webber et al. Phys. Rev. C. 11, 520 (1990). (spallation products)

26. R. Michel et al. Nucl. Inst, and meth. B42, 76 (1989). (cosmogenic
nuclides).

27. M. Divadeenam et al., 50 Years with Nuclear Fission, Gaithersburg, April
25-28, 1989, p. 897. Publ. American Nuclear Society (1989) (cosmogenic
nuclides).

28. WRENDA 87/88 - World Request List for Nuclear Data, INDC (SEC) -095
(1988).

29. T. Burrows, "The Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File: Philosophy, Con-
tent, and Uses," Nucl. Inst, and Meth. A286.595 (1990). Available from
regional centers, See Ref. 9, this Table.

30. F. Haasbrock et al, "Excitation Functions and Thick-Target Yields for Ra-
dioisotopes Induced in Natural Mg, Co, Ni and Ta ", CSIR Research
Report FIS 89 (1976).

31. N. Zaitseva et al," Cross Sections for the 100 MeV Proton-Induced Nuclear
Reactions and Yields of Some Radionuclides Used in Nuclear Medicine,"
P6-90-138, JINR, Dubna (1990).

32. M. Mizumoto et al "Transmutation of Transuranium Waste with High En-
ergy Proton...," 2nd European Particle Accelerator Conference, May 11-15,
1990, Nice, France.

33. S. Lakatos et al. "Radioactive Nuclide Production in Stony Meteorites...,"
The Case for Mars IV, Univ. of Colorado, Boulder, June 4-8, 1990.

34. B. Stowinski, "Electromagnetic Cascade Produced by Gamma-Quanta with
the Energy E7=100 to 3500 MeV...," El-90-227, JINR, Dubna (1990).



Table 3
References to Nuclear Data Indexes Compilations and Reports

35. J. Ziegler, ed., The Stopping Power and Ranges of Ions in Matter, Vol. 4,
Pergamon Press, New York (1977).

36. P. Kozma and K. Hanssgen, Czech. J. Phys. 41,613 (1990), (spallation
products).

37. R. C. Reedy et al, "Cross Sections for Galactic-Cosmic Ray-Produced Nu-
clides," Workshop on Cosmogenic Nuclide Production Rates, Univ. of Vi-
enna, July 25-26, 1989, LPI Tech. Report 90-95.

38. R. C. Reedy et al, "Solar Cosmic Rays...," 20tli Lunar and Planetary Sci-
ence Conference, March 13-17, 1989, Part 3, Lunar and Planetary Institute,
Houston, Texas.

39. A. Van Ginnekan, Nud. Inst and Meth A251.21 (1986) (energy losses).

40. B. Dittrich et al, "Production of Residual Nuclides by Proton-Induced Spal-
lation...," Univ. Zu. Koln.

Table 4
Computer Codes and Libraries

Intranuclear Cascade

VEGAS, K. Chen et al. Phys. Rev lfifi, 949 (1968)

ISABEL, Y. Yariv and Z. Fraenkel, Phys. Rev. C, 2fl, 2227 (1979).

Table 4
Computer Codes and Libraries

Intranuclear Cascade-Radiation Transpor t

HETC, Code package CCC-178, T. Armstrong, K. Chandler, ORNL-4744,
(1972) Nucl. Sci. Eng. 49,110 (1972). Radiation Shielding Information
Center (RSIC), Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

CASIM, A. Van Gunneken, Nucl. Inst. Meth. A251.21 (1986), RSIC CCC-
265.

HERMES, P. Cloth et al., Jul-2203 (1988).

TIERCE, Priv. Comm., Claude Philis, CEA Bruyeres-le Chatel, France
(1989).

LAHET, R. Prael and H. Lichtenstein, LA-UR-89-3014 (1987).

HETFIS, J. Barish et al., ORNL/TM-7882 (1981).

NMTC/JAERI, JAERI-M82-198 (1982).

Precompound

ALICE, M. Blann, LLNL Report UCID 20169 (1984), contact author.

GNASH, P. Young and E. Arthur, LANL Report LA-6947 (1977) and E.
Arthur et al., Proc. Int. Conf. on Nucl. Data, Mito, Japan, p. 607 (1988).

Libraries

HELLO, ORNL/TM-6486, RSIC DLC-58, Neutron-photon group cross sec-
tions to 60 MeV.

HILO, ORNL/TM-7818, RSIC DLC-87, Neutron-photon group cross sec-
tions to 400 MeV.

ENDF/B-VI, National Nuclear Data Center, BNL (1990). Photon inter-
action data to 1000 MeV, Neutron-and proton-induced data to 1000 MeV
for ',ciFe. (Pb and Bi in preparation. See T. Fukahori and S. Pearlstein's
contribution to this Advisory Group Meeting).



The two main methods to calculate intermediate energy data are the intranu-
clear cascade model and the precompound reaction model. The modeling of the first
method is most appropriate at higher energies and that of the second method at lower
energies.

Table 4 contains a list of some codes useful in calculating nuclear data and radi-
ation transport.

VI. Suggestions for Future Work

The following steps outline a plan for satisfying the future needs of the interme-
didate energy nuclear data community.

1. Expand experimental data base

A. Prepare draft atlas of compiled data in EXFOR

1. Total cross sections

2. Nonelastic cross sections

3. Isotope production cross sections

4. Particle and heavy ion production cross sections.

a. Total yields

b. Single-and double-differential distributions

B. Update data base

1. Circulate draft atlas for review

2. Identify completed experiments that should be included

3. Existing data centers should cooperate to update EXFOR

C. Identify deficiencies in existing data base

1. Issue revised atlas

2. Include evaluated data or eye guides if available.

3. Review atlas and identify gaps to be filled in order to validate
nuclear models

D. Cooperative Measurement Program

1. Compile list of measurements in progress or planned

2. Identify measurements needed to complete data base that are not •
yet planned and can be added to a data request list, such as
WRENDA [See Table 3 Ref. 28]

2. Validate nuclear model codes

A. Identify nuclear theories applicable to intermediate nuclear data that
collectively cover the entire range of application

B. Identify nuclear model codes incorporating appropriate nuclear algo-
rithms.

C. Identify nuclear algorithms needed but still are not part, of nuclear
model codes

D. Add code development needs to an appropriate request list

E. Benchmark nuclear model codes incorporating the same or similar al-
gorithms against each other

F. Compare nuclear model calculations with benchmark experiments

G. Develop cadre of useful nuclear model codes for intermediate nuclear
data

1. List most desirable features of codes investigated
2. Suggest list of basic codes that should be maintained and dis-

tributed

a. Remove obsolete coding

b. Revise to standard language, e.g. (FORTRAN 77), if necessary

c. Include desirable options not yet included

d. Seek stable arrangement for long term maintenance and distri-
bution of these codes

3. Provide data for intermediate nuclear data applications

A. Assemble tools for providing nuclear data

1. Experimental data base

2. Nuclear models

3. nuclear systematics

4. Integral benchmark experiments

B. Access and select tools most appropriate to completing each part of the
nuclear data requirements.

C. Prepare evaluated data for use

1. Collect partial and completed evaluated data from various individ-
uals and working groups

2. Enter into common computerized format, e.g. ENDF-6, for cou-
pling to radiation transport codes

D. Validate data for applications

1. Assemble 1st order data library with emphasis on completeness
rather than accuracy where necessary.

2. Perform wide spread comparisons between calculations and bench-
mark experiments. Include sensitivity coefficients.



3. Identify major discrepancies between calculation and experiment
and probable causes with the help of the sensitivity coefficients.

4. Report discrepancies to measurers and theorists for discussion of
the probable causes.

5. Reflect any data improvements in the next revision of the data
library.

4. Endorse and help implement a continuing mechanism for monitoring and up-
grading intermediate energy nuclear data through data centers and working
groups.
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Abstract

The investigation of 30-called cosmogenic nuclides, which are produced by

the interaction of solar and galactic cosmic ray particles with terrestrial

and extraterrestrial matter, is a field of science, for which availability

of reliable medium energy nuclear data is a basic requirement. The needs of

thi3 application are typical for a large number other applications in

science and technology. For the interpretation of the observed abundances

of coemogenic nuclides experimental thin-target cross sections for the pro-

duction of a wide range of stable and radioactive nuclides by all contri-

buting particle types (p, n, He, ...) over the entire medium-energy range

provide the fundamental data base. Reliable calculational methods which al-

low for a priori calculation of cross sections are required to predict un-

known cro33 sections. Primary and secondary particle fields in the irradi-

ated materials have to be calculated by codes describing the intra- and in-

ternuclear cascades and the transport of particles from the GeV region down

to zero energy. On the ba3i3 of the cross sections of the underlying nu-

clear reactions and of the description of primary and secondary particle

field3 then model calculations can be performed which allow to interpreee

cosmogenic nuclide abundances in terms of the history of the irradiated ma-

terial as well as of the cosmic radiation itself. This information cannot

be obtained by any other mean3. However, because of some ambiguity in these

interpretations simulation and bench mark experiments play an outstanding

role to validate the calculational methods. In this work all these aspects

are reviewed. The status of experimental and theoretical investigations is

described, a survey on the present cross section data base i3 presented and

the future requirements with respect to further experimental and theoreti-

cal work, to compilation and critical evaluation and to international col-

laboration are di3cus3ed in detail.

I. Introduction

The interactions of cosmic ray particles with matter exhibit a wide range

of medium- and high-energy phenomena, the understanding of which strongly

depends on the availability of respective nuclear data. The data needs of

this field of science are typical of a large number of other applications,

covering astrophysics, space research and technology, radiation protection

during space missions and at terrestrial accelerators as well as design and

operation of high energy accelerators, detector systems and spallation neu-

tron sources. After three decades of scientific investigations, cosmic ray

interactions with matter are still of high actuality and of outstanding im-

portance for a wide range of applications in geo- and cosmochemistry and -

physics.

Cosmic ray particles interact with planetary surfaces, meteorites and cos-

mic dust. Moreover, collisions between cosmic ray particles are important

interactions of cosmic ray particles with matter. By inelastic nuclear pro-

cesses a large variety of stable and radioactive nuclides - the socalled

cosmogenic nuclides - i3 produced which can be measured either by their de-

cay or as positive isotope abundance anomalies in the target materials. In

terrestrial matter they act as natural tracers which have found wide appli-

cations in various applied fields of science. The investigations of cosmo-

genic nuclides in extraterrestrial matter allows for studies of the history

of the irradiated bodies in the solar system as well as of the cosmic radi-

ation itself. It reveals information which cannot be obtained by any other

means. Revie«3 on this field of science have been given by 3everal authors

[GE62, LA72, RE83, VO90].

It has been found neceseary to distinguish between two typee of cosmic ray

particles according to their origin. Solar cosmic ray (SCR) particles are

emitted from the sun during short-term events, the 3olar flares. They con-

sist mainly of protone, with a He-component of Ie33 than 10 % varying from

flare to flare. The frequency of flare evente is strongly related to sun

spot frequency. Most SCR particles are emitted in just a few flares around

solar maximum [RE77], The energy spectra of SCR particles can be described

by exponential decreasing rigidity spectra for individual flare events ae

well as for long-term averaged spectra (Fig. 1). Characteristic rigidities

of individual flare event3 range from 30 to ISO MV. From the investigation

of cosmogenic nuclides in lunar surface materials long term SCR proton-

spectra with characteristic rigidities between 100 and 150 MV and omnidi-

rectional integral fluxe3 of protons with energies above 10 MeV between 70

and 140 cm - 2 3 - 1 have been derived (Fig. 1) . For 3olar He-particles no

3uch detailed investigations were performed up to now.
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y protons at

(E/A) ' [SI83] . The GCR spectra are modulated by the solar magnetic field

and therefore vary with the solar activity, in particular with the 3Olar

eleven yeare cycle. Fig. 1 shows GCR proton spectra for times of an active

1969 and of a quiet (1965) sun.

According to their different energies the interactions of solar and galac-

tic cosmic rays with matter exhibit strong differences with respect to in-

teraction lengths and types of nuclear reactions. Due to their relatively

low energies SCR interactions are restricted to the outmost surface (depth

< 15 g em ) of the irradiated material and the production o£ nuclear ac-

tive secondary particles can be widely neglected. SCR produced cosmogenic

nuclides have been investigated in extenso in lunar surface material, see

[RS83, RE90] for reviews. In meteorites SCR interactions are restricted to

small mateoroids and to surface near samples which survived ablation during

atmospheric transit. Though SCR. effects in meteorites were predicted as

early as 1982 [MI82J, they were only recently unambigiously discovered in

the meteorite Salem [EV87, NI90].

For the interaction of GCR particles with matter the situation i3 much more

complicated. Due to their higher energies secondary particles, in particu-

lar neutrons, become important and the depth scale on which GCR interac-

tions occur extends to several hundreds of g cm . Thus, GCR particles pe-

netrate the earth's atmosphere and their interactions extend several meters

into the surface of planets without gas envelope, asteroids and meteoroids.

In order to exemplify the energy dependence of these interactions and the

contribution of different particle typee, in Fig. 2 primary and secondary

GCR particle spectra in the center of a stony meteoroid with a radius of 65

cm — 230 g cm" and in Fig. 3 the fluxe3 of these particles as a function

of size of the irradiated objects are 3hown.

The origin of the second type of cosmic rays lies outside the solar system

in the galaxy. Therefore, they are called galactic cosmic rays (GCR). Gal-

actic cosmic ray particles are made up by about 90 % protons and 10 % He-

nuclei, heavier particles contributing by less than 1 % [SI83]. The p/ He

ratios depend somewhat on energy. Thus, p/ He ratios of about 7 and 10 were

observed for particle energies above 3 GeV and above 10 MeV, respectively

[WE74] .

The spectral distribution at 1 A.U. of particles with A < 4 are quite simi-

lar, if energies are taken per nucleon. They are characterized by a broad

maximum of the differential spectra between 100 MeV/A and 1 GeV/A and a de-

crease, for higher energies according to a power law between (E/A) and

For the interpretation of the observed abundances of cosmogenic nuclides in

terme of the hietory of the irradiated matter or of the radiation itself

precise and accurate modelling of the production rates in the target body

i3 a necessary prerequisite. These production rates depend on the size of

the irradiated body, on the shielding depth of a sample in it and on its

chemical composition. They are further depending on the types of bombarding

particles and on their spectral'distributions and intensities. It cannot be

supposed that these parameters stay constant during the irradiation history

of a particular object. The spectral distributions and intensities of the

radiation vary as function of time and of the location of the irradiated

body in space. The body itself can undergo drastic changes by collisions

with and impact of other bodies, thus exhibiting a non-uniform, but complex

irradiation history. For an accurate modelling reliable thin-target cross

sections for the production of the respective nuclides by all contributing
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Fig. 2: Spectra of total (primary and secondary) protone and of secondary

neutrons in the center of a stony meteoroid (H-chondrite) with a

radius of 65 cm irradiated with GCR protone as calculated by Monte

Carlo techniques using the HERMES [CL88] code system [MI90C] . The

spectra are normalized to an integral flux of primary GCR protons

with energies above 10 MeV of 1 eta —is

particle types, a quantitative description of primary and secondary parti-

cle fielde in the irradiated materials and terrestrial simulation experi-

ments are needed.

Since cosmogenic nuclides are produced by nuclear reactions with a wide

range of threshold energies, for a description of GCR interactions particle

energies up to 10 GeV have to be taken into account. Due to the spectral

distribution of primary and secondary particles (Fig. 2), however, the im-

portant contributions to the production occur for all but the extreme high-

energy product at energies below 1 GeV and fall also into the medium-energy

range. For SCR-interactions the relevant energy range even is smaller and

just particles with energies below 200 MeV/A have to be taken into account.

In this work the data needs for an adequate understanding of the production

of cosmogenic nuclides will be described. Emphasis will be laid on produc-

tion cros3 sections, just briefly outlining the other necessities 3uch as

reliable models for a priori calculations of cross sections and transport

calculations as well as bench mark and validation experiments.
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Fig. 3: Particle fluxes of primary and secondary protons and of secondary

neutrons in the centers of stony meteoroida (H-chondrites) irradia-

ted by GCR protons as calculated by Monte Carlo techniques using

the HERMES [CL88] code system [MI90C] . The spectra are normalized

to an integral flux of primary GCR protons with energies above 10

Mev of 1 cm"2 s"1.

II. Cross sections needed to describe the pro-

duction of cosmogenic nuclides in terres-

trial and extraterrestrial matter

The cosmogenic nuclides of interest in terrestrial and extraterrestrial ma-

terials cover radionuclides with half-lives above 1 month and stable rare

gae isotopes. Table 1 gives a survey on these nuclides. While the abundan-

ces of cosmogenic radionuclides only reveal the exposure history during a

time period of about 3 half-lives, the stable products integrate over the

entire hietory of an irradiated body. Thus, by comparing the different ab-

undances possible variations with time of solar and galactic cosmic ray in-

tensities can be investigated/ exposure ages and terrestrial residence

times can be determined and complex irradiation histories can be untangled

[BE8S, WI90].

In order to decipher the cosmic ray record thin-target excitation functions

for the production of these nuclides from all relevant target elements have



to be available. Due to their natural abundances in the different irradi-

ated materials, the target elements are of different importance for a par-

ticular application. Further, for a given product nuclide the differing

threshold energies will affect the importance of the different target ele-

ment. There are just few materials, such as iron meteorites and the earth's

atmosphere, which are relativly 3imple targets with Fe, Ni and C, N, O, re-

spectively, being the main target elements. All other materials have a much

more complex composition which, moreover, due to different lithologies and

mineralogical compositions can change significantly the importance of the

target elements. Covering all applications of cosmogenic nuclides all ele-

mente with atomic numbers below 28 and some heavier ones, which are respon-
12 9

3ible for the production of " ' i and Kr- and Xe-isotopes, are of interest

for a. complete description of cosmic ray interactions with terrestrial and

extraterrestrial matter.

The list of product nuclides for which production cross sections are re-

quired i3 further enlarged by the needs arising from terrestrial simulation

experiments and from studies of solar and cosmic ray abundances of light

3table isotopes. From the viewpoint of cosmic ray physic3 cross sections

and excitation functions for the production of practically all stable iso-

topes with masses below 56 are needed. The target elements of and below the

iron peak in the distribution of solar elementary abundances are the most

important onee. For terrestrial simulation experiments, which play an es-

sential role for the understanding of cosmogenic nuclide production in me-

teorites and planetary surfaces, short- and medium-lived radionuclides with

half-lives above 10 h are of importance. Besides the cosmochemically rele-

vant target elements for such experiments some classical target elements

such as V, Co, Cu and Au have to be added to the Ii3t of targets and pro-

ducts of interest.

For the production by galactic cosmic ray particles practically all target

elements are contributing because of the high energies, though of differing

importance. For SCR produced nuclides the Ii3t of target elements per pro-

duct surely i3 shorter, since relevant contributions are restricted to ele-

ments from which the respective nuclide can be produced as by energies be-

low 200 MeV.

From the experimental uncertainties of cosmogenic nuclide abundances in na-

tural materials and from the effects that are to be investigated by these

nuclides an accuracy of cross section of better than 10 - 15 % has to be

demanded. For stable rare gas isotopes the requirements even are more

stringent: 5 - 10 % for absolute cross sections and 1 - 2 % for isotopic

ratios.

Table 1: Cosmogenic nuclides and target elements relevant for their produc-

tion. The most important target elements in extraterrestrial mat-

ter are printed in boldface. « of interest for alpha-induced reac-

tions only.

Nuclide

3 7
Ar

5 6
CO

2 2
Na

5 5
Fe

6 0
Co

3
H

4 4
Ti .

1 4
C

S 9
Ni

4 1
Ca

3 6
C 1

2 6
A 1

8 1
Kr

1 0
8e

5 3
M n

129,

4 0
K

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

T
l/2

0.096 a

0.213 a

2.6 a

2.7 a

5.26 a

12.3 a

47.3 a

5.73 ka

75. ka

103. ka

300. ka

716. ka

210. ka

1.6 Ma

3.7 Ma

15.7 Ma

1.28 Ga

stable

stable

stable

stable

stable

Relevant

S*

Fe

Na

Mn

Co

C

Ca*

N

F β *

Ar*

CI

Na*

Rb

C

Mn

Tβ

K

C

Na

*
S

Br

Ba

CI

Ni

Mg

Fe

Ni

N

Ti

O

Ni

K

K

Mg

S Γ

N

Fe

Ba

Ca

0

Mg

CI

Rb

La

Target

K

Al

Ni

0

Fe

Mg

Ca

Ca

Al

0

Ni

La

Ti

Mg

Al

K

S E

REE

Elements

Ca

Si

Mg

Ni

Al

Ti

Fβ

Si

Zr

Mg

REE

Fe

Al

Si

Ca

r

Ti

S

Al

Si

Fe

Ni

S

Al

Ni

Si

S

Ti

zr

Fe

Ca

Si

S

Ni

Ca

Si

S

Ca

Fe

Ni

Fβ

S

Ca

Ti

S

Ca

Fe

Ni

Ni

Ca

Fe

Fβ

Ca

Fe

Ni

Fe Ni

Ni

Ni

Fβ Ni

Ni

III. Status of existing experimental data

Though intensive investigations have been performed during the last three

decades, the available cross sections are far from being sufficient. The

existing data base i3 incomplete concerning target elements as well as pro-

duct nuclides covered and often suffers from severe lack of quality. Due to

the diversity of nuclear reactions of interest, the experimental data can

only be overlooked and handled by systematic compilation. Because of their



3trongly differing quality they need critical evaluation before applica-

tion.

III.l Proton-induced reactions

A survey of literature fBU80, 8U81, H082, HO85, MC76, T071! shows that for

proton-induced reactions detailed information is mainly restricted to ener-

gies below 200 MeV. Above this, most published experimental data consist

mostly of scattered points and the quality often is not acceptable, mainly

depending on primitive experimental techniques from which particularly old

data suffer. The status of the existing data shall be described on the ba-

sis of 3ome examples covering medium- and long-lived radionuclides as well

as stable rare gas isotopes. Though the medium energy range has been de-

fined as ranging from 20 MeV to 1 GeV, in this paper data will be ehown up

to 10 GeV for the following reason. With reepect to the availability of da-

ta there are severe differences for proton energies below 200 MeV, for the

energy range from 200 to 600 MeV, and above 600 MeV.

For energies below 200 MeV a relatively large number of data and complete

measurements of excitation functions exist. Thi3 is due to the availabili-

ty of respective accelerators and to the possibility to use the "stacked

foil" technique without too much interference from secondary particlee. The

latter point is a particular advantage since it allows for an optimal use

of accelerator time.

For energies above 600 MeV the "stacked foil" technique is no longer appli-

cable, because secondary particle contribute significantly if too big tar-

gets are used. Therefore, small targets have to be used and individual en-

ergy point3 have to be investigated. The available data cluster between 600

MeV and 3 GeV. From the types of experiments and from the underlying phys-

ics the data in this energy range have to be looked at and discussed as an

entity. Limiting the medium energy range at 1 GeV meane to cut more than

half of the available data base which describes the onset of spallation and

fragmentation reactions. Above 3 GeV the data become really sparse and just

some energy points at about 10, 20 and 27 GeV have been investigated for

ju3t a handful of target elements. Above 3 GeV, moreover, nuclear reactions

are high-energy ones, among other reasons because at these energies excita-

tion functions show widely an independence on energy exhibited by nearly

constant plateaux cros3 sections. This is not the case between 600 MeV and

3 GeV for most reactions.

The energy region between 200 and 600 MeV is a neglected one. For many re-

actions it shows a complete lack of data. This is not really understandable

because thi3 energy region is of particular interest also from the nuclear
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Fig. 4: Crose sections for the proton-induced production of Mn from iron,

which were reported up to the late seventies.

physics point of view. It reveals the transition from preequilibrium reac-

tions to spallation and fragmentation reactions, and therefore should be

really of interest for testa of nuclear reaction models.

For the nuclear reactions which are of interest within the context of thi3

work mo3t data in literature were measured for gamma-emitting nuclides, be-

cause they are easily and precisely measureable with common nuclear physiC3

measuring techniques. The target elements most intensely investigated were

Al, V, Ti, Fe, Co, Ki and Cu. This list surely does not cover the most im-

portant cosmic target elements. One typical example for the intensly in-

vestigated reactions is the production of Mn from Fe. In Fig. 4 there is

given a 3urvey of all measurements for thi3 reaction as revealed by the

state of knowledge by the end of the seventies. These data are absolutely

insufficient and do not allow to decide which of the contradictory data

were right or wrong, nor to draw conclusions about the actual excitation

function.

In order to improve thi3 situation, systematic investigations of production

cross sections have been performed by our group during the last 15 years,
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covering proton-induced reactions for energies up to 200 MeV and between

600 MeV and 2600 MeV. For this purpose irradiation experiments were per-

formed at accelerators at KFA/Juelich (E < 45 MeV) , at the Universite Ca-

tholique of Louvain La Neuve (E < 80 MeV) , at the IPN/Orsay (E < 200 MeV) ,

at the GWI/University Uppsala (E < 200 MeV) , at CERK/Geneve (E => 600 MeV),

at LANL/Los Alamos (E •» 800 MeV) and at the Laboratoire National Satucne/

Saclay (E = 1200, 1600 and 2600 MeV). The investigations of proton-induced

reactions up to 200 MeV are presently extended by further irradiation ex-

periments at the University Uppsala. Further experiments at LNS/Saclay are

planned in order to close the data gap between 200 and 600 MeV.

Results of these investigations for gamma-eraitting nuclei are shown exem-

plarily in Fig. 5. They demonstrate that it is possible to determine con-

sistent excitation functions over the entire medium-energy range. For the

reaction Fe(p,2pxn) Mn these data describe nearly the entire excitation

function with small experimental uncertainties showing all their struc-

tures, thus allowing for both a detailed theoretical analysis and applica-

tion in cosmic ray physics.

In the early studies of this type we concentrated on gamma- and X-ray-emit-

ting nuclides for energies below 200 MeV. Since it was not possible to mea-

sure all the above product nuclides by our group, an international collabo-

ration was initiated during the last years in order to determine also stab-

le rare gas isotopes. Moreover, by the availability of accelerator mass

spectrometry (AMS) we were put into position also to determine long-lived

radionuclides such as Be and Al. As the techniques of AMS advances fur-

ther long-lived nuclides will become available for analysis. Already now,

we prepare samples for the measurement of CI, ^^Ca ^ ^Mn and from

targets, which we analyze for Be and Al, in ordec to measure them as

soon as the new AMS capabilities, which presently are being developed, ex-

ist.

The entire investigations cover more than 300 proton-induced reactions on

the target elements C, N, O, Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, "i,

Zr, Nb, Rh, Ba, and Au, thus allowing for systematic tests of nuclear reac-

tion models as well as providing a consistent data set for applications of

medium energy reactions. For proton-energies below 200 MeV results were re-

ported in [MI84, MI85], and references therein. For energies between 600

MeV and 2.6 Gev our investigations have partly been published [MI86A, MI89,

DI89, DI90, DI90A, DI90B, DI90D) . The majority of the results as for ener-

gies between 800 and 2600 MeV is presently prepared for publication [LU901 .

Also the data measured at Uppsala are not yet published.

For the long-lived radionuclides the situation in general i3 much worse

than for short- and medium-lived ones. For many relevant reactions no oc

just 3ingle crose section data are available, older data having often unac-

ceptably large ercocs. Here, the availability of AMS surely will improve

the situation in the near future. In Fig3. 6 and 7 two examples are 3hown

for the production of
 1 0

Be from oxygen and of
 2 5

A1 from Al [DI90] . rot both

reactions firet measurements by AMS are available (0190, DI90A] and these

reactions are among those most intensely investigated. But 3till some dis-

crepancies exist, which have to be explained in the future.

For stable rare gas isotopes the situation is similar to that of long-lived

radionuclides. For He- and He-isotopes it is exemplified in Figs. 8 and 9

for the target element Mg. For the production of
 3
He and

 4
He (Fig. 8) there

are measurements by one group at low energies [WA761, a cluster of 3 mea-

surements at 600 MeV t^189, 8162, GO64] and our new high-energy data above

600 MeV. At 600 MeV the different measurements are just in marginal agree-

ment and the scatter of the low-energy data does hardly allow for an ad-

equate description of the production of these isotopes. For Nβ from Mg

the situation is somewhat better (Fig. 9 ) . But also in this case there are
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fO still unacceptable discrepancies. It has to be mentioned that for the heav-

ier rare gasee Ar, Kr and Xe the situation i3 still more inadequate and

ju3t a small number of measurements exists (RE82, LA84, LA87, MA89, MA89A,

KA77, HO70, SH88, PR90] which partially suffer from severe problems.
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Fig. 10: Cross sections for the production of Be from carbon. The

data [PS90 and JU901 are unpublished results from our recent

experiments at PSI/Villigen and KFA Juelich, respectively.

III.2 ^He-induced reactions

For He-induced reactions the situation is worse than for proton-induced

ones. The sparse experimental data again are mainly for lower energies

[BU80, BU81, HO82, HO85, MC76, TO71], spallation reactions are nearly com-

pletely lacking and the old data are likewise incomplete and often insuffi-

cient. Special investigations with respect to the data need3 of the inter-

pretation of cosmogenic nuclides are just about to start. Up to now. He-

induced reactions have been taken into account in model calculations of GCR

interactions just in a very approximate way [MI89B, MI90B, MI90C]. There is

just one detailed publication dealing with the production of a cosmogenic

nuclide ( Ni) in lunar surface material by SCR He-particles [LA73].

He-induced reactions on the co3mochemically important target elements have

been mainly looked at for the purpose of basic nuclear physics. Because of
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Fig. 11: Cro3s sections for the production of Be from silicon. The

data [PS90 and JU90] are unpublished results from our recent

experiments at PSI/Villigen and KFA Juelich, respectively.

their secondary importance for cosmic ray physics there have not been much

efforts in compilation and evaluation work. Due to recent improvements in

modelling the production of cosmogenic nuclides in extraterrestrial matter

[MI89B, MI90B, MI90C], however, a quantitative description of 4He-induced

reactions becomes highly desirable.

Therefore, we extended our earlier investigations [MI80, MI83A, MI83B] of

He-induced reactions on Al, V, Ti, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni, which were aimed at

te3t3 of nuclear reaction models, with respect to the range of target ele-

ments by irradiation experiments at PSI (up to 120 MeV) and at KFA Juelich

(172.5 MeV), so that now the same target elements are covered as for p-in-

duced reactions. We also extended the measuring techniques, so that product

nuclides are measured by X- and gamma-spectrometry as well as by conventio-

nal and accelerator mass spectrometry. Today, only some preliminary results

of these experiments are available. Exemplarily, in Figs. 10 - 12 a survey

of cross section measurements for the production of Be from C, and Si and

of Be from iron is given. While also for He-induced reaction the target

element aluminum has been investigated in detail, for other cosmochemically

relevant elements the situation is not that good. A comprehensive compila-

tion of the respective data, more measurements and a critical evaluation



are necessary. For higher energies, in particular for spallation and frag-

mentation reactions, practically no data exist up to now. Here, systematic

investigations are urgently needed.
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Fig. 12: Cross sections for the production of Be from iron [DI90C].

III.3 Neutron-induced reactions

In spite of the fact that the spectra of secondary neutrons are strongly

decreasing with energy, model calculations of the production of cosmogenic

nuclides show that it is necessary to consider neutron-induced reactions up

to energies of 200 MeV in many cases and for some high-energy products in

iron meteorites ( Be, Al, Ca and stable Ne-isotopes) even up to the

GeV-region. The croes section data necessary for this purpose are, however,

widely missing. As commonly known most available data are for energies

equal to or below 14.7 MeV, just a minority of investigations went up to 30

MeV. There are just two reports about measurements of cross sections of

neutron-induced reactions relevant for the production of cosmogenic nu-

clides, both dealing with the production of stable Ne isotopes from magne-

sium [R.E79, LA90J . Due to a nearly complete lack of integral production

cross sections for neutron energies above 30 MeV model calculations for me-

dium- and high-energy products are just very approximative.

In the past, it has been adopted for the purpose of model calculations of

the production of cosmogenic nuclides that for medium-energy reactions pro-

duction cross sections for proton- and neutron-induced reactions are equal.

Recent calculations show that this cannot be anticipated over wide energy

ranges [MI90A). Those model calculations describing the interactions of ga-

lactic cosmic ray particles with matter, which explicitely take into ac-

count neutron-induced reactions [MI89B, MI90B, MI9OCJ, today rely on calcu-

lated cross sections using various calculational methods. This situation

stresses the necessity of reliable models which are capable to perform a

priori calculations of production cross sections. We will come to this

point in the next chapter.

Besides for the understanding of cosmogenic nuclides, medium-energy neu-

tron-induced reactions are of outstanding importance for design and opera-

tion of spallation neutron sources. Short- and medium-lived radionuclides

will determine to a large degree the radioactive inventory of such devices,

long-lived radionuclides will be of importance with respect to decommis-

sioning and to final storage of accelerator components. The available me-

dium-energy neutron beam lines mostly have low intensities, so that it is

difficult to obtain the required data. Therefore, it must be highly recom-

mended to invent also irradiation facilities which allow for more experi-

mental data for medium-energy neutrons. For many cosmogenic nuclides, how-

ever, systematic investigations up to neutron energies of 30 MeV would al-

ready be an outstanding improvement of the present situation.

IV. Models to calculate integral cross sections

for intermediate energy reactions

In the near future it will not be possible to have reliable measurements of

all production cros3 sections necessary for a comprehensive modelling of

cosmogenic nuclides in terrestrial and extraterrestrial matter. It will

therefore be necessary to rely to a considerable degree on calculated cross

sections. Consequently, test3 of nuclear models methods which allow for a

priori calculations of cross sections are of high interest also for the ap-

plication of nuclear data to the interactions of cosmic ray particles with

matter. The status of such models differs strongly depending on particle

typee and energies, the situation being worse for energies above 200 MeV.

For p-induced reactions with energies below 200 MeV the hybrid model of

preequilibrium (PE) reactions [BL72] in form of the code ALICE LIVERMORS 87

[BL87] has proved to be very efficient for a priori calculations of produc-

tion cross sections [e.g. MI84, MI85, and references therein]. In particu-

lar, for proton-induced reactions such calculations can be performed with a
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beforehand fixed set of parameters. For a detailed discussion and a compre-

hensive graphical presentation of these aspects see [BL88].

This recent version of the hybrid model has eeveral advantages compared to

the earlier versions [BL78, BL82]. First/ it allows to use experimental nu-

clide masses as far as available. Secondly/ it allows for the choice of

broken exciton numbers, thus taking into account the statistical distribu-

tion of different possible initial exciton configurations. A detailed dis-

cussion of this feature was given by Blann and Vonach [BL83]. Thirdly, it

takes into account multiple PE decay, allowing, for both the emission of

more than one nucleon from a single exciton configuration and for the • PE

emission of several nucleons in sequential exciton configurations.

Based on the good experience with the hybrid model calculations, we used

this model to satisfy our data needs for production cross sections for neu-

tron-induced reactions up to 200 MeV [MI90A] . A first 3et of excitation

functions [MI86, MI868) had been calculated before ueing the hybrid model

in the form of the code ALICE LIVERMORE 82 [BL82] . It wae lateron revised

by calculations on the baeis of ALICE LIVERMORE 37 [BL87] . The present data

base "ZFS-NSIG-89" up to now contains thin-target excitation functions for

the target elements Na, Mg, Al, Si, K, Ca, Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Rb,

Sr, X, Zr, Ba, and La for neutron energies between 1 and 200 MeV. With re-

gard to the product nuclides it covers all relevant cosmogenic radionu-

clides as well as stable rare gae isotopes. Exemplarily, in fig. 13 the ex-

citation functions for the neutron-induced production of Mn from Mn, Fe

and Ni are shown. There are, however, no cros3 sections for the production

of H- and He-isotopes and there are still some important target elements as

e.g. O and C for which we do not have calculations. For the latter target

elements the capabilities of the hybrid model are currently being tested

for proton-induced reactions (compare Fig. 6).

The comparison of the calculated cross sections with experimental data in

the low energy (En < 30 MeV) region 3hows the 3ame good quality of the cal-

culations as was earlier observed for proton-induced reactions for various

target elements (MI85J. The calculated neutron cross sections have been

successfully used to calculate the depth- and size-dependent production

ratee measured in a number of 600 MeV thick-target experiments [MI85A,

MI89A] as well ae for dosimetry purposes in radiation damage experiments in

spallation neutron sources [CE87] . It has, however, to be stated that these

neutron cross section just are a first step to satisfy our crose section

needs for neutron-induced reactions.

Also for He-induced reactions, where the hybrid model in the form of the

older code ALICE LIVERMORE 82 [BL82] showed some problems in the past

[MI80, MI83, MI83AJ, a hybrid model analysis of our new results reveals
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Fig. 13: Excitation functions for the neutron-induced production of Mn

from Mn, Fe and Ni calculated by the code ALICE LIVSRMORE 87.

promising improvements (to be published). It has, however, to be mentioned

that for 4He-induced reactions it is not possible to determine a set of in-

itial parameters, which describes all reactions likewise well. This is a

consequence of the diversity of possible initial phases of He-induced re-

actions, which strongly affects the initial excition configurations. In

view of the good experiences made with the hybrid model calculations, an

extension of the code to higher energies is highly desirable.

For energies above 200 MeV, i.e. at the onset of spallation and fragmenta-

tion reactions, the theoretical situation is lees satisfying. The following

discussion will be mainly based on experiences for proton-induced reac-

tions . For neutron- and He-induced ones such investigations still remain

to be done. Today the calculation of integral production cross sections is

still mostly restricted to the use of semiempirical formulas which first

were invented by Rudstam [RU66] in 1966. The basic assumption of these se-

miempirical model and its successors [SI73, SO87, SU90, WS90, SA90] is the

strict applicability of Serber's model [SE47] of spallation reactions. This

Iead3 to an exponential decrease of the isobaric yield with increasing dif-

ference between A T and Ap. It is then assumed that the charge dispersion of



the residual nuclides is determined during the evaporation phase. The re-

sulting charge dispersion on an isobar is almost symmetrical around a most

probable atomic number which is determined by equal evaporation probabili-

ties of protons and neutrons. The proposed distribution functions on an

isobar were Gaussians or nearly Gaussian. The various parameters describing

the exponential decrease of isobaric yields, width and shape of the charge

dispersion distribution and the most probable atomic numbers on the isobars

were then taken as free parameters and their values were determined by fit-

ting them to experimental data, thus strongly depending on the quality of

the experimental determinations.

On the basis of the new consistent 3et of cross sections measured for p-en-

ergies. up to 2600 MeV, we were able to perform a detailed analysis of the

capabilities of these formulas. It turned out, however, that they are by no

means sufficient to describe medium- and high-energy cross sections with an

accuracy sufficient for the various fields of application [MI89, MI90]. Ex-

emplarily, Fig. 14 shows a comparison between our experimental 2600 MeV

cross sections and the predicted cross sections calculated by the semiempi-

rical formula by Silberberg and Tsao and coworkers [SI73], which take3 into

account all improvements of this formula published by this group up to now.

However, it cannot be decided at present to what degree the failure of

semi-empirical formulas depends on the poor quality of the formerly used

poor quality data base on the one hand or on a general neglect of indivi-

dual nuclear properties on the other hand.

Recently, a new semi-empirical formula for spallation cross sections has

been proposed, for which an accuracy of "better than 10 % in most cases"

was claimed (WB90) . This formula i3 based among other data on a set of

cross sections which was determined from irradiation experiments, in which

targets of hydrogen and hydrocarbons were bombarded with heavy ions, thus

turning around the usual way of bombarding heavy targets with light ions or

nucleons. The advantage of this method is that the product nuclides are

measured on line using semiconductor telescopes. It is an outstanding fea-

ture of this method that it aleo allows to detect stable products, which is

of particular importance for nuclear astrophysics and cosmic ray physics.

In a series of papere thie new formula has been presented. Among the pub-

lished data there are experimental 600 MeV crose sections, which serve as

a basis for the further calculations. In Fig. 15 our 600 MeV data [MI89,

M189A] are compared with the data from the work of Webber et al. [WE90] .

Unfortunately, there are just about 25 reactions for which data appear si-

multaneously in their work and ours. The ratios of the cross sections by

Webber et al. versus those from our group show a much larger scatter than
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CSI73].

to be expected. For p-induced reactions on Ni the ratios are between 1.18
2 S

and 0.23, for Fe between 1.45 and 0.83 and for the production of Al from

Si the ratio is 0.43. The ratios for the production of 3table Ne-isotopes

are between 1.21 and 0.86 for Mg, • for Al between 2.09 and 0.81, and for Si

between 1.70 and 0.94 . This is by no means. a satisfying agreement. This

situation neede further experimental clarification. Unfortunately, the to-

tal semiempirical formula is not at our disposal yet, so that a thorough

test cannot be made.

Another, more physical approach is to use intranuclear cascade - evapora-

tion models (INC/E) to describe medium- and high-energy reactions. For pro-

ton-induced reactions our new data for energies above 600 MeV were used to

test an INC/E-model applying Monte Carlo techniques. For this purpose the

HETC-module of the HERMES code system [CL88] was used. First results of

these te3ts are already published [MI89, DI901, a comprehensive eurvey is

presently being prepared [LU90]. The results of this analysis are prom-

ising. In Fig. 16 ratioe of 2600 MeV cross sections calculated by this

method and of our recent measurements are shown. The data for nuclides
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which predominantly are produced by fragmentation are not included in this

figure. The overall agreement is of the same quality as that achieved by

semiempirical formulas. A detailed analysis of the data shows, however,

that it will be necessary in the future to include models for fragmentation

(compare Fig. 6) and preequilibrium decay to come to an adequate descrip-

tion of medium- and high-energy proton-induced reactions.

V. Modelling of cosmogenic nuclides in extra-

terrestrial matter

It has to be emphasized, that any physical description of the complex oc-

currences of GCR interactions with matter depends on reliable models des-

cribing the intra- and internuclear cascades and the transport of primary

and secondary GCR particles and on the availability of thin-target cross

sections for the underlying nuclear, reactions for all contributing particle

types, i.e. protons, neutrons and He-nuclei.

Model calculations of the interactions of solar cosmic ray particles matter

always have been physically straight forward. The depth dependent spectra

in matter can be directly calculated taking into account stopping and at-

tenuation of the primary particles. Reactions of secondary particles can be

neglected due to the relatively low energies of the primaries. There exists

a number of models which adequatly describe the SCR production of cosmoge-

nic nuclides in cosmic dust, meteoroids and in the lunar surface [RE72,

YO72, MI80A, MI82, MI83, RE90]. The quality and reliability of these model

calculations exclusively depend on the availability of thin-target excita-

tion functions of the underlying nuclear reactions for energies up to 200

MeV/A.

The main interest in the investigation of SCR effects, which have mainly

been studied in lunar surface materials, is due to the possibility to in-

vestigate the long-term averaged spectra and fluxes of solar cosmic ray

particles. Comparing the data of oosmogenic nuclides of different half-

lives in lunar surface materials allows to detect possible variations of

the 3olar activity on a time scale of several millions of years. The dif-

fering threshold energies of the relevant nuclear reactions producing the

cosmogenic nuclides allow to interprete the data with respect to the spec-

tral shapes of solar particles. Exemplarily, in Fig. 17 experimental SCR



production races of Fe and Mn are compared with theoretical depth pro-

files. The 5SFe-data in lunar rock 12002 are fairly well described by a in-
—2 —1

tegral omnidirectional flux of solar protons of 100 cm s and a charac-

teristic rigidity between RQ - 100 and 150 MV. The
 53Mn-data of rock 12002

seem on the first glance to reveal a lower flux and higher characteristiuc

rigidity. But from a crude comparison it can already be derived that the
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in lunar rock 12022 as measured by [Fill] compared to calculated

depth profiles [MI83J .

solar flux parameters could not have changed by more than a factor of two

with regard to characteristic rigidity and by a factor of 3 with regard to

the flux. A more detailed analysis taking into account the phenomeon of

space erosion shows, however, that the experimental data of Mn in rock
—2 -112002 can be explained best by a omnidirectional flux of 70 cm 3 and a

characteristic rigidity of 100 MV [KO78]. Summarizing the investigations of

SCR effects made 30 far, there i3 no evidence for the solar proton flux to

have differed from the recent flux during the last 10 yeare. The uncer-

tainties of the flux parameters are those given in Fig. 1 for the SCR spec-

tra. It ha3, however, to be stated again that these uncertainties are main-

ly due to lack of knowledge about the cross sections of the underlying nu-

clear reactions. A detailed review of the present status of these investi-

gations is given elsewhere [RE90] . One conclusion of this review is also

that present uncertainties in the interpretation of SCR effects ace predom-

inantly related to the lack of reliable medium-energy excitation functions

for the production of the relevant cosmogenic nuclides.

For GCR-interactions the situation of model calculations is not as clear-

cut as for SCR-e£fects. There i3 a variety of models at hand which with

more or lees success describe the depth- and size-dependent production of

cosmogenic nuclides in meteorites and planetary surfaces [KO67, AR61, RE78,

RE79, RE85, RE72, BH82, IM80, HO85, HO88, SI60, NY84, GR88, GR90, ¥072,

AR71, MA86, DI89B, DI90E, MI89B, MI90B, MI90C, ZA89, ZA90, LI61, L172,

DA90, EB61, EB63, SP86]. The early model3 and seme of the recent ones were

semiempirical ones [KO67, AR61, RE78, RB79, RS85, RE72, 3H821 or based on

parameterization of nuclear reaction lengths [SI60, NY84, GR88, GR90, YO72]

or on systematica of spallation reactions [IM80, HO85, HO88]. These models

will not be discussed here in detail. A critical discussion of the diffe-

rent capabilities of these models is still lacking and would be beyond the

topic of this paper.

Model calculations which describe the production of cosmogenic nuclides

from basic physical principles in the past had been proposed mainly for re-

actions of low-energy neutrons [LI61, LI72, DA90, EB61, EB63, SP861. With

one exception [AR71] physical models for cosmogenic nuclides produced by

medium-energy reactions have been only proposed during the last years

[DI89, DI90, MA86, MI89B, MI90B, MX9QC, ZA89, ZA90] . In such models the

complex occurrences of the intra- and internuclear cascades are described,

in particular production and transport of secondary particles. Then the

production rates of cosmogenic nuclides are derived either directly by Mon-

te Carlo calculations or indirectly by combining calculated depth- and

size-dependent fluxes of the different nuclear active particles with thin-

target cross sections of the contributing nuclear reactions.

Armstrong and Alsmiller [AR71] were the first using Monte Carlo techniques

in form of the HET-code [AR72, CH72] to describe the interaction of galac-

tic cosmic rays with extraterrestrial matter. They calculated depth-depen-

dent spectra of primary and secondary GCR-particles in the lunar surface

and derived for some nuclides depth-dependent production rates by directly

evaluating the production of these nuclides from Monte Carlo calculations.

Also Maearic et al. [MA86] directly calculated the distribution of residual

nuclides in meteoroid3 and in the lunar surface by Monte Carlo techniques.

Recently, calculations of residual nuclide abundances in meteorites were

presented by Divadenam et al. [DI89, DI90] . A considerable disadvantage of

the direct calculation of the production of residual nuclides is, that the

accuracy of the nuclear models used is not adequate. At present all these

codes consider only an initial phase of fast interactions dominated by nuc-

leon-nucleon interactions and a second evaporation phase according to the

statistical model of nuclear reactions, thereby neglecting both preequili-
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brium reactions and other important formation processes such as e.g. frag-

mentation. A comparison of measured thin-target cro3s sections with the re-

sult of Monte Carlo calculations of the intranuclear cascade using an INCE-

model in a modified form of HETC (CL83) demonstrated the general applicabi-

lity of the method, but showed that one still has to account for error3

which are too large for the application in cosmochemistry, [MI89] and Fig.

16.

A more promising application of INCE-models and Monte Carlo techniques for

the modelling of cosmogenic nuclides in extraterrestrial matter is to cal-

culate the depth- and size-dependent spectra of primary and secondary GCR

particles and then to combine them with thin-target cross sections of the

respective nuclear reactions. A3 shown elsewhere [MI85A, MI89A, DI89A] and

a3 di3cus3ed in some detail in the next chapter, this method has been suc-

cessfully used by our group to describe the production rates observed in

terrestrial simulation experiments. Up to now, depth profiles for the pro-

duction of 2 6A1, 53Mn and 2 0, 2 1' 2 2
N e have been calculated for stony meteo-

roids with radii up to 65 cm and for the lunar surface [MI89b, MI90B,

MI90C]. An extension of these model calculations to other cosmogenic nu-

clides and meteorite cla3se3 is presently being performed.

Another physical approach has been recently proposed by Zanda et al. [ZA89,

ZA90]. These authors calculate depth- and size-dependent spectra of primary

and secondary GCR particles by solving numerically the transport equation,

starting from primary GCR p-3pectra and from emission spectra of secondary

protone and neutrons produced in high-energy interactions. The latter are

calculated by Monte Carlo techniques (NE74J solely describing the intranu-

clear cascade. Up to now this method has only been applied to high-energy

products in Fe-meteorite3 [ZA89, ZA90]. It is presently being extended to

stony meteoroids and low-energy products. However, here no results are

available up to now.

Any progress of these physical models, however, depends on the availablitiy

of the respective cross sections for proton-, neutron- and He-induced re-

actio3 and on the reliability of codes describing the complex occurrences

of intermediate-energy nuclear reactions and particle transport. At thie

point it has to be stated that there is a wide variety of scientific ques-

tions which can be answered by an accurate modelling of GCR effects both in

lunar surface materials and in meteorites. The applications range from in-

vestigations of long-term GCR particle spectra and flux, over the determi-

nation of GCR flux gradients within the solar system to untangling the

(partially complex) irradiation histories of the small bodies in the 3Olar

eystem.

Exemplarily, in Figs. 18 and 19 experimental and theoretical depth profiles

of Al in the lunar surface and in the meteorite Knyahinya are shown.

These data demonstrate the capabilities of physical models to describe the

production of cosmogenic nuclide by galactic particles provided that re-

liable excitation functions are at hand. However, an adequate modelling

presently is only possible for a ju3t a minor part of the cosmogneic nu-

clides listed in table 1 due to a lack of reliable cross section data for

the relevant nucler reactions in the medium-energy range.

A particular problem for the modelling of GCR interactions in extraterres-

trial materials arises from the fact that the irradiation conditions in

space are of high complexity and depend on a relatively large number of pa-
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26,Fig. 18: Experimental depth profile of Al in Apollo-15 drill core.(NI84]

and a theoretical depth profile derived from a physical model

CMl89b, MI90B, MI90CJ calculated with an integral flux of primary

GCR protons with energies above 10 Mev at 1 A.U of 3.63 cm s .

Galactic He-nuclei are considered approximately only. In the cal-

culated depth profiles the total production rates (TO) a3 well as

the different contributions of primary protons (PP), secondary

protons (SP) and secondary neutrons (SN) are distinguished.
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physical model [MI89B, MI90B, MI90C] calculated with an integral

flux of primary GCR protons at 1 A. (J of 3.63 cm s taking into

account a GCR flux gradient of 10 % between 1 A.U. and the meteo-

roid orbits at 3 - 4 A.U.. Galactic He-nuclei are considered ap-

proximately only. TO, PP, SP and St! are as in Fig. 18.

rametere. In order to untangle these different effects in these materials

one ha3 to be sure about the quality and the reliability of the model cal-

culations themselves. This knowledge can only be obtained by terrestrial

simulation experiments, which serve as bench mark experiments.

VI. Simulation and validation experiments

For the interpretation of GCR-produced cosmogenic nuclides in meteorites

terrestrial simulation experiments are of outstanding importance, since

they allow to study the complex occurrences of medium- and high-energy re-

actions under controlled conditions. Already during the early sixties a

considerable number of thick-target experiments had been performed, during

which stationary thick targets of suitable chemical composition were irrad-

iated with medium- and high-energy particles [KO67, and references there-

in] . Kohman and Bender [KO67] used the results of these experiments to de-

rive a model for the production of cosmogenic nuclides in meteorites. As

discussed earlier [MI85A], in all the early, stationary thick-target exper-

iments compiled by Kohman and Bender [KO67], the measured production rates

are dominated by proton-induced reactions under which the action of secon-

dary neutrons mostly is hidden. Moreover, finite sizes of the thick targets

caused a considerable leakage of neutrons of all energies, which thus could

not be properly taken into account in the model. As a consequence the depth

profiles calculated by Kohman and Bender [KO67] show too fast a decrease

with depth and too small meteoroid radii are assigned to the maximum pro-

duction rates, in particular for low-energy products.?

The problem of stationary thick-target experiments can be overcome by ir-

radiations of moving targets, by which the isotropic GCR irradiation i3 ex-

actly simulated, so that the particle leakage in the terrestrial simulation

matches exactly that under cosmic irradiation conditions. Such experiments

have been performed during the last years [MI85A, MI89A], which demonstra-

ted the wide range of depth and size effects (Fig. 20) and which proved the

importance of secondary neutrons for the production of cosmogenic nuclides.

In spite of the fact that considerable progress has been made by 3uch simu-

lation experiments, it must be stated that a complete simulation cannot be

performed, because it is practically impossible to perform an irradiation

experiment with a continuous spectrum of bombarding particles which matches

that of primary GCR-particles. Since, however, the multiplicities for se-

condary particle production strongly depend on the energies of the primary

particles, the production rates measured in simulation experiments clearly

cannot be directly compared with those observed in extraterrestial matter.

But, on the other hand, these simulation experiments provide excellent

tool3 to test calculational models, since in contrast to the cosmic irradi-

ation in 3pace in the terrestrial experiments all irradiation conditions

are fully controlled. A detailed description of recent simulation experi-

ments, giving full reference to earlier work may be found elsewhere [MI85,

MI89A, EN84, EN87, EN90, EN90A, AY87, DI89A, DR90J . A further simulation

experiment for meteoroidal irradiation conditions was performed by our

group early in 1990, during which an artificial meteorite with a radiu3 of

25 cm was irradiated by 1600 MeV protons at the LNS/ Saclay (experiment LNS

172) .

In the context of this work the role of simulation experiments as valida-

tion experiments for calculational methode in medium-energy physics is of

interest. Thus, for the simulation experiments mentioned above a detailed

theoretical analysis was performed [MI8SA, AX87, MI89A, DI89A] comprising
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the calculation of depth dependent spectra of primary and secondary proton

and neutrons by Monte Carlo calculations using high-energy transport code

HETC [AR72, AR83] within the newly developed HERMES code system [CL88].

HERMES (High Energy Radiation Monte Carlo Elaborate System) 13 a system of

Monte Carlo computer codes which allows to treat the different physical

phenomena which must be considered in computer simulation of radiation

transport and interaction problems. The HERMES collection of programs per-

mits the simulation of secondary particle histories induced by primary par-

ticles of any energy/ from the regime of high-energy physice down to ther-

mal energies for neutrons. The particles, that are considered by the pro-

grams of the HERMES system are p, n, TT—, TT°, \I —, e—/ y, and light ions up

to A — 10. The development of particle cascades can be simulated within

very complex geometries and material configurations with only minor re-

strictions.

The production rates of residual nuclei in the thick-targets then wece cal-

culated by folding the calculated spectra of primary and secondary protons

and of secondary neutrons with a set of experimental excitation functions

foe proton-induced reactions and with the above described theoretical ones

for neutron-induced reactions [MI90A]. A comprehensive documentation and

discussion of the calculated 3pectra and of more than 450 measured and cal-

culated depth profiles is given elsewhere [AY87, MI85A, MI89AJ . It turned

out that for those nuclides for which reliable production cross sections

were at hand? the quality of the calculations was excellent. Two examples

of these results are given in Fig. 21. They show the quality of the model

calculations and at the same time demonstrate that there are strong diffe-

rences in the contributions of protons and neutrons in the mixed particle

fields. These contributions have to be carefully distinguished and all par-

ticles have to be taken into account in any modelling of the interactions

of cosmic ray with matter. A detailed discussion [AY87, MI85A, MI89A] of

these data clearly exhibited the high capabilities of the calculational

method and allowed to distinguish those target/product combinations for

which improvements in the underlying data are required in the future.

VII. Conclusion

- intermediate-energy nuclear data are the key quantities to understand the

interactions of solar and galactic cosmic ray particles with matter. The

data needs for thi3 field of science are typical of a wide range of ap-

plications in ecience and technology.

- reliable production cross sections comprising the entire medium-energy

range for proton-, neutron- and He-induced reactions, calculational

methods describing the production of secondary particles and residual nu-

clides and the transport of intermediate-energy particles as well as val-

idation experiments are necessary for an adequate understanding the in-

teractions of cosmic ray particles with matter.

- the present 3tatus of the required intermediate-energy nuclear data is

not sufficient. More experimental investigations as well as and compila-

tion and critical evaluation of the existing data are needed.

- models for the calculation of production cross sections for energies

above 200 MeV need urgently systematic tests on the basis of reliable ex-

perimental data. Generally, more theoretical work is required for such

reactions.

- the calculational methode and the experimental and theoretical data have

to be validated by bench mark experiments before application.
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Nuclear data to be used for calculating

the spacecraft shielding and for crew

dosimetry during manned space missions

V.E.DUDKIN

Institute of Biomedical Problems, Ministry of Health

of the USSR; Moscow, USSR

Securing space flight radiation safety is one of the

most important aspects of the overall problem of spacecrew

safety and gets even more urgent in the case of long-term

and far-reaching space missions.

The main sources of radiation hazard for spacecrew

include galactic cosmic rays (GCR), the Earth's radiation

belts (ERB) , and solar cosmic ray's (SCR) . The total GCR

flux is composed of protons (85 .1%), alpha-particles

(13.1%), lithium group of nuclei (Li, Be, B) (0.2%), M group

(C, N, 0) (1%), LH group (10< z<19) (0.3%), andvH group

(z^20) (0.1%). The GCR energy spectrum extends up to 109 eV

and higher. ' ••

The charged particles trapped by the.Earth's magnetic

field fill a large region of the Earth's environment and

form the ERB. The trapped corpuscular radiation is composed

of protons and electrons. The major fraction of the- ERB

protons cover the energy range from few dozens of MeV to

~ 1 GeV.

A definite fraction of solar chromospheric flares is

accompanied by SCR. The SCR flux is composed mainly of

protons and alpha-particles. The SCR spectrum and intensity

are defined by a particular type of solar flares.. The

proton spectrum is usually presented in terms of rigidity:

£ +777 *l
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where m is proton massi (c=1); P - is a characteristic rigidity;

NQ- is a normalizing constant.

Some 5-13 solar flares, which occur normally each year

during solar maximum, include soft flares with P •£ 100 MV

(the 200-300 MeV protons are most important in this case)

and rigid flares with P > 100 MV.

The radiation levels from the above mentioned sources

(GCR, ERB, and SCR) may be sufficiently high, thereby nece-

ssitating an adequate shielding.

The passage of charged particles through shielding and

through biological tissue is accompanied by inelastic inter-

actions with nuclei of medium. As a result, the primary

particle flux decreases, while the secondary particle flux

increases.

Calculating the secondary radiation dozes necessitates

knowledge of the angular and energy distributions of second-

aries behind the shieldings of different thicknesses and com-

positions. The data on the differential cross sections for

interactions of heavy charged particles are 'but incomplete

and sometimes conflicting, especially in the medium-energy

range ( £ 300 MeV/nucleon). At the same time, the cross

sections for interactions of protons and. multiply-charged

ions, as well as the methods for calculating'the radiation

paths in matter, have to be known to within a much higher

accuracy in the case of cosmic rays compared with calculations

of accelerator shieldings. The rigorous weight-restrictions

imposed on spacecraft shielding make it impossible to use any

tolerance factors allowing for inaccuracy of input data.

The situation gets even more complicated in the case of

heavy charged particles (z>2) because any high-energy ion

accelerators were not in operation until recently, and the

relevant theoretical methods were developed but insufficiently.

The situation is aggravated further because the data on

the angular and energy distributions of secondary relations

generated in nuclear interactions have to be'obtained within

a broad energy range of primaries for a large sets of par-

ticle species and substances which constitute the shielding

and the biological tissue (C, 0, Al, Fe).
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Normally, spacecraft shielding cannot be very thick, so

small scattering multiplicities have to be dealt with. It is

of particular importance, therefore, to obtain reliable infor-

mation on elementary interaction events.

Proton-nucleus interactions

To allow for the secondary radiations produced by inelastic

interactions in tissue and in shielding, we must use (1) a set

of empirical nucleop-nucleus constants in broad ranges of masses

and energies of target nuclei, or else we have to resort to such

calculation techniques which would make it possible to obtain

the necessary data on the nucleon-nucleus interaction parameters.

Besides^tjwe must use particular methods for calculating the

radiation fields in biological tissue behind shielding.

The calculation techniques involved have to be substantiat-

ed experimentally. If, however, the relevant.calculation methods

prove to be absent or insufficiently reliable, independent expe-

rimental data must be obtained. We are of the opinion- that the

most reasonable way of obtaining input cross section data is

to make relevant calculations and to experimentally verify the

calculation results at individual points using independent

experimental data.

The ^ 300 MeV proton energy range, which is characteristic

of the most powerful SCR bursts, the most interesting as

regards radiation safety of space flights.

At present, owing mainly to the efforts of the Barashenkov-

Toneev group from JINR (Dubna), the processes of nucleon-nucleus

interactions have been understood sufficiently, and the calcula-

tion models have been constructed which describe experimental

data quite satisfactorily / l , lj. The group used mainly the

cascade evaporation model whose physical pattern is based on

the fact that the inelastic interaction of a high-energy

particle with a nucleus occurs through interactions of the

particle with individual nuclear nucleons. At high energies,

the de Broclie wavelength of a projectile is much smaller than

the distance between nuclear nucleons. Therefore, a single

nuclear nucleon is involved in interaction with a projectile

nucleon, and quasifree nucleon-nucleon interaction is examined.

The presence of other nucleons is allowed for by the effective

nuclear potential, by the binding energy of nuclear nucleons,

and by the Pauli principle effect which prohibits some

collisions.

After completion of the rapidcoscade interaction stage,

which proceeds within~ 10~ s, the residual nucleus is still

in excited state. The' excitation is removed by evaporating

nucleons within— 1 0 " C 1 2 " 1 8 , s. This time is assumed, to be

sufficient for the nucleus to be in equilibrium. After the

evaporation stage the nucleus is still in excited state, but

the excitation energy is insufficient for nucleon to be emitted.

The nucleus proves to be in ground state due gamma-quantum

emission. . . . .

Despite definite merits of the above described, model, some

problems- remain unsolved, namely,

(1) none of the theoretical models (the DCM /2A included)

was used to make systematic calculations for. a set, of energies

of primary particles and target nuclei. Therefore, any

appropriate set of constants required by calculations of

shielding and by dosimetry has not.been obtained. At the same

time, the direct simulation of the passage of radiation through

matter involves much computer time for any sufficient statis-

tical accuracy to be reached;

(2) the medium energy range, & 100 MeV, of nucleons is

at the boundary of the application scope of the cascade model,

so the latter should be regarded rather as a certain calcula-

tional scheme which reflect the general features of the

interaction pattern;

(3) calculations of de-excitation of residual nuclei by

evaporation are invalid in the case of interactions with light

nuclei, so another mechanism of the type of explosive nuclear

decay / 3 , 4/ has to be used;

(4) none of the calculational models makes it possible

as yet to describe the yield of all complex particles with
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A>1 in nuclear interactions to within any sufficient

accuracy. This is particularly true in the case of light

nuclei which constitute the major component of the tissue-

equivalent matter;

In /5/ calculating the yieia of secondary gamma-rays

emitted when a nucleus is cooled involves certain difficulties.

An attempt was made in /5/ to calculate gamma-lines for the 15-

150 MeV proton interactions with C, 0, Al and Te nuclei.

In all the nuclei, however, the gamma-spectra calculated have

proved to reproduce poorly the (pp,) reaction gamma-lines, while

the calculated cross section a O0.7 MeV) agreed with the

available experimental data but up to a factor of 2.

Besides, experimental data are insufficient in the above

mentioned energy range (E t= 200-300 MeV). This relates first

of all to.'

(i) neutron spectra generated in proton-nucleus interac-

tions;

(ii) secondary gamma-quantum spectra for primary proton

energies E = 10-200 MeV and for C, 0, Al, arid Fe targets. The

data obtained in /6/needs being specified .because they were

inferred from the readings of one-crystal scintillation

spectrometer with an insufficient resolution;

(iii) integral spectra of heavy charged secondaries

(Z> 1), fragments, and recoil nuclei produced by light target

nuclei (C, 0) when affected by .£. 1000 MeV primary protons.

The significance of the above mentioned components of

secondary radiations has been confirmed by the estimates

presented in /7-9/.

In case of SCR with rigidity PQ= 100 M V, for example,

the dose from secondary neutrons behind the 50 g/cm Al

shielding is r^ 60% of the total dose, while the dose from

secondary gamma-radiations is £. 10% of the total dose. As PQ

decreases, i.e. the given contribution increases markedly in

the case of "soft" solar flares because the intensive proton

fluxes of comparatively low energies (E ^200 MeV) are absorbed

in practice completely in the shielding and the secondary

neutrons and gamma-quanta are produced. For any correct

estimates of the doses from secondary radiations to be obtained,

therefore, it is extremely important to have reliable data

on the differential cross sections for production of neutrons

and gamma-quanta in proton-nucleus interactions at proton

energies of ,̂? 200-300 MeV. It also important to know the

angular distributions of secondary neutrons. According to

the~data published elsewhere, the angular distribution of

secondary gamma-quanta in proton-nucleus interactions is

isotropic within a r* 20% error.

.When calculating the tissue dose from protons, it is of

importance to know the characteristics of low-energy charged

"evaporation" secondaries. The production of the given

particles in the shielding may be disregarded because of the

smallness of their paths. In biological tissue, the particles

may make a substantial contribution to the dose because of

their high ionization loss and, respectively, high quality

factors / 9/ (see Table 1).

.Table 1 Composition of mean, tissue .dose from

660 MeV protons in a phantom

Particle

specie

Hl
2H
Hl
3H

« Hl
0) ,
•H -SHo

u He->
TD 4
c Heoo 2
% A 7 4 nuclei
w ^

n+t

total

primary protons

total dose

absorbed

dose, %

31.2

1.4

0.39

0.82

1.38

1.06

6.65

42.9

57.1

100

Equivalent

dose, %

19.7

2.4

1.0

4.7

10.0 .

11.0

19.8

68.6

31.4

100

Quality

factor, q?

1.16

3.1

4.8

10.5

13.2

18.9

5.5

2.9

1.0

1.8



As the primary proton energy decreases, the proton contri-

bution to the dose from charged secondaries also decreases because

the production cross section for charged secondaries decreases,

while the ionization loss of primary protons increases. It should

be noted that, when studying the differential cross sections for

production of charged secondaries in interactions of protons

with the light nuclei (C, 0), of which the tissue-equivalent

matter is mainly composed, it is sufficient to know the angle-

integrated energy spectra of charged secondaries because the

latter are absorbed actually at their production points. In

this case the 200-1000 MeV primary proton energy range.proves

to be most significant.

At present the problems relevant to radiation safety of

space flights are to be solved on the basis .of a purposedly-

prepared set of Ail-Union State Standard. The set includes the

standards which prescribe the input data on the constants for

nuclear interactions of heavy charged particles and the methods

for calculating the passage of the particles through matter. In

the case of protons, the standard / 10/ is based on approximations

of double differential cross sections for 20-1000 MeV'nucleon

interactions with nuclei from carbon to lead. .The approximations

have been selected / 11/ by analyzing the experimental data

obtained elsewhere. The given presentation of differential cross

section is amenable to being used to calculate radiation passage

through matter. However, any attempt to reach a.unified descrip-

tion of the interaction microconstants in a broad energy range

for a set of target nuclei will inevitably result in a loss of

accuracy. Besides, for the reasons mentioned above, the Standard

does not include the data on charged particles and on secondary

gamma-rays. So, the Standard has to be further specified and

perfected.

As regards practice, it is most important to find the semi-

analytical approximations of theoretical and experimental data

on the differential cross sections for nucleon-nucleus interac-

tions. The approximations of this type are particularly useful

when calculating different versions of shielding. In the given

case, the errors of the approximations should be indicated

quite definitely as functions of primary proton energy, of

target-nucleus specie, and of energy, angle, and specie of

secondaries.

Alpha-particle-nucleus interactions

Alpha-particles constitute one of the GCR components and

are sometimes generated in solar flares. In some flares, the

alpha-particle fluxes were comparable with proton fluxes. As

a rule, the spectrum of flare-generated alpha particles is

sufficiently soft; PQ,4 100 MeV. As the shielding 'thickness

increases, the dose from alpha particles decreases more rapidly

compared with the dose from flare-generated protons. In the

case of shielding thicknesses of ^ 5 g/cm , therefore, the

major contribution to the dose is from secondary neutrons and

gamma-quanta produced in inelastic interactions of 4r 200 MeV/

nucleon primary alpha-particle interactions with the shielding

matter. . ..

The alpha-particle-nucleus interaction data published

elsewhere are much more scanty than in the case of protons.

It so happened that the proton studies were followed immediately

by studies of multiply-charged ions. As regards nuclear reac-

tions, the interactions between two colliding heavy masses,

i.e. nucleus-nucleus interactions, are of great scientific

interest.

The pioneer attempts to adapt the cascade model to calcu-

lating alpha-particle-nucleus interactions / 12/ have failed.

An alpha-nuclear cascade cannot be regarded as a simple sum

of nucleon-nuclear cascades. The attempt to calculate the

alpha-particle-nucleus interactions in terms of cascade evapo-

ration model with presentation of an alpha particle as an

indivisible unity has yielded interesting results /4, 13/.

However, the models prove also to disagree with experimental

data, especially in the case of heavy nuclei. The difficulties

arise mainly from a lack of input data on elementary interac-



tions of alpha-particles with nucleons, first of all on the

inelastic interactions accompanied by alpha-particle disin-

tegration into He, and H. nuclei and nucleons. The data on
3 3the interactions of He2 and H^ nuclei with nucleons are even

more scanty. Any calculational model for alpha-particle-nucleus

interactions is very difficult to construct because of the

scantiness of published experimental data on the-characteris-

tics of secondaries generated in the alpha-particle-nucleus

reactions. For example, any experimental data on the yield of

secondary neutrons under the effect of alpha-particles are

in practice absent. As to the production cross sections for

the secondaries and gamma-quanta produced in the fc/ Al) and
58

(J~ Ni) interactions measured in/6/ at E^ =23 MeV, they are

overestimated by few times. In work/' 6/, the neutrons and

gamma-quanta were probably separated but ineffectively when

measuring the cross sections for gamma-quantum production in

alpha-particle-nucleus interactions with a one-crystal scin-

tillation spectrometer.

Nucleus-nucleus interactions

Unlike the proton-nucleus interactions., any approximations

of the differential cross sections for nucleus-nucleus inter-

actions have never been published. Besides, any analogy with

nucleon-nucleus interactions can hardly be used in constructing

a set of microconstants for nucleus-nucleus reactions. As

noted above, a nucleus-nucleus cascade is not a superposition

of nucleon-nucleus cascades. The most characteristic features

of nucleus-nucleus interactions are;

(i) the occurrence of projectile-nucleus fragments which

fly in the same direction and at the same velocity as those

of the projectile proper;

(ii) a weak dependence of the low-energy particle multi-

plicity on projectile-nucleus mass which is indicative of

but minor variations in the excitation energy of residual

nucleus;

(iii) emission of particles whose kinetic energy is

much in excess of the initial energy of incident nucleus

(as calculated per a single nucleon) in virtue of the Fermi

momentum of the nucleons of projectile nucleus and due to the

final momentum forwards for the particles produced by

disintegration of a projectile nucleus in the center-of-

inertia system of the latter.

As regards radiation effect, the projectile-nucleus

fragments and the cascade nucleons are the most significant

products of nucleus-nucleus reactions / 14/. The contribution

the secondary gamma-quanta and evaporation particles from

target nucleus is insignificant. The fragmentation in nucleus-

nucleus interactions is usually characterized by the fragmen-

tation parameter P.. which is meant to be the mean number of

fragments j produced in an even of interaction of nucleus i

with a target nucleus. The available experimental data

indicate that all the fragments of a projectile nucleus fly

within a narrow cone with ^-5 apex angle and with approxima-

tely the same energy per nucleon as those of the projectile

nucleus. As the projectile-nucleus energy decreases down to

~50o MeV/nucleon and lower, the angular distribution of

fragments gets broader because of a weak transfer of velocity

to residual nucleus. Most of the available experimental data

are indicative of a weak dependence of the fragmentation

parameters on projectile-particle energy.

Unfortunately, the calculational model can but poorly

describe the P.. values and yield the results differing

markedly from experimental data.

The experimental data on nucleus-nucleus interactions

were mainly obtained elsewhere in cosmic rays with nuclear

emulsions. Therefore, the P.. values are presented, as a rule,

for groups of nuclei, as adopted when describing GCR/15/,

see Table 2.

The experimental difficulties define the' insufficient

statistical accuracy of measurements. Besides, the recent

experimental accelerator data will make it possible to obtain



N> Table 2 The parameters prescribed by the All-Union State

Standard 15 for fragmentation of multiply-charged

cosmic ray ions in representative groups of GCR

nuclei by nuclei with masses from 12 to 72

Groups of

fragments
Group of primary GCR nuclei, i

M . LH vH

P(Z=1) 0.45+0.12 2.2CHO.30 2.8CHO.20 4.80+0.40 ' 10.1CHO.30

(Z=2) 0.41+0.03 0.55+0.08 O.9O+O.O5 1.33+0.15 1.80 + 0.21

L(Z=3-5) 0.15+0.07 0.23+0.02- 0.18+0.05 0.22+0.05

M(Z=6-9) 0.16+0.04 -0.33+0.07 0.17+0.04

LH(Z=10-19) 0:25+0.05 0.31+0.06

VH(Z=2O) 0.23+0.05

the fragmentation parameters P.. for individual charges, rather

than for groups of nuclei.

We are of the opinion that, to obtain fr.esh data on the

characteristics of nucleus-nucleus interactions which should

be used in calculating spacecraft shielding and in cosmic ray

dosimetry, the relevant experimental and theoretical studies

have to be aimed at

(1) obtaining reliable data on the parameters of frag-

mentation of Z=2-3O nuclei with target nuclei (Z=6-3O) in the

0.1-10.0 GeV/nucleon energy range.;

(2) studying angular distributions of the fragments of

projectile nuclei in the range of energies of up to 500 MeV/

nucleon;

(3) studying the angular and energy distributions of

cascade nucleons.

These components, together with primaries, define the

GCR dose. In view of practical usage, the differential cross

sections for nucleus-nucleus interactions are very important

to approximate within broad ranges of energies and masses of

colliding nuclei.

It seems to us also to be essential that the set of micro-

constants used in calculating the shielding and in the dosimetry

should be unified thereby making it possible for different

researchers to obtain comparable results.
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Abstract

The production of some medically important radioisotopes using charged
particles of energies above 20 MeV is briefly reviewed. The significance of
reaction cross section data in optimising production methods is outlined and
the status of available data is discussed. The cross section data base is
reasonably good up to about 40 MeV and the four light mass accelerated
particles (p, d, ^He, 4He) have found application in production of radio-
isotopes. Above 50 MeV, however, use is made almost exclusively of protons.
The role of nuclear model calculations in predicting unknown cross sections
is briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Radioisotopes are used in medicine both for diagnostic studies and
therapy, the former being the major area of application today. With rapid
developments in emission tomography for diagnostic investigations, i.e.
single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission
tomography (PET), the demand for short-lived neutron deficient radioisotopes,
emitting single photons (in the energy range of 100 to 300 keV) or positrons,
has been increasing. For production of such radioisotopes a large variety of
accelerators are in use (cf. for example [1,2]). The nuclear data require-
ments depend on the type and size of the accelerator available [cf. 3-5].

Low energy accelerators (E < 20 MeV) are capable of producing most of
the commonly used S+ emitting organic radioisotopes and the cross section
data base is good [cf. 3]. An evaluation of the existing data, however, is
highly desirable. Several potentially interesting low energy nuclear
processes could also be developed if the target isotopes would be available
in isotopically enriched forms. In such cases there is always the need of new
measurements.

103,

.9 10'-

-1 10,-

10°,

10-,

Incident proton energy (MeV)

Fig. 1 Excitation functions of ^A S(p x n)72,73,75 S e reactions. The optimum

energy range for the production of '^Se (E_ = 40 - 30 MeV) is shown

(after Ref. [6]).

Medium-sized cyclotrons (E < 40 MeV) are very attractive for producing
several radioisotopes and considerable amount of research and development
work continues around those accelerators. The high energy accelerators are of
great value in some cases due to the parasitic use of the beam.

This paper deals with cross section data above 20 MeV, i.e. those
relevant to the production of radioisotopes using medium-sized and high
energy accelerators.



SIGNIFICANCE OF NUCLEAR DATA

The nuclear reaction cross section data are needed to determine the

optimum energy range of a production process, i.e. the energy range which

gives the maximum yield of the desired radioisotope and the minimum yields of

impurities (for a detailed discussion cf. [3,5]}. At low projectile energies

(E < 20 MeV) the number of open reaction channels is generally small. With

increasing projectile energy the number of competing reaction channels

increases and the demands on nuclear data information also increase. As an

example, the results of a recent study [6] on the production of
 7 3

Se

(T^ = 7.1 h), a G
+
 emitting potentially interesting radioisotope, are shown

in Fig. 1. At a proton energy of about 45 MeV, several (p,xn) reactions

occur. For the production of
 7 3

Se, however, only the
 75

As(p,3n)-process is

important and the energy range E. = 40 -• 30 MeV is most suitable: the yield

of
 7 3

Se amounts to 38 mCi(1406 MBq)//iAh and the levels of
 7 2

Se and
 7 5

Se

impurities to 0.11 % and 0.05 %, respectively.

It should be pointed out that in the interactions of high energy protons

with medium and heavy mass nuclei not only neutron emission reactions occur

but also processes involving emission of charged particles. The range of

isotopic and non-isotopic products formed is thus broad and the radiochemical

work involved rather extensive. Whereas the non-isotopic impurities can be

removed by chemical separations, the level of isotopic impurities is checked

and suppressed only by a careful selection of the projectile energy range in

the target, i.e. through an accurate knowledge of cross section data.

PRODUCTION ROUTES

The common production routes of some medically important radioisotopes

involving use of > 20 MeV charged particles are listed in Table 1. Some

exotic reactions which could also lead to the formation of those radio-

isotopes but are not of much practical value are not included. Several very

important S
+
 emitting radioisotopes (for example **C and

 1 3
N) which are

produced exclusively via low energy reactions like ^N(p,o)^C and
1 6
0(p,a)

1 3
N are not given. For several of the isotopes only medium energy

reactions are given in Table 1, although more efficient low energy production

routes are available, for example
 14

N(d,n)
15
O,

 1 5
N(p,n)

1 5
O,

 1 8
0(p,n)

1 8
F,

2 0
Ne(d,a)

1 8
F reactions, etc. This is due to the limitation of the scope of

this paper to data > 20 MeV. The radioisotopes
 1 6 7

Tm,
 2 0 5

.206
B i a n d

 211
A t a r e

of therapeutic interest whereas all the others are of diagnostic importance.

For each reaction the energy range over which the data have been

measured is given. It is understood that not the whole energy range is

suitable for production purposes. The status of the data mentioned reflects

the judgement of this author and not the absolute quality of the' data. The

references to the original literature are to be found in some earlier reviews

and compilations [cf. 3,4,7]; here citation is made [8-42] only to more

recent works and papers not mentioned earlier.

The cross section data base appears to be reasonably good up to about

40 MeV and all the four light mass accelerated particles (p, d,
 3
He and

 4
He)

have been used for production purposes. Some of the errors and discrepancies

in the data may be due to the lack of recommended (evaluated) cross sections

of monitor (standard) reactions used for measuring beam currents. An

evaluation of the existing data on monitor reactions is therefore strongly

recommended.

Above 50 MeV, the use of protons (and to some extent deuterons,

especially at Julich) has been most common. The only exceptions appear to be

the radioisotopes
 2 8

Mg,
 8 2

Sr and
 1 1 7 m

S n where > 100 MeV
 3
He or α-particle

beams were also used, mainly at Julich [cf. 10,29,33].

,Between 50 and 100 MeV the (p,xn), (d,xn), (
3
He,xn) and (e,xn)

processes have almost the same cross section at the maximum of the excitation

function. However, the longer range of protons in the target material leads

to much higher yield of the product. In Fig. 2 are shown the measured

excitation functions [28-30] of some reactions leading to the formation of
8 2
Sr. The cross sections for

 n a t
Kr(

3
He,xn)

8 2
Sr and

 n a t
Kr(o,xn)

8 2
Sr processes

are somewhat lower than those of the
 85

Rb(p,4n)
82
Sr reaction, mainly due to

the lower abundances of the krypton target isotopes. In absolute terms, the
8 2
Kr(

3
He,3n)

8 2
Sr cross section at the maximum of the excitation function [42]

is comparable to that of the
 8

^Rb(p,4n)
82
Sr reaction. The

 8 2
Sr yields

calculated from the excitation functions of the three routes mentioned as

well as via the spallation process are given in Table 2. It is evident that

the
 8
°Rb(p,4n)-reaction gives much higher yield. Whenever energetically



Table 1. Production rsutes of some medically important radioisotopes making use of >, 20 MeV charged particles ^

Radio-
isotope

Decay data Production data

Mode of decay PrineipalT-rays
{*) keV (* abundance)

Nuclear process Energy Status of Major
range (MeV) data references

Radio-
isotope

Oecay data Production data

38K

43,

2.0 «in 9*(99.9). EC(O.l)

110 nin 6*(96.9), EC(3.1)

20.9 h S-(100)

7.6 din 6*(100)

22.2 n S-(100)

27.7 d £C(100)

942(36), 1342(54)

2167(99.8)

373(70), 618(80)

320(10.2)

8.3 ti B'(56.S), EC(43.5) 169(99.2)

S 2Zn 9.1 h B - (6.9), ECI93.1) 548(15), 597(24)

Generator
62C*u 9.7 ain 8*197.8). EC(2.2)

"Ga 78.3 h EC(IOO) 93(38), 185(24)

6 8 G e 288 < iC(lOO)

Generator

6 8 Sa 68.3 uin 8*(90), -C(10)
75,

1077(3)

'BΓ 1.6 h 8*(75.5), EC(24.5) 286(92)

7 7 Br 57.0 h 8*(0.7), EC(99.3) 239(23), 521(22)

77Xr 1-2 " 8*(79.8), EC(20.2) 130(87), 147(41)

8 1 «b 4.6 h 8*(27), EC(73)

Generator

" " K Γ 12 ' IT(IOO) 191(67)
8 2 S r 25.0 d EC(IOO)

I
Generator

8 2 Rb 1.2 nin 8 * ( 9 6 ) . EC(4) 776(15.5)
R u 2 - 9 d EC(IOO) 216(86)

( . p )

Na,Al,Mg(p,x)1 8Fc>
2 7AHo,3p)2 8Mg

Si,P,S(p,x) 2 8 Mg

Cl.Ar,K(p.x)2 8Ng
3 5Cl(a,n)38|<

4 ° A r < P » 3 8 K
, 0 Ar(a,p)13 K

V(d,?apn)«>:

V(p.jpill)43X
5 1 V(d,2n) 5 1 Cr

Ti( 3 He,xn) S I Cr

Ti(a .xn) s l Cr

Cr( 3 He,xn) 5 2 fe

Cr(a,xn) 5 J Fe
5 5Mn(p,4n) 5 2Fe

N i ( p . x ) 5 2 F e
6 3 Cu(p,2n) 6 2 Zn

6 8Zn(p,2n) 6 7Ga
6 5Ca(a,2n)6?Ga

As,Rb(p,spall)678a

3 r ( p , s p a n ) 6 7 5 a
6 % a ( p . 2 n ) 6 8 G e

7 1Ga(p,«n)68G e

As.Y(p,spall)68Ge

RI>,Br(p,spall)68Ge

7 6 S e ( p , 2 n ) 7 V
7 5As(3He,3n)7 58r
7 5 A s ( a , 2 n ) 7 7 B r

Mo(p,spall)"er
Br(p,xn)7 7icr

Br(d.xn)7 7lCr
77Se(3He,3n)77»;r

Br( 3He,xn) 8 1Ilb
3r(a,xn)81 R D

Kr(p,xn)8 1Rb

Kr( 3 He,xn) 8 2 Sr

Kr(o,xn) 8 2 Sr
8 5 Rb(p,4n) 8 2 Sr

T,Ho(p,spal l ) 8 z Sr

Mo(3Ke,xn)97Ru

20--.:5

5-40

13-67

30-160

50-;80

50-180

10-23

30-32

12-35

45-90

590.800

5-90

10-130

10-170

10-45

20-90

40-200

40-200

15-100

12-38

13-53

10-40

300

800

13-55

36-56

590

590,300

15-10

15-36

14-38

800

10-85

20-36

18-36

13-40

13-40

10-45

15-30

10-90

20-120

32-70

590,300

12-35

17-60

good

good

good

good

fair

fair

good

poor

fair

good

fair

good

good

good

fair

fair

good

good

good

fair

good

good

fair

fair

good

good

fair

fair

good

good

good

fair

good

good

good

fair

good

good

good

good

good

good

fair

good

good

[cf.7]
[cf-3]
[8,9]
[10J
cm
t in
[12]
[13]
[cf.7]
[32]
[22,23]
tcf.3]
tcf.3]
Ccf.3]
[cf.3.5]
[Cf.3.5]
[14.15]

[15.16]

[cf.7,17.18]

[cf.3]

[cf .7,19-21]

[cf.n
[Cf.3]
[cf.3]
[Cf.7]
Cef.?]
[22]
[22.23]

[24.25]
[26]
[cf.3]
[cf.3]
tcf-3]
Ccf.3]
[cf.3]
Ccf.3]

[cf.3.7)
[cf.3,27)

[28.29]

[28.29]

[30]
[cf.3.22]

[cf.3]
[cf.3]

of itziy PrincipalT-rays
UV l\ abundance)

Nuclear process Energy Status of Kajor
range (HeV) data references

' '*Sn 14.0 d

EC(IOO)

EC(IOO)

^Xe 20.1 h EC(IOO)

172(88), 245(94)

159(86.4)

350(7.8)

1 2 2 I 3.6 nin B * ( 7 7 ) . £C(23) 564(18)
1 2 3 I 13.2 h EC(IOO) 159(83)

1 2 8 3 a 2.43 d

Generator
1 2 8 Cs 3.6 min
1 6 7 T» 9.24 d

EC(IOO)

B*(69), EC(31)

EC(IOO)

EC(IOO)

273(14.5)

443(25.8)

208(41)

Generator
1 7 8 T a

ISSn^g

Generator

195mA u

2 0 1 T ,

9.

1.

30

3.

3-uin

73 d

.5 s

04 d

8 * ( 1 . 1 ) ,

EC(45.S),

IT(IOO)

EC(IOO)

EC(98.

11(54

S)

.2)

93(6.6)

560(8.5)

262(67)

167(10.2)

n 2 C d ( p . 2 n ) m l n
1 1 3Cd(p,3n) u l!n
1 H Cd(p,4n) l u ln

% ( ,

Cd(3He.xn)113Sn

ln(3Be,p«n)113Sn

Cd(a,xn) l l3Sn

In(a,pxn)1I3Sn
121Sb(p,an)117»Sn
123Sb(p,a3n)117l»Sn
1 2 7I(p.6n)1 2 2Xe
1 2 7 l(d,7n) 1 2 2Xe
I21Xe(p,p2n)I22Xe

Cs,Ba(p,spall)122Xe

U(p,spall) I 2 2Xe

1 2 aTe(p.2n)1 2 3l

[via decay of 123Xe]
1 2 7 l(p,5n) 1 2 3Xe
1 2 7l(d,6n)1 2 3Xe '

p p )

Ba,La(p,spall) 1 2 3Xe
t 3 3 C s ( p . 6 n ) 1 2 8 B a

Lu.Hf(p,spj l l ) 1 6 7 T«

Ta,W(p,spall)IS7Tm

197Au(p,3n)195r"Hg

10-37

20-65

30-65

10-65

15-36 '

5-120

15-120

15-140

20-140

43-60

43-60

55-85

55-90

29-44

320-660

320-660

10-30

40-160

45-87

16-44

200-660

200-660

48-68

590

590

20-42

33-80

good

good

good

good

good

fair

fair

good

good

fair

fair

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

fair

fail

fail

good

fair

fair

?b,Bi(p,spaU)
2 0 1

Tl 590,800 fair

jvia decay of
 2 o

'Pb|

206 B i

[cf.7]
' [31]

[31]
[cf.7.31]
[cf.7]
[33]
[33]
[33]
[33]
[41]
[41]
[cf.3,34]
[cf.3]
[35]
[cf.3]
[cf.3]

[cf.3]

[cf.3.34]
[cf.3]
[36.37]
[cf.3]
[cf.3]
[38]

[cf.3,40]
[cf.3.40]

[Cf.7]

[Cf.4]

[Cf-4]

[Cf.3]

15.3 d

6.24 d

7.2 h

8*(0.1),

EC(IOO)

EC(58.3)

EC(99.9)

,o(41.7)

703(311,988(16)

516(41), 803(99)

587(0.24)

2 0 3 Tl(p,3n) 2 0 1 Pb
2 0 5 Tl(p,5n) 2 0 1 Pb
n " T l ( p , x n ) 2 0 1 P b

Pb(p,xn)2 0 5Bi

Pb(p,xn)2 0 68i
2 0 9 Bi(a,2n) 2 »At

15-42

34-59

15-44

8-67

10-67

20-43

good

good

good

good

good

good

[cf.3]
[cf.3]
[cf.3]
[39]
[39]
[cf.7]

a ) Some of the radioisotopes like UC(T^ « 20 min) and 13H(T^ « 10 min) used comwnly in PET studies are not included in the l i s t

since they are mainly produced via low energy (p,a) reactions (£p < 20 HeV).

b ' This route is not common. The specific activity ootained is low. Coimonly used production reactions for ^ 0 are * N(d,n)"O and
1 5 » l p . n ) l s 0 .

z> This route is not very comnon. The IJV obtained is of low cnemical reactivity. Commonly used production reactions are
2 0 d , e ) 1 8 F and 1 SQ{p,n)1 8F.
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Table 2. Thick t a r g e t y i e l d s of 8 2 Sr
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Incident, particle energy (MeV)

Fig. 2 Excitation functions of 85Rb(p,4n)-, natKr(3He,xn)- and natKr(a,xn)-
processes leading to the formation of &zSr (after Refs. [28-30]).

feasible, the use of (p,xn) reactions is therefore preferable, provided a
high current target can be developed for production purposes.

Despite the great potential of 50 to 100 MeV protons for production
purposes, their use has been limited so far to the routine production of only
a few radioisotopes like 52Fe, 82Sr and 1 2 3 I . Cross section measurements on
potentially useful routes for several other isotopes have been reported
[cf. 11,31,34,39]. In general, however, the methods need further "technical

Nuclear process Energy range
(MeV)

Yield (E08) Remarks

natMo(p
85Rb(p,
natKr(3
natKr(a

Taken
+Assumi

,spall)82Sr
4n)82Sr
He,xn)82Sr
,xn)82Sr

from Ref. [29].
na > 99 % enriched

800
60 -
90 -
120 -

84Kr.

40
20
20

100(3700)

400(14800)
35(1290)
52(1920)
9O(333O)+

experimental
calculated
calculated
calculated
calculated

development. On the other hand, the availability of such accelerators is
limited and the running costs are high. Hence there is a constant endeavour
to develope alternative routes of production using lower energy processes.
The case of 123I is an example. Till 1984 this radioisotope was produced
mainly via the *2'I(p,5n) reaction using a 60-70 MeV cyclotron. Today it is
advantageously produced via the *24Xe(p,2n)-process using a medium-sized
cyclotron. Recent cross section measurements showed that the optimum energy
range for its production is Ep = 29 - 23 MeV [cf. 36,37]. Although the
required target material (highly enriched *"Xe) is prohibitively expensive,
the use of a medium-sized cyclotron makes the process very attractive.

The data base between 100 and 200 MeV is weak [cf. 3,4,7]. Recently some
measurements in this energy range have been reported [cf. 15]. In general,
proto.ns in this energy range are seldom used for radioisotope production. At
higher energies, however, the spallation process has found considerable
application, especially in the production of long-lived radioisotopes like
^8Ge, 82Sr, etc. The production yields are known. The radiochemical work
involved is extensive and a stringent check of radioactive impurities is
mandatory.

MODEL CALCULATIONS

It is known that both cross section systematics and nuclear model
calculations have strong uncertainties in the case of light mass nuclei, a
region of vital importance in life sciences. The new data needs for producing
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mandatory to perform experimental measurements.
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CO

Fig. 3 Excitation function of 124Xe(p,2n)*^Cs reaction. The experimental
data from Jiilich [36] and Moscow [37] are in agreement. Results of
model calculations are based on the codes ALICE [45] and GROGI-2 [46].

short-lived organic radioisotopes, if any, can therefore be met only by
experimental measurements.

In the medium and heavy mass regions nuclear model calculations are more
successful (for reviews cf. [43,44]). The compound nucleus model combined
with the precompound hybrid model has been very commonly used [cf. 43]. The
code ALICE predicts user oriented data up to about 200 MeV with varying
degrees of success [cf. 31,43]. Detailed Hauser-Feshbach and exciton model
calculations using the code STAPRE or MAURINA have also been very successful
up to about 50 MeV [cf. 20,44,45,47]. For target nuclei rather away from the
stability line, however, the calculations may not predict the desired excita-
tion function correctly. As an example, the results for the " Xe(p,2n)^Cs
reaction are shown in Fig. 3. Whereas the experimental data from Julich [36]
and Moscow [37] are in agreement (except for a small energy shift of about
1 MeV), the results of two model calculations [45,46] are very different. For
reactions of high economic importance, such as the one given in Fig. 3 and
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Nuclear Data Needed for

Neutron Data Measurements Above 20 MeV

Robert C. Haight and Stephen M. Sterbenz
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Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA

ABSTRACT

Nuclear data are needed in the course of conducting neutron
data measurements above 20 MeV. Based on experience at the
LAMPF Target-4 spallation neutron source, we can identify
six areas of data needs: (1) neutron source data such as
production cross sections, angular distributions and
spectra; (2) data for neutron transport including
accelerator shielding, beam collimation, spectrum hardeners,
and beam stops; (3) standard neutron cross section data for
measuring neutron flux and for calibrating energy scales;
(4) data for understanding detector response both to the
radiation of interest as well as to collateral radiations;
(5) activation cross sections for beam monitoring and
activation of components; and (6) reliable models for
interpolating and extrapolating measured data. Approaches
followed at Target-4 to obtain the required information and
limitations to these approaches will be discussed.

Introduction

Neutron data above 20 MeV are needed for a wide variety of
applications. This Advisory Group Meeting summarizes many
of the applied needs. To satisfy these needs, measurements
are required, and to perform these measurements, other
nuclear data are needed. This is an example, not unusual in
physics, of "pulling ourselves up by our bootstraps".

We will concentrate here on our experiences at the Target-4
spallation neutron source at the Los Alamos Meson Physics
Facility (LAMPF). This source has been used for only the
past four years. It was developed after several years
experience with what is now the low-energy spallation
neutron source at the Los Alamos Neutron Scattering Center
(LANSCE). Our approach to Target-4 design and experiments
therefore could be based significantly on scaling the
previous experience with LANSCE. Calculations using the
code system LAHET1 also were helpful. Finally, where
applicable, solutions to experimental problems were often
obtained through cut-and-try approaches. This was often the
case with complicated geometries where zoning in the
particle transport codes was difficult.

Target-4 Neutron Source

The Target-4 spallation neutron source uses part of the
LAMPF 800 MeV proton beam to bombard a tungsten target, 3 cm
in radius and 7.5 cm long. The beam is pulsed into bunches
approximately 0.3 ns long and with a repetition rate that is
selected according to the experimental conditions.
Typically we run with a micropulse spacing of 1.8
microseconds. The macropulse characteristics are fixed by
LAMPF and are typically 40 macropulses per second with a
macropulse length of 725 microseconds. Thus the source
receives 16000 micropulses per second in standard operation.

Detailed descriptions of the Target-4 facility have been
given previously.2,3 Only a brief description will be given
here. The neutron production target is centered in a steel
vessel lm high by 2m in diameter. A massive bulk shield"
(12x12x8 m3) made of concrete and steel balls surrounds the
target. Neutrons produced in the target can pass through
any of five flight paths to experimental stations that are
from 9 to 90 meters from the production target.

The design of the bulk shield was based on experience with
the previous spallation source, now LANSCE. In that source,
the proton beam was directed vertically downward and all
flight paths viewed the target at 90 degrees. Thus, the
shielding challenge was in fact significantly different at
Target-4 since the most penetrating neutrons are produced in
the forward angles, toward experiments and areas where
people work. Steel was therefore substituted for the
concrete-steel ball mixture near the target in the forward
direction.

The neutron production angles relative to the incident beam
for these flight paths are 15, 30, 60 or 90 degrees and the
calculated neutron spectra differ for these different
production angles. As indicated in figure 1, neutrons above
50 MeV are produced more efficiently at the forward angles
whereas more neutrons (per steradian) in the range below 3 0
MeV are produced at the 90 degree production angle. The
calculations were made by G. Russell4-6 using the LAHET
particle transport code. In our experience, the observed
neutron spectra from the target generally agree (factor of 2
or better) with the calculations at all angles for the
neutron energy ranges investigated. Other comparisons of
observed to calculated neutron emission by proton
bombardment of thick and thin targets at 113 and 256 MeV
have been made by Prael ' who found good agreement nearly
everywhere. Only at the backward angles and at the high
energy end of the neutron emission spectra did any
discrepancy exceed a factor of 2 (figure 2).
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Beam Transport

The neutron beam passes through a shutter that can be
closed. Again we relied on designs for the older shutters
and in fact use several of these shutters. With the shutter
open, not only neutrons but also energetic charged particles
(protons, pions, and muons) come down the flight paths;
permanent magnets are used to sweep the charged particles
out of the beam. Collimators then define the neutron beam.
Usually we use iron collimators at least 0.9 meters in
length. To reduce scattering from these collimators into
other experimental areas, we surround the collimator with a
shield. Again the collimator design was based on experience
with the previous source.

Beam stops are magnetite concrete blocks since, for
environmental reasons, we do not stop the beam in geological
media. Again the previous experience has served as a good
guide.

Since so much use is made of iron collimators, it would be
interesting to study whether this is the best material or
whether other materials (e.g. copper) would offer
significant advantages. The conversion of neutrons to
gamma-rays in the collimator is an important concern in many
experiments. The minimum size of a beam stop would be
another useful calculational study.
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2. Calculated and measured neutron emission spectra from 256
MeV proton bombardment of iron.

Standard Neutron Cross Section Data

The principal standard cross sections that we use are the
n-p differential scattering cross section and the fission
cross sections of 2 3 5U and 2 3 8U. The n-p cross section is
usually obtained from tabulated phase-shifts.

A carefully designed fission chamber9 is used on each flight
path as a flux monitor. Fission cross sections are quite
well known below 20 MeV, but at higher energies the data are
sparse. One of the key experiments at this facility is then
the measurement of the fission cross section from below 1
MeV to several hundred MeV.10

The choice of flux monitor to use is often influenced by the
type of measurement being made. For some experiments, n-p
scattering is easily incorporated into the measurement. In
(n,p) reaction studies, for example, a hydrogen-containing
target is almost always one of the four targets viewed
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simultaneously by the proton detector. Gamma-ray production
experiments, on the other hand, would require a large,
additional measurement capability including electronics and
data processing. In this case, a fission chamber is more
easily fielded.

Secondary standards, while not in current use at Target-4,
would make some measurements very much easier. For gamma-
ray production measurements, we would like a secondary
standard such as the 12C(n,n')12C(4.43 MeV) reaction (for
use with high efficiency gamma-ray detectors) or the
7Li(n,n') Li(0.478MeV) reaction (for use with high
resolution germanium detectors). In the former case, the
angular distribution also needs to be known. For (n,alpha)
measurements, data on n- He elastic scattering above 2 5 MeV
would be very useful.

For calibrating the energy scale in neutron time-of-flight
spectra, we often use the well studied resonances of carbon
below 7 MeV. Together with the a small gamma-flash, these
resonances let us determine the flight path length from

which the neutron energy is calculated. If sharp resonances
were easily seen at higher energy, a more precise
characterization of the energy scale could be obtained.
These resonances must of course be not only sharp but have
sufficient strength so that they can be seen in the data.
If they are very narrow, then the time-of-flight resolution
could be determined. At present, we usually assume that the
neutron time resolution is the same as that of the gamma-
flash, but this assumption is certainly open to debate.

Detector Response to Wanted and Unwanted Radiations

Neutron detector efficiencies have been studied in the
region 28 to 492 MeV by Sailor et al.11 through a Monte
Carlo code. Above 200 MeV, their approach was limited
principally by the lack of sufficient data on neutron
interactions with carbon. Thus there is a need for such
data.

The response of germanium detectors to neutrons is indicated
in our spectra where there are large and very broad peaks
due from (n,n') reactions on germanium isotopes. It would
be very useful to know what sort of shielding to put around
the germanium detector to minimize these contributions to
the spectra. More shielding might not be better if it
multiplies neutrons and shifts their energy distribution to
regions where the effective cross section is larger.
Similar considerations hold for high efficiency detectors
such as Nal(Tl) and bismuth gennanate.

We have studied the response of thin (1.0-1.5mm) silicon
detectors to neutrons. It is clear from figure 3 that
high energy neutrons can induce violent events in the
silicon. Again, a study of how to minimize these
interactions would be most useful.

Activation Cross Sections

Activation cross sections are necessary for calculating the
activation of components and for determining beam flux.
Activation of aluminum is used to determine precisely the
proton beam current at IAMPF and thereby to calibrate the
beam current monitors.

The neutron flux spectrum could in principle be measured by
unfolding activities from a set of activation reactions. For
experiments with long flight paths, however, the time-of-
flight methods seem by far the best way of measuring the
flux, however.

Activation of components will be more of a problem in the
future when the intensity of the Target-4 source is



en increased. Nuclear data and calculational models are
•̂  necessary to estimate the production of residual

radioactivity. The coupling between high energy transport
codes and residual activities is an area needing more work.

few years. These data will serve as the basis of new
evaluations and as benchmarks for testing the intranuclear
cascade and preequilibrium model codes. They will also be
used as data needed for further measurements of neutron
data.

Models to Interpolate and Extrapolate Data

Experiments at Target-4 use a very broad spectrum of
neutrons ranging from 1 MeV or less to over 500 MeV. Yet
there are still requirements to extend the data to regions
beyond these energies and to produce data for unmeasured
reactions. Nuclear scattering and reaction models are
employed to accomplish this. In lower neutron energy
regimes below 20 MeV, there are often sufficient data so
that this approach can be tested. If the predicted data are
verified through experiment, then the model attains a status
of increased credibility. For neutrons of intermediate
energies, however, not enough data exist to test many of the
models. Therefore measurements are needed in carefully
chosen reaction and scattering channels to serve as
challenging tests for the models and the codes.

In the region up to 100 MeV neutron energy, statistical and
pre-eguilibrium reaction mechanisms are at work. The GNASH
code12 is one approach to both of these mechanisms. Above
100 MeV, the LAHET system is fast and seems to provide
believable results where it has been tested.

The need now is for benchmark experiments to test these and
other codes.

Conclusion

For Target-4, nuclear data were not often used in design of
the facility or experiments. We were fortunate in having
previous experience to guide us. Where that was not
sufficient, the code system LAHET did quite well in
predicting the performance of various designs. If we had
not had that experience, then experimental data would have
been required to validate LAHET.

In calculating neutron transport, one uses codes with
detailed data bases below 20 MeV and approaches such as
internuclear cascade above 20 MeV. The latter is believed
to be reliable only at significantly higher energies such as
above 100 MeV, however. Thus there is a need to improve the
approach in the intermediate energy region. An extension of
evaluated nuclear data to 100 MeV would lead to more
reliable calculational results.

We anticipate contributing a large amount of experimental
data from the Target-4 spallation neutron source in the next
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DATA NEED FOR ACCELERATOR-BASED NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY SOURCES
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ABSTRACT

For in-house industrial neutron radiography facilities,
passive accelerator-based neutron sources provide major advantages in
terms of licensing and safeguards. A Be(p,n) reaction is most
efficient for the generation of thermal neutrons vith an accelerator
of energy <60 MeV. Data on neutron source terms is needed for the
optimum design of accelerator-based radiography facilities.

INTRODUCTION

Neutron radiography is a valuable, non-destructive,
specialized testing technique that complements conventional
radiography [1]. The physical characteristics required of neutron
beams to be suitable for neutron radiography are veil established [2]
and several low- to high-throughput facilities are in use around the
world [3,4]. The neutron sources used in these facilities are based
on, respectively: nuclear reactors, particle accelerators, and
radioisotopes - in descending order of source intensity. The majority
of high-throughput facilities are located at multi-purpose reactor-
based nuclear research establishments. A major disadvantage of
neutron radiography over X-ray radiography at present is the lack of
versatile and economical neutron sources.

Some of the important areas of application for neutron
radiography are in the ordinance, nuclear fuels and aerospace

"industries. In some cases, transportation of the materials to be
tested to remote reactor installations is expensive, undesirable, and
increasingly beset by controls. Consequently, there is a need for
medium- to high-throughput dedicated neutron radiography facilities
for in-house use. For such facilities, passive accelerator-based
neutron sources provide major advantages in such areas as licensing
and safeguards. Use of accelerators would make it possible to develop
low- to medium-throughput transportable or maneuverable facilities for
in situ neutron radiography of large objects.

The economics of reactor versus accelerator-based facilities
may be changing, due to the ever-increasing requirements of safeguards
for nuclear reactor establishments, and significant advances in
accelerator technology over the last decade. These advances have
resulted in the availability of high-power industrial accelerators
specially developed for radiation processing and the production of
radioisotopes for nuclear medicine. Some of these accelerators could
be operated in dual-beam mode to establish a combined neutron

radiography and radioisotope-production industrial complex. Other
commercial uses of such facilities could be non-destructive chemical
assay by neutron activation [5] or prompt gamma-ray spectroscopy
[6,7], and neutron capture cancer therapy [8].

NEUTRON BEAM REQUIREMENTS

For neutron radiography a homogeneous beam of thermal or cold
neutrons is needed, having a cross section large enough to irradiate
the object to be inspected and an intensity sufficiently high to allow
the inspection to be made within a reasonable time. For sharp images
the neutron beam should be well collimated, with the neutron source
diameter (D) much smaller than the source-to-detector distance (L).
The neutron beam intensity, I(E) at the object, is, to a close
approximation, given by [2]

(n/cm2-s)
16(L/D)2

where 0(E) is the neutron flux at the collimator base and is assumed
to be isotropic.

Useful radiographs for some quick go-no-go inspections can be
obtained with L/D ratios as low as 10; however, satisfactorily sharp
images need L/D a 50. A high-quality radiograph requires a neutron
fluence of about 1010 n/cm2, whereas a recognizable image of a wide
variety of objects could be made with a neutron fluence as low as 105

n/cm2. Thus a variety of facilities optimized for specific
applications are required [4]. General purpose medium- to high-
throughput facilities typically have L/D s 50 and a beam intensity of
> 10s (n/cm2.s) that requires a neutron source flux of i 4 x 1010

(n/cm2.s).

NEUTRON SOURCE

The use of accelerators to produce neutrons is well
established, and they have played an important role in experimental
neutron physics. Copious amounts of neutrons can be produced by
bombarding a suitable target with high-energy electrons or high-
energy beams of hydrogen isotopes [9-10]. Solid curves in Figure 1
show the thick target total neutron yields from prominent neutron
source reactions [11]. The dotted curves show the accelerator beam
energy deposition in the neutron source target and represent the heat
load of the source. Figure 1 indicates that at beam energy below 60
MeV the Be + p reaction is the most efficient for neutron production.

Total neutron yields from Be(d,n), Li(p,n) and Li(d,n)
reactions are comparable to those of the Be(p,n) reaction [12]. The
primary difference between the two target materials is the melting
temperature, which is 180.5°C for Li and 1278°C for Be. These
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degrees from the (d,n) reaction is primarily due to the forwardly
peaked angular distribution. This, however, does not provide much
advantage in terms of the thermal neutron flux in the surrounding
moderator. Thermalization efficiency is highest for an isotropic
"source that provides an efficient coupling between the source and the
surrounding moderator. This efficiency depends strongly on the energy
of the primary neutrons and, for an isotropic source in a water
moderator, can be expressed as:

«th = 0.0174 E-°- 7 1 5 (n/cm2 per source)

Thus a low-energy component of the primary neutrons emitted
at large angles may contribute more to the thermal neutron flux than
the high-energy component at forward angles. Contrary to the zero
degree yields, the angle-integrated total neutron yields from the two
reactions are very comparable, as shown in figure 3 [14,15].

For an assessment of the two reactions for the generation of
thermal neutrons, one needs data on neutron energy and angular
distributions that determine the thermalization efficiency. A
complete set of these data is not available. In these reactions
direct and multi-body break-up processes contribute to the neutron

Figure 4 Accelerator minimum beam current for a thermal neutron
source of peak flux 4 1010 n/(cm2-s).

production [13], and it is difficult to calculate theoretically the
energy and angular distributions of source neutrons. The limited, data
base suggests [16] that a reasonable estimate of the thermal fluxes
could be made by assuming an isotropic emission of source neutrons
with an effective one-group energy of:

En = 0.25 (Ep - 2)

En = 0.25 <Ed + 4)

for protons, and

for deuterons.

Figure 4 shows the minimum beam current needed to produce a
peak thermal neutron flux of 4 x 1010 n/(cm2-s) for Be+p and Be+d
reactions. This peak flux is calculated assuming a point target
surrounded by a water moderator containing no neutron-absorbing
structural materials or void. In practice, the peak flux may be lower
due to the finite size of the target and neutron absorption in the



moderator assembly. The thermal neutron flux at the collimator base
of an external radiography beam may be lover due to the radial
distribution of the flux in the moderator assembly.

Table 1 shows a comparison of the peak fluxes predicted by
the above-mentioned methodology and the corresponding measured values
at a collimator base that have been reported in the literature. This
comparison reveals that the measured collimator base flux is lower by
a factor of about two than the predicted peak flux. The available
basic nuclear data are not sufficient to define the neutron source
term precisely; however, they are sufficient to identify the Be + p
reaction as the most efficient for the generation of thermal neutrons
with an accelerator of energy 3 < E < 60 HeV. Further data on the
neutron source term is needed for the optimization of target,
-moderator and shielding assemblies for accelerator-based radiography
facilities.

TABLE 1

THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX COMPARISON
Be + p SOURCE REACTION

ENERGY

16

17

30

PREDICTED
POINT SOURCE
(1010 n/cmJ.mA)

57

62

150

REPORTED
COLLIMATOR BASE
(1010 n/cm2.mA)

23

38

127
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ABSTRACT

We summarize several reasons intermediate energy data are needed in both

basic and applied science. The status of the data base at energies up to 2 GeV is

cursorily reviewed. Experimental excitation functions, single and double

differential cross sections are compared with predictions of the nuclear model code

ALICE. The strengths and weaknesses of the code to reproduce data are

summarized. Opinions are given as to areas where data are too few or totally

lacking, yet are needed for the verification of models and theories.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are many outstanding basic research questions to be answered in the

field of intermediate energy nuclear reactions. These will impact our abilities to

address still other areas of basic and applied research.

We must understand and be able to predict single and double differential

cross sections for nudeon and cluster emission. Are the emission processes due to

prompt emission or from relaxed systems? Are their origins kinematic, or due to a

sampling of the full phase space? In the latter context, we have not yet considered

the question of the nuclear level density at the excitations of interest. At the higher

energies inelastic nucleon-nucleon channels must be incorporated into theories and

models, as indeed has been done for the intranuclear cascade model (INC).1

Basic research will be needing these abilities as applied input into

detector/calorimeter design. Scintillator efficiencies for high energy neutrons

require (n, xa) cross sections which have not been measured and probably cannot be

adequately predicted. Shielding needs for high energy accelerators require a

knowledge of double differential cross sections.

Semiconductor circuits are getting smaller, and most likely their sensitivity to

lattice dislocations due to recoils from cosmic ray interactions is increasing. It would

probably be helpful if we could predict the recoil spectra and product yields

following interactions of cosmic rays with elements of these chips. Clearly there are

many needs for an intermediate energy data base and modeling capability.

In this presentation I shall present first a very brief description of the physics

used in the code ALICE2 to predict the course of nuclear reactions. Next I shall

present a few representative excitation functions, single, and double differential

cross sections for (mostly) proton induced reactions. I shall try to indicate what we

can predict satisfactorily, as well as areas where more reaction model development

is needed. Finally I shall try to note the areas where, to my knowledge we have no

satisfactory data base, and where one is needed.

2. MODEL BASIS AND FORMULATIONS

The INC1 and PE3-8 models used for the intermediate energy reactions regime

assume that nucleons collide pairwise with rates and angular distributions given by

the measured free nucleon-nucleon scattering results. These are mediated for

intranuclear scattering by applying an estimate of Pauli exclusion for prohibiting

scattering into occupied levels, and by the consideration that the nucleons of the

target nucleus have a Fermi momentum distribution which broadens the range of

energies of nucleon-nucleon collisions.7'8



O In the intranuclear cascade model, classical nucleon trajectories are followed

for the reaction. The N-N cross sections define a mean free path, and this is used to

select a collision point. An energy transfer is selected based on free N-N scattering

results, tests of occupation of final states are applied (Pauli exclusion) and if the

collision is allowed the fate of both nucleons is followed until the INC transport

shows that the nucleons have either reached the nuclear surface and escaped, or that

all nucleons have fallen below some arbitrary low energy cutoff. Because a vast

number of paths may result, the transport is generally followed using a random

number generator, hence the name often applied is 'Monte Carlo' cascade model.

These cascades are followed in three dimensions, results are exclusive, and angular

distributions for ejected nucleons are naturally produced as a part of the calculation.

A great simplification is possible over the INC approach if we look only at the

partition in energy that results when there is a nucleon-nucleon scattering process.

In this approach, the exciton model, which was originally suggested by Griffin,2 a

hierarchy of configurations following one, two, or three etc. N-N scattering events is

followed. One may use simple statistical formulas, or partial state densities, to

calculate the number of (assumed) equally likely energy partitions for each hierarchy

based on number of scattering events. Ericson4 gave this distribution as

Pp,h(E)=g(gE)n-V(p!h!(n-l)!) (1)

where p,h are the number of excited particles above the Fermi energy or holes below

it, n = p + h, and g is the number of single particle levels/MeV.

Griffin's work gave a prescription for calculating the shape of the PE

spectrum. A formula to calculate absolute differential cross sections was presented

by Blann,5

a) -
Pn(E)

where OR is the reaction cross section, n0 is the initial particle-hole number, n the

equilibrium value, E is the composite nucleus excitation, e the channel energy, Bv

the binding energy of particle v, Xc(e) is the rate of emission into the continuum of

an unbound particle of energy e (calculated from time reversal), X (̂e) is the rate at

which the same particle undergoes two body scattering with bound nucleons, and Dn

is a depletion factor for the population surviving to the exciton state being summed.

Otherwise stated, the quotient in the first set of brackets gives the number of

excitons of type v in the energy interval e to e + de, and the quotient in the second set

of brackets gives the fraction of those nucleons which are emitted rather than

undergoing additional two body scattering. This formula is easily evaluated on a

pocket calculator.

Other equally successful variations of the model were subsequently put forth,

and they are doubtless every bit as useful. However, comparisons to be presented

herein will be the result of the hybrid model (or its density dependent version, the

GDH model)6 essentially with the parameters from the original works of 1971 and

1972; this fast cascade model is combined with the Weisskopf-Ewing evaporation

formulation in the code ALICE.2

Angular distributions may be calculated in two ways within the ALICE code.

The first is based on the physics of Goldberger,8 i.e. the energetic nucleons

undergoing collisions with nucleons having a Fermi momentum distribution. The

'kernel' for this process is folded over number of nucleon-nucleon collisions, and

one may introduce a Snell's law refraction in an ad-hoc fashion.7 The second

option is to use a simple systematics formula.9

The ALICE code tends to be self contained, and in minimum input mode

requires only the target and projectile atomic and mass numbers and the incident

projectile energy.

(2)
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3. COMPARISONS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL RESULTS

3.1 Integral Yields: Excitation Functions

Excitation functions allow us to simultaneously test our abilities to model the

energy spectra and branching ratios for particle emission for reactions proceeding by

a single channel, or by very complex multiple channels. Furthermore, these

phenomena are tested as a function of incident energy. The ability to reproduce the

experimental yields reliably to some degree of accuracy gives confidence that we may

be'able to predict the same to a comparable degree of accuracy. This may be useful in

isotope production or in predicting the product resulting e.g. from the interaction of

cosmic rays with matter. If we can also predict well the angular and energy

distributions of the various ejectiles, we can calculate the recoil velocity

distributions of the products, which becomes a part of the radiation damage

calculation.

The group of Michel et al. at Koln has done a great deal of excitation function

work for p, d, x and a projectiles.10 In Figs. 1-3 we show a few of their results for

reactions of protons of energies up to 200 MeV, compared with excitation functions

the authors calculated using the ALICE code.10 While the channels tested for V

targets are reproduced quite well, the 59Co(p, 3p 5n) 52Mn channel has a cross section

considerably lower than calculated and the 59Co(p, pn) 58Co result is under

predicted. In general the very broad work of these authors shows quite good

agreement between calculated and experimental excitation functions, with

occasional large disagreements such as the ones referred to. Work needs to be done

to understand the reasons for the occasional failure of theory to come to within an

acceptable range of experimental yields.

In Fig. 4 we show the 56Fe(p, n) excitation function at energies up to = 3 GeV

measured at LANL, compared with an ALICE calculation.1! This comparison (and

figure) was done by S. Pearlstiin. The calculated result is satisfactory up to energies

Theory

K=1 na= (1,1,1)

K=1 na= (1.21,0.79,1)

K=2 no= (1,1,1)

100

Energy (MeV)
200

Fig. 1 Calculated (ALICE) and experimental excitation functions for proton

induced reactions on natural vanadium. These results are from Ref. 10.

The k and n 0 values refer to ALICE precompound parameters. The default

values are k = 2, no = 3 (1.21, 0.79,1).

of around 200 MeV; beyond that it starts to differ from the data, as it should. The

model needs to be re-programmed relativistically; comparisons need to be. made

with data similar to those of Fig. 4, over a broader target and product range, and we

must compare with double differential data in the higher energy regime.

In Fig. 5 we show calculated γ-ray spectra from the ALICE code, compared

with experimental yields for incident neutron energies of 9.5-18.5 MeV on a 9 3 Nb

target12 This is included solely to show that we can also satisfactorily reproduce the

final γ-ray cascade following n, p, a emission.
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Fig. 4 Experimental 56Fe(p,n) excitation function (open points) versus ALICE

calculation (solid line). This figure is from the work of S. Pearlstein (11).

3.2 Single Differential Spectra

- We need to test models for their ability to calculate single and double

differential spectra for all emission channels. The data base of interest for the

intermediate energy regime is quite sparse. For this reason Scobel et al. undertook

et al. for incident energies of 256 and 800 MeVl6; these data have not yet been fully

analyzed. Inelastic proton scattering data exist, but these have not been analyzed by

this author in terms of model comparisons.17 Beyond 200 MeV incident nudeon

energy, the analyses from the ALICE code should be based on a version written for

relativistic kinematics.

The data of Figs. 14-22 have been analyzed in terms of a model based on the

kinematics of nucleon-nucleon scattering, including estimates of refractive

Evaluation
ENDL 7034

-TV. Alice

•!"~ Penelope

90

5 6 7 8 9

E (MeV)

Fig. 5 Calculated and experimental γ r̂ay spectra following the interaction of 9.5,

14.2 and 18.5 MeV on neutrons with 9 3Nb. Sources of data and details on

the calculations may be found in (12).

processes,7'8 with the theory of Feshbach et al., (FKK)25 and with the systematics

formula of Kalbach.9 The nucleon-nucleon approach does not do a satisfactory job.

The FKK theory has a free parameter and so needs results before it can predict

them.25-13-14 The systematics formula9 works reasonably well; however, the 256 and

800 MeV data start to show the influence of the quasi-free scattering peak and the A

formation at forward angles. The present systematics do not include these effects,

and so will fail - unless suitably modified - at the higher energies. The approaches

based on theory may well improve at the higher energies, and should be able to

reproduce the physical features just mentioned. How well, and if 'well enough,'
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Fig. 6 Calculated and experimental (18,19) (p, n) spectra on targets of "0,l08pd.

and 109,107Ag at 18, 22 and 25 MeV incident proton energy. Dotted lines

are the equilibrium contributions. The solid line is the equilibrium plus

hybrid model result, the dot-dash line represents equilibrium plus

geometry dependent hybrid model result. Horizontal bars are

experimental results.
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"to
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en(MeV)

Fig. 7 Calculated (19) and experimental (15) ^ Z Γ (p,n) spectra for incident

energies of 25, 35, 45 MeV.

remains an open question. More extensive comparisons with data are needed - and

more data at energies above 800 MeV are needed.

4. CONCLUSIONS

There is a reasonable available excitation function data base for reactions

induced by protons up to = 200 MeV, and a somewhat more sparse data base for

other light projectiles. Good double differential spectra have been measured for

incident protons at energies up to 160 MeV for (p, n) and (p, p') reactions. Some (p,

p,) data also exist at energies up to 600 MeV. The author of this work is unaware of

high quality thin target double differential cross section data at energies beyond 600
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Fig. 9 Experimental angle integrated energy spectra for the reaction 90Zr (p,n) in

comparison to the standard hybrid model result (solid line). Also shown

are the contributions of the first six (seven) steps (from (14)).

MeV. In particular, DDCS results are lacking for d, x, 3He, and a emission at

incident energies beyond = 100 MeV.

The code ALICE reproduces yields and DDCS reasonably well for incident

energies up to = 200 MeV. Beyond this energy a relativistic reformulation is

necessary before making comparisons. At the higher energies (above 250 MeV) the

strong appearance of the quasi-elastic peak and the delta resonance must be a part of

the modeling effort. Data taken at a reasonably fine angular mesh would be

valuable in testing models. We need good data in the range 600 MeV-2 GeV

incident energy. We need data measuring a particle emission in addition to n and p

emission. There are almost no a emission data in the higher energy regime. There
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Fig. 10 Upper: Neutron spectra from the reaction 20Ne + 165Ho at 220 and 292

MeV beam energy. The open triangles and closed circles represent

evaporation residue and fission fragment gated spectra from Ref. 21. The

dotted curve is the hybrid and evaporation model result from code ALICE,

and the solid curve is the result of the Boltzmann master equation.

Lower: For the reaction of 300 MeV 12C with 165Ho. Data are from Ref. 22.
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Fig. 11 Calculated and experimental 197Au (ir, xn) spectra. Experimental results

are from Ref. 24 (Hartmann). The solid curve is calculated for 1.9

neutrons and a Fermi energy of 20 MeV. The dotted curve is calculated for

capture in nuclear matter for which maximum energy per hole is 10 MeV,

assuming 1.95 neutron and 0.05 proton excitons following ir capture.

Details of calculation are summarized in (24)-(Blann).

are no proven nuclear reaction models which reproduce existing a spectra.

Efficiency of neutron detectors for energies in excess of 100 MeV depends critically

on knowing the 12C(n, xa) cross sections and spectra, and these results are not yet

measured. The question of the a emission channel is very important, yet we know

almost nothing about it, either from an experimental or modeling position. This is

an area where data and theoretical effort are both sorely needed.

On a broader scale it is time to consolidate what has been measured on the

one hand, and to review our successes and short comings in modeling results on

the other; in this exercise we gain insights into our predictive capabilities. So it

would be excellent to have, in a single place or places, a comprehensive summary of
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Fig. 12 Calculated and experimental (JT, pxn) yields for stopped pions on 197Au.

Experimental yields are from Ref. 24 (Pruys). The solid line represents a

calculation with 1.95 n and 0.05 p (primary) and with the maximum hole

depth of 5 MeV (10 MeV maximum for the hole pair assumed in the 2 plh

primary excitation). The dashed line is for an emission spectrum

multiplied by 2.4 x exp - [(Ye - 5.5)2/16]. The dotted curve is for Ef = 10 MeV,

195 n, 0.05 p.

184 188 192
Mass number

Fig. 13 Calculated and experimental (JT, xn) and (TT, pxn) product yields for

stopped pions on 197Au. Experimental yields are made from Ref. 24

(Pruys). The solid line represents a calculation with 1.95 n and 0.05 p

(primary) and with the maximum hole depth of 5 MeV (10 MeV

maximum for the hole pair assumed in the 2 plh primary excitation). The

dashed line is for an emission spectrum multiplied by 2.4 x exp -

[(Ye-5.5)2/16]. The dotted curve is for £f = 10 MeV, 1.95 n, 0.05 p.

all available relevant experimental data in the intermediate energy regime. It

would be excellent if the IAEA could sponsor one or several CRP's to review the

success of different model codes, such as the INC in its several incarnations,

precompound codes, each with their equilibrium components, in reproducing thin

target DDCS data and product yields. It would be excellent if comparisons could be

made with these codes incorporated into transport codes (HETC etc.) to test thick

target yield data. The strengths and weaknesses of these codes need to be

summarized over the available range of data, and a list needs to be made of regimes

for which data are unavailable yet missing. Before these tasks, we need to try to

assess the broad needs of science and technology for intermediate energy data. This

is a goal of the present meeting. Given the outstanding job the IAEA has done with

the field of neutrons up to 20 MeV, this author is very much hoping that they will
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Fig. 14 Calculated and experimental angular distributions for 90Zr (p, n) at 25

MeV incident energy and 9 and 14 MeV neutron emission energy.

Calculated solid histograms use the Goldberger N-N scattering approach

plus a Snell's law refraction. Dotted and dot-dash curves use Snell's law

refraction with the assumption that N-N collisions scatter at 0° or 45°.

This figure is from (7).
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Fig. 15 As in Fig. 14 for 45 MeV incident proton energy.
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Fig. 16 Experimental double differential cross sections for 90Zr (p, xn) at an

incident proton energy of 80.5 MeV (from Ref. 13).
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Fig. 17 As in Fig. 16 for 120 MeV incident proton energy (from Ref. 14).

also lead the way in the field of intermediate energy data. The time for action is

definitely here; our ability to measure these data is decreasing as accelerators close

down and experimenters move toward higher energy experiments.

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract W-7405-Eng-48.
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Fig. 19 Angular distributions for 90Zr (p, xn) for 80 MeV proton energy in

comparison with the normalized results of Ref. 9 (dot-dash line) and the

hybrid model (dashed-short line) using a nucleon-nucleon scattering

kernel. The heavy solid curve is the hybrid model with nucleon-nucleon

scattering and refraction in entrance and exit channels.

Fig. 20 Experimental (solid points), hybrid model (dashed-dot) and systematics fit

(Ref. 9) for the 90Zr (p, n) reaction at 160 MeV incident energy. The exit

neutron energies from 40 to 140 MeV are indicated. The hybrid model N-

N scattering result is without refraction (dot-dashed line) and with

entrance and exit channel refraction. This figure is from Ref. 14.
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Computer Codes and Nuclear Data Needs for the Simulation of

Intermediate Energy Nuclear Reactions

Yasuaki Nakahara
Tokai Research Establishment

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-H Japan

Brief Summaries are given of the computer codes prepared at JAERI for

the computer simulation calculations of the nuclear spallation reaction in

the intermediate energy range and some discussions are made on the

theoretical model improvements, especially on how to incorporate the

particle emissions from the preequilibrium state and hou to formulate the

multifragmentation processes of the highly excited nuclei as the next steps

of the intranuclear cascades.

A review is made on the nuclear and nucleon data used in these codes.

Also a list is given of the data needs for evaluating and improving the

theoretical models and computational schemes used in the codes.

Finally, an outline is presented of a series of the integral

experiments being planned to get the data necessary for the code evaluations.

1. Introduction

Nuclear data in the intermediate energy range 15^2,000 MeV are very

useful in design analyses of fissile breeding and trans-uranic waste

transmutation plants with proton accelerators. Only one nuclear data

file available at present is the ENDF/B-VI High Energy Library for the

Fe target in the energy range 1M.000 MeV. '

Since there is no nuclear data file applicable to the analyses of

nuclear characteristics of target/blanket systems for trans-uranic

waste (TRUW) transmutation with a proton linear accelerator, the analyses

of nuclear spallation reactions of nuclei with protons and other nucleons

have been performed with the use of Monte Carlo simulation techniques for

all the elementary nuclear processes involved. The data used in the

simulation are those for nuclear structures and nucleon-nucleon elastic

and inelastic cross sections, including the pion-nucleon cross sections.

All the reaction mechanisms and processes should be incorporated

in the Monte Carlo algorithms. Several computer codes have been and

have been being developed for specitic purposes, as summarieed

in Table 1. But the absolute lack of the data in the intermediate energy

range makes it difficult to develop more elaborate and reliable computer

codes. From the computational point of view, the thorough Monte Carlo

simulation of all intra-nuclear and inter-nuclear nucleon transport

processes without the use of nuclear data sets makes the computational

cost very high.

In this paper we brietly summarize the status quo of computer codes

and make disscussions on the theoretical models and methods used in the

codes. Also a list is given of the data needs for evaluating and

improving the theoretical models and computational schemes.

Finally, an outline is presented of a series of integral experiments

being planned to get the integral data necessary for the code evaluations.

2. Computer Codes Prepared at JAERI for the Nuclear Spallation

Simulation and Transmutation Analyses

A starting point of our efforts to develop computer codes for nuclear
(9)

spallation and transmutation studies was the famous NMTC code developed

by Coleman and Armstrong. In these years long, consistent efforts have

been made to improve the nuclear reaction models and extend the applicable

range of the codes. These codes are listed in Table 1. A little more

complementary descriptions are given below.

(1) NUCLEUS(2)

This code was made by modifying and combining the Monte Carlo codes

NMTC/JAERI^ and NMTA/JAERI^ for calculating the nuclear spallation

reaction (intra-nuclear cascade + evaporation and/or high energy fission)

between a single target nucleus and a projectile without taking into

consideration of the inter-nuclear nucleon transport processes, in order

to make direct evaluations of physical and computational models.

New several platter routines have been provided for rapid processing

of a huge amount of output data. The results obtained with this program

can be compared directly with the data of thin foil experiments, in

which inter-nuclear multiple scatterings have little effects.



Table 1 Computer Oodes developed aC JAERI for simulating the nuclear
spallation and transmutation processes

Name Problems solved Processes included Data used

NUCLEUS
(Ref.(2))

•spallation of a
single nucleus,
induced by a
proton, neutron
or pion.

•mass of a target
nucleus should be
A-l, 6SAS250.

•upper limit of the
energy range
- 3.5 CeV,

but for pions
= 2.5 GeV.

•Intra-nuclear
cascade,

•evaporation,

•high energy
fission.

•nuclear radius,

•nucleon density distribution,
Fermi energy distribution,

•nucleon-nucleon cross sections:
for (iT.p), (n°,p), (TI +,P), (n°,n),
•elastic scattering cross sections,
•charge exchange cross sections,
•differential scattering cross
sections,
•absorption cross sections,
•inelastic scattering cross
sections for lit production,

for (n,p), (p.p)
•elastic scattering cross sections,
•differential scattering cross
sections,
•inelastic scattering cross
sections

for In and 2n productions.

NMTC/JAEIU
(published)
(Ref.(3))

•high energy (i 15
MeV) nucleon
transport in a
heterogeneous bulk
medium.

•inter-nulear nucleon
transport,

•spallations of
nuclei.

•same as those used in NUCLEUS,
except for geometry related data.

Table 1 (continued)

Name Problems solved Processes included Data used

NMTA/JAERI
(published)

•edit of the output
data from NMTC/
JAERI:
spallation product
distribution,
heat deposition
density distribu-
tion.

•ionization losses of
charged particles,

•kinetic energies of
recoil nuclei,

•excitation energies
of residual nuclei.

•output from NMTC/JAERI.

ACCEL
(unpublished)
(Kef.(5))

•nuclear design
calculations of
accelerator target-
blanket systems for
actinide transmuta-
tion and fissile
breeding.

•nucleon transport
t 15 MeV) and

•neutron transport
(S15 MeV)
processes

•same as those in NUCLEUS for high
energy nucleons,

•ENDF/B data in the energy range
below 15 MeV

DCHAIN-SF
(unpublished)
(Ref.(6))

•time evolution
analysis of spalla-
tion and fission
products

•build-up and decay
of spallation and
fission products

•data of fission products,

•data of spallation products,
prepared with the use of NUCLEUS.

SPD
(unpublished)
(Ref.(8))

•calculation of half-
lives of spallation
product nuclei,

•B and y decay
energies.

•B~-decay,

•U+-decay,

•y -decay.

•mass formulas: Myers and Swiatecki,
Wapstra and Cameron, Uno and Yamada,
for the optional use.
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(2) NMTC/JAERI(3)

A computer code system NMTC/JAERI is used for Che Monce Carlo

simulacion calculations of nuclear spallations caused in a heterogeneous

medium by incident energetic particles (proton, neutron, pions) from

an external source and subsequent internuclear transport processes of

particles emitted from spallated nuclei.

In the JAERI version a fission process has been incorporated as a

process competing with particle evaporations. The range of mass number

A of nuclides which can be included in the target and blanket has been

extended from[A«l; 8SAS239] to [A-l; 6SAS25O].

Computational results for all the events in the medium are stored

on magnetic files. Values of various physical parameters of the medium

are obtained by editing the records on the files with the use of

NMTA/JAERI.

(3) NMTA/JAERI(4)

In the JAERI version new subroutines have been added for calculating

the total heat deposition and the spatial distribution of the heat

deposition in a target. A subroutine is also provided for estimating the

mean excitation energy in all of recoiling residual nuclei when the

particle evaporation ceased to occur. The processes that account for

the heat deposition are mainly (a) ionization loss of the charged particle

energy through transport and (b) kinetic energy of the recoil nucleus.

Gamma heating in a target is not calculated in the present version,

but it would become important in a large target.

(4)

This code system is designed to perform simulation computations of

all the reactions and nucleon transport processes in a heterogeneous

medium through entire energy range from the incident particle energy down

to the zero energy, as schematically shown in Fig. 1.

The system consists of five main subsystems:

( i ) In the energy range above 20 MeV or 15 MeV NMTC/JAERI is used,

(ii ) Results of the NMTC/JAERI computations are analysed and edited by

NMTA/JAERI.

incident

P

20 MeV
or

15 MeV

Nucleon-meson
transport

(NMTC/JAERI)

continuous
slowing down

evaporation

Neutron
transport
(TWOTRAN-I)
(MORSE-DD)

n

scattering capture fission

(ENDF/8 Nuclear Data File )

leokage

leakage

Fig. 1. Computer simulation scheme of nucleon transport
and nuclear reaction processes, d> • (5)

(iii) Output data stored for neutrons in the energy range below 20 MeV
,(10)

for theor 15 MeV are analyzed and edited as input source data

Sn-transport calculations with ANISN^ U ) and TWOTRAN-II(1 codes.

(iv ) Neutron transport calculations in the energy range below 20 MeV or

15 MeV are performed with.the Sn-transport codes ANISN and

TWOTRAN-II, and also with the 3-dimensional Monte Carlo code

MORSE-DD which can read the output neutron source data from

NMTC/JAERI directly.

( v ) Neutron and gamma-ray group cross section sets are prepared by a

code system

(5)

This is a extended version of a one-point depletion code DCHAIN2

wich can treat only the reactions induced by neutrons. DCHAIN-SF can

treat build-up and decay processes of nuclides due to reactions not only

with neutrons but with other nucleons. These processes are formulated
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o
as follows,

+ SjG(c) +

where

N^ = number of Che i-th type of nuclides,

Yi " fission yield of the nuclide i,

F(c) = fission rate at the time t,

Si » spallation yield of the nuclide i,

G(t) = spallation rate at the time t,

f<-»-i « build-up race of the nuclide i by Che decay of the nuclide j,

s
k-*i

 =
 build-up race of the nuclide i by the neutron reaction of

Che nuclide k,

ci£*i
 =
 build-up rate of the nuclide i by Che nucleon (ocher than

neucron) reaccion of che nuclide I,

Xi = decay conscant of the nuclide i,

a^ " neutron absorption cross section of the nuclide k,

$l
s
 = spallation cross section of the nuclide I,

$
n
(t) - neutron flux,

4>}j(t) " nucleon (other Chan neutron) flux.

In Eq.(l), underlined terms are the ones newly incorporated for taking

account of the spallation processes.

C6) SPD
( 8 )

In the TRUW transmutation by spallation techniques, various kinds of

nuclides are produced as Che spallation and fission products. Especially,

most of the spallation products are neucron deficient, and far from the

stability line. Since there are scarce data of them, it is necessary co

make cheoretical estimates of half lives and che decay heat.

SPD is Che extended code system which includes GROSS-M and GROSS-P

codes developed by M. Yoshida . SPD calculates following quantities

related with the g-decay:

i ) Q-value,

ii) half life,

iii) all the energy convertible Co thermal energy,

iv) kinecic energy of eleccrons,

v ) energy of che γ-decay, following che 3-decay,

vi) γ-energy released by che posicron pair annihilation,

v ) kinecic energy of neucrinos.

Three Cypes of che mass farmulas are included for optional use in che

calculation of Q-value, i.e., Wapstra & Cameron's , Myers & Swiatecki's

and Uno & Yamada
,

3. Improvements Required of che Theoretical Models used in the Nuclear

Spallation Simulation

The nuclear spallacion has been modelled as a cwo seep process. The

firsc seep is che incra-nuclear cascades of nucleons initiated by an

incident particle, during which several neucrons, procons and pions are

knocked ouc of che nucleus. The second seep is che compecing decay of che

residual nucleus by fission and/or parcicle evaporacions.

A comparacive invescigacion of che high energy fission models of

Nakahara*- , Takahashi^ , Acchison^ , and Alsmiller, ec al was

made by T.W.Armscrong, ec al.

In che Cwo step model of che spallation Cwo importanc reaccion

processes are not caken inco consideracion as yec. One is the nuclear

fragmencation, which could occur during and/or afcer che intra-nuclear

cascade process. Many models have been proposed to explain che

mechanism of the fragmentation. But the actual fragmentacion process

is so complicated chac none of chem has succeeded in offering a

convincible explanation. The other is the preequilibrium decay of che

residual nucleus afcer che inera-nucleor cascade. Concrary to the

fragmencacion, che preequilibrium decay process has been successfully

analyzed by the exciton model proposed by Griffin

extensively by Blann<
2 6
>•<

2 7
> and ochers.

( 2 8
>'

(25)
and improved

3.1 Particle Emission from che Preequilibrium State

It is known that che spallacion neucron speccra calculaced by che

cwo step model show remarkable underestimates in comparison with measured

ones in the energy range above about 20 MeV. Tsukada and Nakahara

showed that ic is possible co narrow che discrepancy by effeccively



stretching the mean free paths of nucleons in the nucleus. The idea

is based on the physical intuition that some collective effects like

the Pauli brocking effect would exist and reduce the nucleon-nucleon

collision probabilities. But due to the difficulty in formulating

fundamental criteria to determine the effective mean free paths from the

general point of view, their idea is not suited to be used in the

systematic simulation scheme of the spallation process.

In the standard NMTC^ ' and HETtT codes the Monte Carlo history

of a particle participating in the cascade is no longer traced when its

energy measured with respect to the outside of the nucleus becomes below

a certain cutoff energy E c, which is taken to be one-half of the Coulomb

potential at the surface of the nucleus.

To improve the spallation neutron spectrum calculation, Ishibashi,

et al. introduced a probability density function f(Ec) to terminate the

intra-cascade process,

assumed to be

(32)
By using a parameter E Q , the function is

f(Ec) Q"1 (1 - Ec/E0) (2)

The value of Ec is thus sampled in the range from 0 to E o.

On the other hand, in both the NMTC and HETC codes, for the

momentum distributions of the intranuclear nucleons the degenerated

Fenni gas distribution at the zero temperature was assumed. Haneishi and

Fujita suggested that there may exist some nucleons with a higher

momentum than that given by the degenerate Fermi distribution at the

zero temperature. They proposed the following probability function

Wfp) per unit volume in the momentum space;

W(p) = Wo Cexp[-(p/p0)
2] + eo[exp -(p/q0)]

(3)

where p is the momentum. Wo is a normalization factor and other

parameters are chosen as

00

PO = /(2/5) kf ,

e0 - 0.03 ,

kf being the Fermi momentum.

qL = 0.5 GeV/c ,

10° 101 102 10:

NEUTRON ENERGY (HeV)

Fig. 2. Double differential cross section for uraniun
at laboratory angles of 35°, 45° and 100° and
the incident proton energy 800 MeV.(32)
xxx : experimental data. "5)»(36)

: standard HETC calculation.
: improved HETC calculation, taking into
consideration of the high momentum
component and the cutoff probability
with E0=40 MeV.

Ishibashi et al. improved the HETC code by introducing the probility

distribution functions given by Eqs.(2) and (3). The program used was

the RL Version, in which improvements were made by Atchison to

(34)incoporate the high energy fission.

The computational results are shown in Fig. 2 in comparison with

the experimental values for the 800 MeV proton beam and the

uranium target. A remarkable improvement is seen in the intermediate

energy range.



00 But the success gained by using Che ad hoc models does noc mean chaC

che physics involved in che nuclear spallacion processes are made clear.

The exciton model is another candidate for improving the computational

scheme of particle emissions. The exciton nodel has the advantage in its

generality of formulation, which is very useful in incorporating ic into

the systematic simulation flow. Nakahara and Nishida formulated the Monte

Carlo algorithms for simulacing parcicle emissions, using the Kalbach's
(38}

phenomenological formulation which is an extension of the Griffin's

exciton model to make ic possible to distinguish parcicle unbound

states from bound states.

The difficulty in incorporating the preequilibrium decay process in

Che spallacion simulacion flow lies in the difficulcy how co define the

cransicion scages from che intranuclear cascades to the preequilibrium

decay and from the preequilibrium Co the compound decay, as schematically

shown in Fig. 3.

3.1.1 Exciton State at the End of che Intranuclear Cascades

The exciced state of a nucleus can be defined by the numbers, p and h,

of excited particle and hole degrees of freedom, respectively, above and

below che Fermi surface. The sum n=p+h is referred as che excicon

number.

For a nucleus wich Che excicacion energy E, Che excitation state
(39)density is given by

u(p,h,E) -
g0 Sn(p)

Intro-nucleor cascade

Define the initial
exciton stote no=(Po,Po-I)
ond neq

yes

Step i

Step 2

yes
( If "o> "tq ?")

•^Calculate emission roles

If emission ? )

IColculote emission probabilities |

Select the type of o panicle
to be emitted from
the excilon stote ( P ,h , E ) '

Residual interaction
transition

no. If n sn e q ? ;

yes

Oetermine the kinetic energy
and the directional cosine
of the emitted particle

Determine the stote of
the residual nucleus

{when n-Aj, 2 ne,)

Compound decay (evaporation
ond/or fission )

Step 3

Fig. 3. Flow of the preequilibrium decay calculation

(4)

where it is assumed chat a nuclear state is described by equally spaced

single particle scaces wich che densicy gQ, and

A(p,h) - Ep(p.h) - [p(p+l)+h(h+l)]/(4 g0) .

Ep(p,h)= pm
2/go : Pauli energy ,

p m - Max(p.h) .

The facCor g(p) is che correction to go, derived on the assumption that

che single particle state densicy varies as the square root of che energy

in Che nuclear potential well with the depth V, i.e.,

8(P)

V-fE/n 1/2 , hfv-E/n)
"** — 77

1/2

"I V J
1 ,

for h s 2 ,

for h < 2 .

The factor f(p) is the correction to che state densicy due to the finite

depth of the potential well, i.e.,

f(p)

1,-1 h(h-l)
2 I V "-],

1 ,

CE-V) , for h * 2. ,

for h > 2 ,



where 8 is Che Heaviside function: By making summation of Eq.(5) over n, we gee

8(x) = 1 , "hen x 0 ,

= 0 , when x < 0 .

The problem is how to define che initial exciton state density, i.e.,

values of the numbers p 0 and h0.

The energies of particles, histories of which have been terminated

during the intranuclear cascades, are still well above the Fermi surface

and contribute to the excitation of the residual nucleus. We can use che

number of these particles as che particle number pg of the inicial

excitation stace.

The next problem is how to determine the hole number h 0 of the

exciton state. In the usual preequilibrium calculations the initial

exciton state (p0, hg) are assumed a priori. According to Kalbach, we

can assume that (p0, h0) = (Aa+1, 1) where A a is the mass of che
(39)

incident particle. For the preequilibrium decay following the

intranuclear cascades, however, this assumption is not appropriate,

because it does not reflect the preceding history. But in most calculacions

of nucleon induced preequilibrium reaccions good resulcs have been

obtained by making summations over the exciton states (p, p-1) with p

changing from 2 up to some large number for which the contribution from

each state becomes negligible.

Hence an assumption acceptable in our Monte Carlo scheme would be

h0 " Po " !•

3^,2 Transition from the Preequilibrium State to the Compound State

; In a picture of the exciton representation of nuclear states the

number of excitons increases stepwise with in - 2 as the internal

transitions continue and the compound state is considered to be the

state with the infinite number of excitons, i.e., the continuum particle

state. This can be seen as follows. When n is sufficiently large, we

can rewrite Eq.(4) as

d>(E) = ,E) = exp(2/g0 E) (6)

03
CO

8n(8o E)

assuming that g(p) » 1, f(p) = 1 and A(p,h) = 1.

(5)

which is nothing but the energy level density for the compound nucleus

with the level density parameter a replaced by gQ. The relation between
(41)

go and a are given by

a = IT2 g0 / 6 .

Thus^for sufficiently large n, a certain number neq, we can use the

conventional evaporation model. The exciton number n e q can be used _as a

key factor to determine the switching from the preequilibrium model to

the evaporation model in the computational flow.

The problem to be settled next is about the value of neq, i.e., how

large is large enough. In the PREC0-D2 code the maximum exciton number is
(39)

set to 20. Of course, this value has to depend on the excitation

energy at the end of the intra-nuclear cascades. On the other hand,

Gudima et al. derived an approximate relation:

(7)

(41)
from the balance condition between the + and -in transitions. '"' For

example, when A. = 200 and E > 20 MeV, the value of n given by Eq.(7) is

larger than 20.

.Although the optimum value of neq is not fixed yet, when the

number of excitons becomes greater than a certain critical number, the

Step 2 calculation is to be terminated and the computational flow is

carried on to the Step 3.

3.1.3 Monte Carlo Algorithm for Simulating the Particle Emission from

the Preequilibrium Stace

The average rate of emitcing a particle of type b and kinetic
(39)

energy s from the unbound state specified with (p, h) is given by

(8)



00 where u is defined by Eq.(4) and

s b, Ab = the spin and the mass of the emitted particle b,

o b = the inverse cross section for the composite nucleus formation,

U = the excitation energy of the nucleus after the emission of

che parcicle b,

^(u) „ Che density of the unbound states.

The factor Qb(p) takes into account of the difference between the

proton and the neutron degrees of freedom and depends on the proton and the

neutron numbers of a projectile, a target nucleus and an emitted particle.

Because it is difficult to define a definite expression of Ô , (p) at the end

of the intra-nuclear cascade, we assume that Qb(p) = 1 in our algorithm.

This is not a bad approximation for sufficiently large n.

As for the inverse cross section o b > we use the expressions used by

Dostrovsky, et al.

JAERI code.(2)

For neutrons,

(42)
The same expressions are also used in the NMTC/

ob(e) - o a+S/e)irR
2 ,

where

a - 0.76+1.93A-1/3, ctg - 1.66A-2/3-0.050 ,

R - 1.70xl0~13 A1/3 cm : nuclear radius ,

A =• the mass of the nucleus.

For charged particles,

<rb(e) - (l+cb)(l-kbVb/e)7tR
2 , for e * kbvb ,

- 0 , for t < kbvb ,

where cb and kb are conscancs tabulated in a data file for the use with

NMTC/JAERI and kbVb is the effective Coulomb barrier height for the

particle b.

The emission rate of a particle b for a nucleus at the (p,h,E) state

is obtained by integrating Eq.(8) over the kinetic energy e of the

particle to be emitted. We define che unnormalired emission rate by the

expression:

E-Bb-5, E b 5

Rb(p,h,E) -(2 sb+l)Ab E ab(E)u(p-Ab,h,E-Bb-
£)dE , (9)

where the factor <J(U) (p,h,E) is omitted, because only che ratio of Rb

is used later. In Eq.(9) the meanings of the new parameters are as

follows,

B b = binding energy of che particle b,

6 » pairing energy.

If Rb > 0, particle emissions are possible. The type of the parcicle

to be emitted from the (p,h,E) state is selected according to the

emission probability:

-Pb(p,h,E) = Rb(p,h,E) / I Rb(p,h,E) .
b

(10)

After the emission of the particle b the exciton state is changed

to (p-Ab,h,E-Bb-£). The kinetic energy of the particle b is

determined by the probability distribution:

rE-3b-<5 •

ecb(£)io(p-Ab,h,E-3b-E)d£

....
l J

The directional cosine u = cos8 of the particle emitted with the

kinetic energy E is selected according to the probability distribution

PA(u) = P(u) P(u)du (12)

where P(u) is given phenomenologically in terms of Legendre polynomials

I 4
l=0,2,4,6

where b 0 = 1 , b £ = (21+1)/Cl+exp A £ ( B 1 - E ) } ,

Aj = 0.036+0.0039/[£(£+!)] ,

B z = 92-90/UU+l)] .

The angle 9 in u is determined with respect to the direccion Q of

the incident particle, i.e., u " H'-Q. In the coordinate system with



the z-axis chosen in the direction of 9., SV can be expressed as

a1 = at + Sm + \in , (13)

-• -*- •*

where £., m, n are unit vectors such as

n // ft, I I m x n

and a and B are given by

o » cos 2irr , r - uniform random number in the range [0,1] ,

00

on the assumption of azimuthal symmetry.

In order to carry the computation on to the internuclear cascades

of the emitted particles, we need the components of Q,in the (x,y,z)

coordinate system, which is expressed as

a, = ct'i + 8'j + u'k • (14)

where i, j and k are unit vectors in the directions of x, y and z axes,

respectively. The tranformation from (a,8,u) to (o'.S'.u,) can be done

by utilizing the algorithms used in the NMTC code .

The residual nucleus after the emission of the particle b is

defined by

A, = A-Ab , Z, = Z - Zb , E , - E - Bb - z . (16)

When no particle emissions occur anymore but the preequilibrium

state has not relaxed to the compound state yet, the exciton state

changes through residual interaction transitions characterized by the

phenomenologically assumed conditions:

PO - hg = p - h = const. ,

ip = 6h = -1 or 1 .

Transition probabilities corresponding to these conditions are given by

Kalbach (39)

The Monte Carlo algorithms described in this Section have been

programmed as the EXCITON code. Preequilibrium spectra for protons

from 55Co at 43.3 MeV of excitation, calculated with the EXCITON code,

are very much similar in shape to the MSD spectra obtained by Kalbach

The MSD (Multi Step Direct) processes are the ones in which the system

passes exclusively through a series of unbound configerlations.

(38)

The Monte Carlo algorithm described above
(44)

has been incorporated

in the HETC code^ ' by Ishibashi, et al. The computational results

are shown in Fig. 4 for 585 MeV protons incident on lead in comparison
(45)

with experimental data obtained by Cierjacks, et al. It is seen that

shoulders in the intermediate energy range (15^50 MeV) are reproduced well.

10° I0, 102 10°
NEUTRON ENERGY (MeV)

Fig. 4. Double differential cross section for lead at
laboratory angles of 30°, 90° and 150° and
the incident proton energy 585 MeV.(32)
xxx : experimental data.^4^)

: standard HETC calculation.
: improved HETC calculation, taking into
consideration of the high momentum
component and the cutoff probability
with Eg = 50 MeV.
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3.2 Nuclear Multifragmentation

The distribution of positions of nucleon-nucleon collisions during

intra-nuclear cascades is strongly localized, as shown by Barashenkov,

et al. The considerable amount of the energy brought in a nucleus

by the incident proton is left in the residual nucleus when the intra-

nuclear cascades have come to the end. The local hot regions are created

temporarily. The number and locations of these regions depend on the

history of the intra-nuclear cascade process. The hot unequilibrium or

pseudo-equilibrated regions are subsequently deexcited by expansion,

dissipation and the emission of particles and fragments in the competing

process of particle evaporation, multifragmentation and fission in a

statistical manner.

Characteristics of these hot regions can be considered to define

the conditions for the subsequent multifragmentation. The hot region may

be considered to correspond to the emitting source used in the light
(47)

fragment emission analysis by Korteling, et al. They, however,

analyzed only the emission processes (p, 3He), (p, "*He) and (p, p'*He).

But the fragments span the mass range between the alpha particle and

fission fragments.

On the other hand, Botvina, Iljinov and Mishustin proposed a

cascade fragmentation evaporation (CFE) model. They calculated the

nucleon density distribution in the residual nucleus after the

intranuclear cascades in the p + Ag collision. Upon completion of the

intranuclear cascade precess, the space distribution of nucleons in the

residual nucleus is shown to be inhomogeneous. Relaxation of such a

unVeable nucleus may cause collective oscillations of nuclear matter and

may lead to the fission or its beak-up to fragments. They succeeded in

reproducing the yield of fragments with A » 1CW50.

The unresalved promblem in this model is how to determine the

value of excitation energy Eg of the residual nucleus after the

intranuclear cascades.

It seems that the models of Korteling, et al. and Botvina, et al.

represent Che two aspects of fragmentation, i.e., the hot spot effet and

local density depletion effect, respectively. We are planning to

investigate these effects extending editor functions of our NUCLEUS

code ( 2\

4. Nuclear and Nucleon Data in the Intermediate Energy Range

At present, nuclear spallation simulation calculations are performed

using the nuclear structure and nucleon data only. No nuclear reaction

cross section data are used for protons, neutrons and pions with

intermediate energies.

The data used in the simulation calculations are as follows, i.e.,

i ) nuclear radius,

ii) nucleon (p and n) density distribution in the nucleus,

iii) Fermi energy distribution in the nucleus,

iv) " mass formula,

v ) level density parameter for the high energy fission,

vi) fission barrier height for the high energy fission,

vii) nucleon-nucleon reaction cross sections:

• (N,N) elastic scattering cross section,

• (N,N) differential scattering cross section,

• (N,N) inelastic scattering cross section for lit and 2ir production,

• (it.N) elastic scattering cross section,

• (it ,p) charge exchange cross section,

• (¥,N) absorption cross section,

• (it,N) inelastic scattering cross section for lit production,

where N stands for p or n and TT for it , it or i",

4.1 Status Quo of Nuclear and Nucleon Data

Among the data listed above most crucial are the items v ) , vi) and

vii) ."

"For the level density parameter a£ for the high energy fission use

is made of an analytic interpolation-extrapolation expression:

af/an - aE
2 + bE + C , E in MeV . (15)

The level density parameter for neutron emission a n has been chosen as

a n « A/10 from the numerical evaluations of fission cross sections.

Values of coefficients a, b and c in Eq.(lS) are determined by fitting

Eq.(15) to the values af/an = 1.07, 1.02 and 1.01 at E - ISO MeV,

660 MeV and 1,000 MeV, respectively, obtained by Iljinov, et al. (49)

The fission barrier heights for almost all nuclides have been

calculated and evaluated by Iljinov, et al. (48) with the use of the



liquid drop model due to Meyers-Swiatecki^3 ' and Nix^ , which permits

the extrapolation to the region of nuclides with A < 150, where no

experimental information on Ef is available. For the nuclides with

A i 225, we can use the values of double humped fission barrier height

(52)
These data are used in our NMTC/JAERIobtained by Kupriyanov, et al.

code.(3)

As for Che nucleon-nucleon cross sections, the data compiled by

Bertini in early 1960s are used widely even now. Most of the data

are those measured in 1950s. Entering 1960s and 1970s, measurements of

the nucleon-nucleon cross sections became performed actively at several

Laboratories, especially at SIN, TRIUMF and LAMPF. Bugg made a survey

and evaluations of the data for the channels pp -* pp, np • np, pp •»•

+ (54) -
pnir . Measurements on the channel np •*• ppir have been planned at

03

TRIUMF and LAMPF.

On the other hand, continuing efforts have been made by a group at

LANL to make a bibliographic survey of inclusive nuclear reaction data.

The search covers the data for projectiles p, d, t, 3He, a and Li over the

incident energy range form appraximately 50 MeV to 1,000 MeV. Meanwhile,

National Nuclear Data Center at BNL also has been extending its activities

Co che energy range up co 1,000 MeV. Medium energy nuclear daca for

neucron and procon induced reactions in 5^Fe have been approved for the

ENDF/B-VI High Energy Library.(1)

Nakahara and Nishida made a survey of the data on the spallacion

and high energy fisison products yields in 1984, but its updating

hats not been done yet.

Mention should be made of che report by Silberberg and Tao

They devised empirical formulae for proton and neutron emission cross

sections a(p, xp y n) (where x and y are integers) for the incident

procon in che energy range up Co 6 GeV.

4.2 Nuclear Daca Needs in Developing a TRUW TransmuCation Technology

As is clear from the discussions given above, there are needs for

three categories of daca, i.e., nucleon-nucleon data, nucleon-nucleus

data and yield daca of spallacion and fission products. At present,

because we use the Monte Carlo codes to simulate the nucleon transport

and nuclear spallation processes, the computational cost is very

(58)

expensive. If the cross sections for nucleon (pion)-nucleus reactions are

available, it becomes possible to simulate the transmutation process

efficiently in the reasonable computing time without calculating the

intranuclear cascades.

As for the energy range of incident protons, the upper limit as high

as possible, at least 1,500 MeV is desired, because the neutron yields

increase almost linearly with the incident proton energy up to that energy

and show the tendency to saturate above it, as is shown for a depleted
(59)

uranium cylindrical target with a diameter 10 cm, and also because it

is not made clear yet whac is the optimum incident proton energy for the

TRUW transmutation.

The structure of the nucleon-nucleus data required in the transmutation

analyses are very complicated, because they must include all the channels

lisced below, i.e.,

(p, elastic),

(p, non-enlastic),

(p, i n i p k tr+ £TI~ nur°), where i , j , k, I and m are integers,

including zero,

(P. Y)

(P. d)

(p, t ) ,

(p, a ) ,

(p, complex), where "complex" meas spallation and fission products,

including y, d, t and a. "Complex is even "more complex", since the

processes such as

• (p, i n 1 p k I Zir m° complex)

can be considered to occur.

Also for neutrons, the same kind of data are necessary in spallation

and neutron transport analyses, because not a small amount of neutrons

of the energy comparable to that of the incident proton are produced

during the spallation process. Data of the energy-angle distributions

of the emitted particles are also required for almost all the reactions

listed above.

In our preliminary design studies of TRUW transmutation systems,

the ACCEL code system(5) has been used. " 6 1 ) To perform the design
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Fig. 5. Lead cylindrical bulk target for

the integral spallation experiment.

studies of TRUW transmutation target-blanket systems, we need nuclear

data described above at least for the nuclides listed below, i.e.,

Na, Fe, Y, Zr, W, Pb, Bi and

238
U >
 237

N p >
 2 3 8

P U )
 239p

u>
 2 m

A m >
 2t3

A m >
 2X5

C m >
 2t6

Cnli
 2 H 7

C m >
 2i»8

Cm
.

Incident protons hit the target made of W. The blanket consist of

the metallic alloy fuel of TRU. The fuel is made of two types of alloys:

Np-22Pu-20Zr and AmCm-35Pu-5Y, which have the sufficiently high phase

stability. Integers mean the wtZ. With the addition of 20 wt% of Zr,

the melting point of Np alloy is expected to increase from 640°C to about

900'C. Pu is added initially in order to suppress the reactivity swing

within an acceptable burn-up range. The fuel pin is clad with HT-9 steel.

The heat is removed by the forced circulation of liquid Na or Pb-Bi

<
59
>eutectic.

5. Integral Spallation Experiments

Integral experimental data on the spallation reaction in the bulk

system and in the energy range up to 1,500 MeV are required to make

evaluations of the actual efficiency of the TRUW transmutation with

spallation reactions and to upgrade the computer simulation code system.

A plan of the integral spallation experiments started. A lead

cylinder target system was sec up in the dumping facility of the beam

line connected to the 500 MeV proton syncrotron booster at KEK. Figure 5

shows the lead cylinder installed in a stainless steel container, which

has several small holes parallel to the central axis. They are pluged

with specimen wires of Ni, Au, Cu and Fe. Reaction products in these

specimens, produced by the irradiation of 500 MeV protons, are identified

by their γ-ray emissions measured with a Ge(Li) detector. Energy of

the spallation neutron can be known from the activity of specimen foils

with the threshold energy of neutron emission, inserted in the holes

in the cylinder.

The irradiation experiment will start this autumn, according to the

machine schedule. In the next plan, a tungsten or depleted uranium

target, inserted in the central region of the lead cylinder, will be

used to simulate the TRUW target experiments.

6. Summary

The present status of the computer codes prepared at JAERI for the

computer simulation calculations of the nuclear spallation reaction has

been summarized in relation with the TRUW transmutation by the use of a

high energy proton accelerator. From the nuclear theoretical point of

view, the mechanism of nuclear multi-fragmentation process has not been

made_clear yet. It is necessary to make both theoretical and experimental

investigations to make clear the mechanism.

It is also very important that we can estimate the spallation -

product yield distribution in a reasonable accuracy to show the actual

feasibility of the TRUW transmutation with the proton beam. In this

respect, a series of the integral experiments have been planned.
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Abstract

. Medium energy nuclear data in the 1-1000 MeV range is necessary to accelerator
applications which include spallation neutron souces for radioactive waste treatment and
accelerator shielding design, medical applications which include isotopes production and
radiation therapy, and space applications. For the design of fission and fusion reactors, the
nuclear data file for neutrons below 20 MeV is available and well evaluated. Evaluated
nuclear data for protons and data in the medium energy region, however, have not been
prepared completely. Evaluation in the medium energy region was performed using the
theoretical calculation code ALICE-P or experimental data. In this paper, (he evaluation of
neutron and proton induced nuclear data for Pb-208 and Bi-209 has been performed using
ALICE-P, empirical calculations and new systematics for the fission cross section. The
evaluated data are compiled for possible inclusion in the ENDF/B-VI High Energy File.

1. Introduction

Many applications, such as spallation neutron souces for radioactive waste treatment,
accelerator shielding design, medical isotopes production, radiation therapy, the effects of
space radiation on astronauts and their equipment, and the cosmic history of meteorites and
other galactic substances, need medium energy nuclear data in the 1-1000 MeV range. For
the design of fission and fusion reactors, the nuclear data file for neutron below 20 MeV is
well evaluated such as Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library, version 3 (JENDL-3)/l/ in
Japan, Evaluate Nuclear Data File, part B, version 6 (ENDF/B-VI)/2/ in the United States,
and so on. Nuclear data for protons and data in at the medium energy region, however, have
not been prepared completely, except those for iron/3/.

Evaluation in the medium energy region might be performed by using theoretical
calculation codes or based on experimental data. The calculation codes usable at the medium
energy are HETC/4/ using Monte Carlo techniques based on intranuclear cascade/5/, ALICE/6/
and GNASH/7/ using evaporation and preequilibrium theory, and PNEM/8/ using systematics
for neutron emission cross sections. They have been compared by Pearlstein/9/ in calculated
results, running time, and so on. ALICE/6/ has been modified to ALICE-P by Pearlstein/3/
and for this study the 1989 version of ALICE/10/ was modified to ALICE-P. The
modifications consist mainly of changes in optical model parameters and the calculation of
inverse cross sections. The ALICE-P variables and parameter options refered to in this report
are the same variables contained in the 1989 version of ALICE.

*Visiting scientist from Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Nuclear Data Center, Department of Physics,
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki, 319-11 Japan

In this paper, the evaluation of neutron and proton induced nuclear data for Pb-208 and
Bi-209 has been performed using mainly ALICE-P and nuclear systematics. Different
systematic schemes were compaired. A methodical search for the best ALICE-P parameters
have been carried out. ALICE-P has default options for the mass formula, level density
formula, mean free path, exciton starting points for preequilibrium calculation and some
systematics for nucleon emission spectra. The combination of these options and parameters
were considered and compared with the Pearlstein's systematics for neutron emission spectra.
Experimental data of fission cross section for several isotopes near lead in the energy range
from 50 MeV to 9 GeV was reviewed, and new systematics for the fission cross section was
derived.

2. Consideration of Mass Calculations

ALICE-P code has a default option for mass calculation, which is without the pairing
correction and shell effect. The calculated results for isotope production cross sections did
not reproduce most parts of the experimental data, especially at threshold energies (dependent
on Q-values). On the other hand, the ten latest mass formula have been introduced in the
Atomic Data and Nuclear Data Tables (vol.39, No.2 (1988)) which also contains a table of
the mass values predicted by each formula. The comparison of the ten mass values included
in that table and the binding energies calculated by using them were performed as well as
the ALICE-P options.

The comparison of the mass values calculated by Pape and Antony/17/, Dussel et al./18/.
Moller and Nix/19/, Moller et al./20/, Comay et al./2l/, Stapathy and Nayak/22/, Tachibana
et al./23/, Spanier and Johannson/24/, Janecke and Masson/25/, and Masson and Janecke/26/
with the experimental data of Wapstra et al./27/ was perfoimed for all mass ranges using as
criteria for suitabDity the chi-square, the largest different ratio between the values of mass
formula and Wapstra mass, availability to predict mass values and binding energies necessary
for ALICE-P calculations.

The mass formulas of Moller and Nix, and MoUer et al. have larger chi-square values
than the others. The small difference between the values of mass formula and Wapstra were
given by Pape and Antony, Dussel et al., Comay et al., and Janecke and Masson. The results
of the mass values near Bi, which are the isotopes necessary for ALICE-P calculation of
proton induced reactions in a Bi-209 target, i.e. Z=76-84, 22 isotopes for each Z, are almost
satisfied except for those masses of Pape and Antony. The calculated results of the binding
energy distributions compared with those calculated from the Wapstra masses show the values
of Pape and Antony, and Satpathy and Nayak are not acceptable. The mass formulas of Pape
and Antony, Dussel et al., MoUer and Nix, Spanier & Johannson, and Masson and Janecke
are not acceptable since they can not predict all binding energies needed.

From the above discussion, the predicted values of Janecke and Masson is the best.
Figure 1 shows the result of comparison of the ALICE-P calculation using default option
(MC=0, MP=0), Janecke and Masson mass formula, and the Wapstra masses. "The result of
Janecke and Masson mass formula is closer to Wapstra's and it can reproduce the experimental
data.

3. The Sensitivities of Parameters

ALICE-P has default options but a lot of options can be selected by users. However,
it is difficult to decide what values are suitable to the individual problems. The case of the



<O Table 1 The Summary of Examined Parameters Table 2 Experimental Data and Fitted Results for Pb-208

LDOPT PLD

Level Density (Fermi Gas
0* 9.0*
0* 8.0
0* 10.0

TD

Model)
3.0*
3.0*
3.0*

Level Density (Ramamurthy)
1 9.0* 3.0*
1 8.0 3.0*
1 10.0 3.0*

EX1

0.82*
0.82*
0.82*

0.82*
0.82*
0.82*

Level Density (M-S Liquid Drop Model)
2 9.0* 3.0* 0.82*
2 8.0 3.0* 0.82*
2 10.0 3.0* 0.82*

Exciton Starting
0*
0*
0*

Exciton Starting
0*
0*
0*

Points
9.0*
9.0*
9.0*

Points
9.0*
9.0*
9.0*

Excit on Starting Points
0* 9.0*
0* 9.0*
0* 9.0*

Calculated Multiplier of
0* 9.0*
0* 9.0*
0* 9.0*

Systematics
ALICE-P 0*
Kalback-Hann 0*
Pearlstein 0*

9.0*
9.0*
9.0*

(TD=3.0)
3.0*
3.0*
3.0*

(TD=5.0)
5.0
5.0
5.0

(TD-7.0)
7.0
7.0
7.0

Mean Free
3.0*
3.0*
3.0*

3.0*
3.0*
3.0*

0.82*
0.90
0.70

1.20
1.10
1.30

1.60
1.80
1.40

Path
0.82*
0.82*
0.82*

0.82*
0.82*
0.82*

EX2

1.18*
1.18*
1.18*

1.18*
1.18*
1.18*

1.18*
1.18*
1.18*

1.18*
1.10
1.30

1.80
1.90
1.70

2.40
2.20
2.60

1.18*
1.18*
1.18*

1.18*
1.18*
1.18*

COST

0.0*
0.0*
0.0*

0.0*
0.0*
0.0*

0.0*
0.0*
0.0*

0.0*
0.0*
0.0*

0.0*
0.0*
0.0*

0.0*
0.0*
0.0*

0.0*
0.5
1.0

0.0*
0.0*
0.0*

IADST

1*
1*
1*

1*
1*
1*

1*
1*
1*

1*
1*
1*

1*
1*
1*

1*
1*
1*

1*
1*
1*

1*
3
1*

ESYS

250*
250*
250*

250*
250*
250*

250*
250*
250*

250*
250*
250*

250*
250*
250*

250*
250*
250*

250*
250*
250*

900
900
50

* ALICE-P and PEND6 default values. PEND6 is the compilation code from
the calculated results of ALICE-P to ENDF-6 format.

LDOPT
PLD
TD
EX1
EX2
COST
IADST
ESYS

the selection of the level density formula.
input valuable for level density parameter (a=A/PLD).
exciton starting point.
the fraction of neutron for particle exciton.
the fraction of proton for particle exciton.
the multiplication factor for the calculated mean free path (1.0+COST).
the selection of the systematics for particle emission spectra.
the border energy to use Pearlstein's systematics. Above ESYS [MeV],
Pearlstein's sysrematics is automatically choosen in the code PEND6.

POINT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

X

7.000E+01
1.000E+02
1.500E+02
1.550E+02
2.000E+02
2.800E+02
3.6OOE+O2
3.9OOE+O2
5.900E+02
6.000E+02
6.000E+02
6.600E+02
1.000E+03
l.OOOE+03
2.000E+03
2.900E+03
3.OOOE+03

D

1.380E+01
3.66OE+O1
4.600E+01
6.230E+01
7.55OE+O1
1.060E+02
1.000E+02
1.3OOE+O2
1.440E+02
1.340E+02
1.440E+02
1.210E+02
1.320E+02
1.420E+02
1.390E+02
1.490E+02
1.35OE+O2

D-ERR0R

8.000E-01
1.600E+00
6.000E+00
2.600E+0O
3.100E+00
1.100E+01
5.000E+01
1.500E+01
1.800E+01
1.800E+01
2.000E+01
2.000E+01
1.300E+01
1.400E+01
2.000E+01
2.3OOE+O1
2.600E+01

ref.

41
41
45
41
41
45
45
45
46
43
52
45
51
51
52
46
52

FIT

1.439E+01
3.387E+O1
5.985E+01
6.2O7E+O1
7.945E+01
1.013E+02
1.152E+02
1.190E+02
1.330E+02
1.334E+02
1.334E+02
1.352E+02
1.390E+02
1.390E+02
1.397E+02
1.397E+02
1.397E+02

FIT-ERROR

1.766E-02
3.743E-O2
9.763E-02
7.769E-02
1.068E-01
1.284E-01
1.850E-01
1.548E-01
1.939E-01
2.104E-01
1.957E-01
2.444E-01
2.525E-01
2.347E-01
2.454E-01
2*.289E-O1
2.526E-01

VARIANCE =» 8.63
CHISQUARE PER DEG OF FREED0M= 0.922

mass formula has been already considered and the most applicable set selected in chapter 2.
Although the mass option was fixed, the other options in order to adjust or get the final
values for evaluation still remains to be selected. Those are the level density formulation,
parameter for level density, mean free path and exciton starting points, and comparison
between systematics.

Firstly, the sensitivities of the above options and parameters were considcrd by using the
experimental data of neutron double differential cross section (DDX) and angular integrated
neutron emission spectra (SDX) for Bi-209/28/ and Pb-208/35-40/. Since the results are
predominantly a mass rather than an element effect/8/ it was not felt necessary to weight
calculations for Pb-206, 207, and 208 by their isotopic abundances. The summary of these
parameters are in Table 1. The considered parameters were level density parameter
(a=A/PLD), and exciton starting points (TD, EX1, EX2) and the calculated multiplier of mean
free path (1.0+COST) in ALICE-P. The formulations of level density, which were Fermi Gas
Model, the method of Ramamurthy/31/ and Liquid Drop Model, was compared, and the
difference of results calculated by ALICE-P, the systematics of Kalback-Mann/29,30/ (an
ALICE option) and Pearlstein was examined.

The results of comparison between three methods for level density illustrate that the
differences are very small, especially the results of the Ramamurthy's and the liquid drop are
same in this case. The formulation of level density does not affect the results at least in the
case of targets in the lead region and high proton incident energies. The comparison between
three values of level density parameter (a=A/PLD) for three method, which are PLD=8.0, 9.0,
and 10.0, was performed. The results are similar to each other. Although the calculated
cross sections tend to have smaller gradient with smaller PLD, they have similar shapes and
the difference is only a few percents. The calculations of DDX and SDX are not sensitive
to the choice of level density parameter.



Table 4 The Summary of Fitted Parameters and their Corrilation

Table 3 Experimental Data and Fitted Results for Bi-209

POINT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
-36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

1 
X

 
1

7.000E+01
1.000E+02
1.320E+02
1.400E+02
1.500E+02
1.540E+02
1.550E+02
1.580E+02
1.76OE+O2
1.82OE+O2
1.92OE+O2
2.000E+02
2.170E+02
2.320E+02
2.420E+02
2.520E+02
2.620E+02
2.800E+02
2.880E+02
3.O2OE+O2
3.030E+02
3.36OE+O2
3.550E+02
3.730E+02
3.900E+02
4.270E+02
4.500E+02
4.500E+02
4.500E+02
4.800E+02
5.640E+02
5.900E+02
5.900E+02
6.000E+02
6.000E+02
6.60OE+O2
1.000E+03
1.000E+03
1.000E+03
2.000E+O3
2.000E+03
2.000E+03
2.9OOE+O3
3.00OE+O3
5.OOOE+O3
5.OOOE+O3
9.00OE+03
9.000E+03

D

5.190E+01
1.034E+02
1.250E+02
9.300E+01
1.030E+02
1.450E+02
1.364E+02
1.470E+02
1.570E+02
1.470E+02
1.470E+02
1.589E+02
1.730E+02
1.550E+02
1.500E+02
1.750E+02
1.900E+02
1.660E+02
2.020E+02
1.870E+02
1.600E+02
1.970E+02
1.600E+02
1.700E+02
1.700E+02
1.900E+02
2.000E+02
2.200E+02
2.100E+02
2.140E+02
2.190E+02
2.150E+02
2.17OE+O2
2.200E+02
2.160E+02
2.180E+02
2.900E+02
2.620E+02
2.900E+02
2.70OE+O2
2.550E+02
2.700E+02
2.270E+02
2.130E+02
2.800E+02
2.800E+02
2.700E+O2
2.700E+02

D-ERROR

3.400E+00
6.500E+00
6.25OE+O1
4.650E+01
1.200E+01
7.250E+01
4.900E+00
7.35OE+O1
7.850E+01
7.350E+01
7.350E+01
6.9OOE+OO
8.650E+01
7.75OE+O1
7.5OOE+O1
8.750E+01
9.500E+01
1.100E+01
1.010E+02
9.35OE+O1
8.000E+01
9.850E+01
8.000E+01
8.500E+01
1.500E+01
9.500E+01
l.OOOE+01
1.100E+01
4.000E+01
2.000E+01
2.000E+01
1.075E+01
2.5OOE+O1
3.000E+01
8.000E+00
2.000E+01
4.000E+01
5.000E+01
4.000E+01
4.000E+01
4.000E+01
4.000E+01
3.3OOE+O1
4.000E+01
4.000E+01
4.000E+01
4.000E+01
4.000E+01

ref.

41
41
42
45
45
42
41
42
42
42
42
41
42
42
44
42
42
45
42
42
44
42
44
44
45
44
44
44
46
45
45
45
46
46
47
45
46
48
49
46
48
49
46
48
46
49
46
49

FIT

5.522E+01
8.496E+01
1.111E+02
1.168E+02
1.236E+02
1.262E+02
1.268E+02
1.287E+02
1.393E+02
1.426E+02
1.478E+02
1.518E+02
1.595E+02
1.657E+02
1.695E+02
1.730E+02
1.764E+02
1.819E+02
1.841E+02
1.878E+02
1.881E+02
1.955E+02
1.992E+02
2.022E+02
2.048E+02
2.096E+02
2.121E+02
2.121E+02
2.121E+02
2.148E+02
2.201E+02
2.213E+02
2.213E+02
2.217E+02
2.217E+O2
2.236E+02
2.273E*02
2.273E+O2
2.273E+02
2.278E+02
2.278E+O2
2.278E+02
2.278E+O2
2.278E+O2
2.278E+02
2.278E+02
2.278E+02
2.278E+02

FIT-ERROR

6.925E-01
7.461E-01
9.419E-01
1.360E+00
1.325E+00
9.665E-01
1.034E+00
9.772E-O1
1.001E+00
1.095E+00
1.131E+00
1.069E+00
1.013E+00
1.148E+00
1.191E+00
1T021E+00
9.368E-01
1.056E+00
8.594E-01
9.086E-01
1.060E+00
8.027E-01
9.398E-01
8.383E-01
7.932E-01
6.2O3E-01
5.375E-01
4.886E-01
5.119E-01
4.417E-01
2.905E-01
2.604E-01
2.58OE-01
2.050E-01
2.088E-01
1.609E-01
1.306E-01
1.445E-01
1.3O6E-O1
1.445E-01
1.530E-01
1.445E-01
1.719E-O1
1.832E-01
1.394E-01
1.394E-01
1.445E-01
1.445E-01

Isotopes

Ta-181

V

Re

Pt

Au-197

Pb-206

Pb-207

Pb-208

Bi-209

P(l)

24.5 +- 2.5
-0.31
-0.75

66.1 +- 0.1
0.00

-0.44

33.7 +- 1.1
0.12

-0.66

62.8 +- 0.1
0.15

-0.53

83.0 +- 8.3
0.01

-0.61

141.0 +- 0.1
0.20

-0.33

134.0 +- 0.1
0.20

-0.37

145.0 +- 0.2
0.05

-0.59

217.0 +- 0.5
0.00

-0.43

P(2)

190.0 +- 19.0
-0.34

50.1 +-
0.08

140.0 +-
0.16

94.4 +-
0.30

70.0 +-
0.23

51.1 *-
0.42

47.3 +-
0.36

49.9 +-
0.50

36.6 +-
0.46

4.6

7.0

0.6

7.0

0.2

0.1

0.1

1.2

P(3)*l.E+3

1.52

1.67

1.51

2.44

3.61

10.80

6.97

5.31

7.82

+- 0.01

+- 0.04

+- 0.07

+- 0.02

+- 0.03

+- 0.07

+- 0.05

+- 0.01

+- 0.13

VARIANCE = 2 6 . 1
CHISQUARE PER DEG OF FREEDOH= 0.941

CJ1

The effect of different initial exciton number (TD) is examined by using TD=3.0, 5.0
and 7.0. TD=3.0 is the default value of ALICE-P and means two particles and one hole state.
The shape of cross section depends on the TD value and the gradient of curve is smaller
while the TD value is smaller. The shape of TD=3.0 is the most suitable to experimental
data. The examination of the dependence on neutron fraction to initial exciton number (EX1),
which are 0.7, 0.82, and 0.9, while TD is equal to 3.0. EXl=0.82 is the ALICE-P default
value. The larger value of EX1 gives larger neutron emission cross section. That is
reasonable since EX1 is the fraction of neutrons. However, that difference is not very big.

For mean free path, the mean the correction factors to ALICE-P calculation for the
calculated mean free path multiplier (1.0+COST) are chosen as COST=0.0, 0.5, and 1.0. In
general, larger values of COST gives a flatter shape and this parameter influences the shape.
The shape for COST=0.0 seems to be the best fit to experimental data.
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Table 5 The Results of the Systematics Study

Parameters fitted results

Q(2)
XI

Q(3)
Q(4)
XI

Q(5)
Q<6)
XI

5.75637E-01 +-
-1.7268OE+O1 +-
9.99627E-01

3.90613E-04
2.95076E-02

-4.56190E-01 +- 7.05967E-03
1.52102E+01 +- 1.84684E-01
1.35614E-01

S.49152E-01 +- 6.18542E-04
-1.94530E-01 +- 6.12872E-02

1.22823E-02

NOTE : The cor r i l a t ions between Q(l) and Q(2), Q(3) and Q(4), and Q(5) and Q(6)
have values of 1.00.

Table 8 The Data and the Results for P(3)*l.E+3 Calculated by Systematics

POINT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

a
CHISQUARE

X

2.944E+01
3.024E+01
3.12OE+O1
3.168E+01
3.264E+01
3.248E+01
3.233E+O1
3.296E+01

PER DEG OF

D

1.520E+00
1.510E+00
2.440E+00
3.610E+00
1.080E+01
6.970E+00
5.310E+00
7.820E+00

FREEDOM-

D-ERROR

l.OOOE-02
7.000E-02
2.OOOE-O2
3.OOOE-O2
7.OOOE-O2
5.000E-O2
l.OOOE-02
1.300E-01

2.97E+03

FIT

1.198E+00
1.893E+00
3.3O6E+OO
4.334E+00
7.566E+00
6.961E+00
6.409E+00
9.112E+00

FIT-ERROR

7.397E-O2
1.871E-O1
3.56OE-O1
4.149E-01
4.261E-O1
5.581E-01
6.203E-01
8.556E-01

Table 9 Cross Reference of the Experimental-Data in Figures

Table 6 The Data and the Results for P(l) Calculated by Systematics Figure Captions Ref. No.

POINT D-ERROR FIT FIT-ERROR

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

CHISOUA

2.944E+01
3.024E+01
3.120E+01
3.168E+O1
3.264E+01
3.248E+01
3.233E+01
3.296E+01

RE PER DEG OF

2.450E+01
3.37OE+O1
6.28OE+O1
8.300E+01
1.410E+02
1.340E+02
1.450E+02
2.17OE+O2

FREEDOM-

1.225E+O0
1.100E+00
l.OOOE-01
4.150E+00
l.OOOE-01
l.OOOE-01
2.000E-01
5.000E-01

9.50E+03

2.323E+01
3.749E+01
6.717E+O1
8.916E+01
1.597E+02
1.463E+02
1.341E+02
1.939E+02

8.949E-01
1.708E+00
2.970E+00
3.978E+00
7.581E+00
6.685E+00
5.187E+00
7.289E+00

Table 7 The Data and the Results for P(2) Calculated by Systematics

POINT D-ERROR FIT FIT-ERROR

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

CHISQUARE

2.944E+01
3.024E+01
3.120E+01
3.168E+O1
3.264E+01
3.248E+01
3.233E+O1
3.296E+01

PER DEG OF

1.900E+02
1.400E+02
9.440E+01
7.000E+01
5.110E+01
4.730E+01
4.990E+01
3.66OE+O1

FREEDOM* -

9.5OOE+O0
7.000E+00
6.000E-01
3.500E+00
2.000E-01
l.OOOE-01
l.OOOE-01
l.ZOOE+00

9.64E+02

1.896E+02
1.340E+02
8.934E+O1
7.225E+01
4.803E+01
5.178E+01
5.578E+01
4.189E+01

7.425E+01
5.106E+01
3.419E+01
3.040E+01
1.869E+01
2.341E+01
2.569E+01
1.996E+01

88
87
87
86
84
84
83
82
82
81
81
80
80
80
79
78'
78
77
77
76
76
75
75
74
74
73
73
72
72
72
71
71
71

FRB
HAM
SVR
SIU
KFK

MRY
OSA
LAS

OHO
ORL
BRC
BRC

RI
TUD
UFT
HAM

PAR
CNM
KTY
Nil
NBS
BET
PTN

CCP

MIL

KOS

Fr
Ha
01
Li
Fi
Me
Ka
Ta
Bu
Va
We
La
Fr
Fr
Ra
Bo
Sc
Tu
Wi
Hu
Ra
Ma
Br
Mi
Sc
Gr
Sc
Br
Ma
Bo
Bi
Me
An

77
36
173
174
40
59
28
191
193
60
14
79
150
194
61
50
176
156
195
48
178
157
179
13
80
81
83
46
146
153
14
65
85

Figure Captions

87
87
86
85
84
84
82
82
81
81
81
80
80
80
78
78
78
77
77
76
75
75
75
74
73
73
73
72
72
72
71
71
70

FEI
SAN
LAS
AE

LAS

AUW

BOS
ANL
KGU
Nil
DEB
PAD
IJI
LAS
JIA

ORL
ELU

RI
BET
PAD

GIT
AMS

BNV

Bi
Mo
Me
01
Kh
DG
Se
Bu
Va
La
Va
Pa
Gu
Pr
Mi
Bo
Gi
Ko
Ve
Be
Ca
Ha
De
Va
By
Gr
Dr
Re
Ha
Ku
Re
Fo
Me

Ref. No.

35
78
39
175
54
151
74

192
51
143
152
120
154
202
32
203
155
177
196
145
62
158
197
63
41
82
159
64
147
160
52
84
75



Table 9 (Continued)

Figure Captions Ref. No. Figure Captions Ref. No.
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70
69
69
68
68
67
67
67
67
66
66
65
65
65
64
64
63
62
62
61
60
59
59
58
58
58
58
58
57
57
57
56
56
56
56
56
.55
55
55
55
55
55
54
53
53
53
52
52
51
51
50
50
50
48

ANL

ORL

FRK
PAR
ANL
BOS
KUR

CSE

JNE
DKE
ICP

ANL
VIR
CCP
LRL
COL
RIC
COL
LRL
CCP
LVN
CCP
LVP
LRL
US
AEC

FEI
IFU
US

HRV
US
LAS
RIC
CCP
BAR
HAR
LAS
CRC
ANL
LAS
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The angular distributions using the systematics of Kalback-Mann and Pearlstein were
compared with the ALICE-P calculation and experimental data in Figs. 2-9. The solid line
is the ALICE-P calculations, and the dashed and dash-dotted lines are the systematics of
Kalback-Mann and Pearlstein, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, the results using the
Kalback-Mann systematics have a similar overall shape compared to the ALICE-P calculation.
The results of Pearlstein's systematics give much closer values to measured cross sections
than the others except for some irregular peaks that are introduced. Figures 3 and 4 show
the results of Ep=11.0 and 25.5 MeV, respectively, and the three calculated results do not
reproduce the experimental data. Since the Pearlstein's systematics/8/ developed at energies
above 100 MeV did not reproduce the data below 100 MeV, the systematics below that
energy were modified to improve the agreement as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. As illustrated
in Figs. 7-9 for Ep=318, 590 and 800 MeV, respectively, the Pearlstein's systematics can
almost reproduce them during the other two calculations do not agree with them.

The similar study has been performed by comparing the results with the experimental
data of isotope production cross sections for Bi-209/U,13-16, 32-34/. As the-result of
comparison between three methods for level density, the differences are small, except for the
low energy region of (p,n) reaction. However, the Ramamurthy and liquid drop model give
similar results even for the (p.pxn) reactions with large x values. The choice of level density
does not affect the results of (p,xn) reactions, and the effect continues to (p.pxn) reactions
with larger x values and probably higher multiplicity particle emission reactions. The results
of comparison between three values of level density parameter (a=A/PLD) for three methods,
which were selected as PLD=9.0, 8.0 and 10.0, show that they have similar shapes and the
difference is only a few percents, although the calculates cross sections tend to have smaller
gradient in smaller PLD. The isotope production cross section is not sensitive to level density
parameter. The results for more particle emission give the rather big differences, about 5%.

The difference from initial exciton number (TD) is shown in Fig. 10. The solid, dashed
and dash-dotted lines mean TD=3.0, 5.0 and 7.0, respectively. In the case of (p.xn) reaction
cross section as shown in Fig. 10, larger TD values give sharper peaks and the values of
cross sections decrease according to the energy increase rapidly. The peak values are smaller
while the TD is smaller. In the case of (p.pxn), the situation is similar, except the peak
values are larger with smaller TD with small x values. The shape of TD=3.0 is the most
suitable to them. That means TD=3.0 is physically correct for the exciton starting point.
Figure 11 show the dependence of neutron fraction to initial exciton number (EX1) while TD
is equal to 3.0. The solid, dashed and dash- dotted lines are EXl=0.82, 0.90, and 0.70,
respectively. The larger value of EX1 gives larger (p,xn) cross section and smaller (p.pxn)
cross sections. That is reasonable since EX1 is the fraction of neutrons.

In general, a larger value of the calculated mean free path multiplier (1.0+COST) gives
larger cross sections in the case of less particle emission and smaller in that of more particle
emission. In the case of (p.pxn), the peak energy shifts with incleasing COST value,
especially higher x values. This parameter affects to the shape and useful to change the
fraction of isotope production cross sections, such as that of (p,xn) and (p.pxn) cross sections
according to x value.

The results by using systematics of Kalback-Mann and Pearlstein were compared with
the ALICE calculation. Three systematics give much close values of isotope production cross
section.
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4. The Study of Systematic for Fission Cross Section

The calculation of fission cross section by ALICE-P takes a lot of time, which is two
order times without fission calculation. Researching experimental data of fission cross section
for several isotopes at the energy range from 50 MeV to 9 GeV, and parameter search of
fitting equations to reproduce the experimental data have been performed. For the fitting
equation, the following was selected.

S = P(l)*[l-exp{-P(2)*(Ep-P(3))}] (1)

where S is the fission cross section in mb, Ep is the proton energy in MeV, and P is the
fitting parameter. In attaching pictorial meanings to the parameters in eq.(l), P(l) is the
saturating cross-section, P(3) is the apparent threshold energy, and P(2) is the saturating rate.
Experimental data which were very different from the average were omitted from the fitting
calculation. The experimental data and the fitted results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3,
for Pb-208 and Bi-209, respectively. The results for several isotopes are summerized in Table
4 by using the experimental data/41-55/.

Based on above parameterization, a study of creating systematics was carried out. For
the parameters P(i), the following systematics was considered, since they are almost on the
linear line as the function of Z**2/A in semi-log plot;

(2-1)
(2-2)
(2-3)
(3)
(4)

Y*exp[Q(l)*X+Q(2)]
P(2) = Y*exp[Q(3)-X+Q(4)]
P(3) = Y*exp(Q(5)*X+Q(6)]*l.E-3

X = Z**2/A
Y = A**(2/3)

where Q(i) are fitting parameters, Z is the atomic number, and A is the mass number. The
factors X and Y physically mean proton form-factor and surface terms, respectively. For the
systematics study, the weighting function was choosen unity (equal weight), since the result
of parameters P(i) for each isotope was obtained from much different number of measurements
and the parameter errors were not according to the number of measurements.

The fined results of above parameters, except for W, were used for the systematics study
of"eqs.(2), since the result for W did not appear to be part of the same systematics. The
result of systematics and chi-square per freedum are shown in Table 5, and the parameters
calculated by systematics are shown in Tables 6-8. Figure 12 shows the systematics with the
best fit parameters. In figures 13 and 14, the fission cross sections for Pb-208 and Bi-209
calculated by systematics are shown. The solid and dash-dotted lines are the calculated
fission cross section by using the systematics of eqs.(2) and the best fit parameters,
respectively. The systematics gives the good agreement with the experimental data below 1
GeV. The neutron induced fission was found to be about 1/2 proton induced fission in the
case of Bi-209. Therefore, in generating the neutron library, the fission cross section was
taken to be 1/2 the proton induced value. By using this systematics, the fission cross
sections, for which there are no experimental data, can be obtaind below 1 GeV in this mass
region. The formula is useful calculating the fission cross section easily and producing
evaluation of nuclear data.

5. Calculated Results

Based on previous discussions, the nuclear data of Pb-208 and Bi-209 for proton and
neutron insident reaction at the energy region l.E-5 eV to 1000 MeV were calculated by
using ALICE-P and systematics. For the neutron incident data, below 20 MeV, ENDF/B-VI
data/56/ were used. For protons and for neutrons above 20 MeV, the total (for neutrons),
elastic and reaction cross sections are calculated by the ALICE-P optical model/3/. Elastic
scattering angular distributions are based on a diffraction model/57/ amended for relativistic
effects and empirical fits to high energy data. Figures 15-51 show the calculated results that
make up the final evaluation together with experimental data.

6. Conclusion

In the comparison of mass values calculated by ten mass formulas with the Wapstra
mass, the values of Janecke and Masson have the best result. The ALICE-P calculation was
performed by using these values. The sensitivites of parameters for level density, mean free
path and exciton starting points were studied as well as level density formulatin and
applicability of systematics of Kalback-Mann and Pearlstein were examined. The difference
between the three methods calculating level density, which are the Fermi Gas Model, the
method of Ramamurthy and the Liquid Drop Model, is small at least for targets in the lead
region. The level density parameter (a=A/PLD) dose not affect to the results as long as using
above three formulations. The results of using different exciton starting points (TD) affect
both the shape and magnitude of DDX and SDX. The best starting exciton number is
TD=3.0. The results are not sensitive to the fraction parameter of neutrons (EX1) and protons
(EX2). The multiplication factor for mean free path (1.0+COST) affects to the shape of
DDX and SDX. It seems that the default value, COST=0.0, gives the best result. The
calculations using systematics of Pearlstein have good overall agreement with the magnitude
and shape for the DDX and SDX experimental data.

The study of systematics for fission cross section in the region of 29 < (Z**2)/A < 33
have been performed. The systematics gives good agreement with the experimental data
below 1 GeV. By using this systematics, the fission cross sections, which do not have
experimental data, can be obtained below 1 GeV in this mass region. The formula is useful
in calculating the fission cross section easily and producing evaluation of nuclear data.

Based on the above discussions, evaluated nuclear data files for Pb-208 and Bi-209 for
proton and neutron insident reaction at the energy region l.E-5 eV to 1000 MeV were
calculated by using ALICE-P and systematics. The evaluated data are compiled in ENDF-6
format and are submitted for consideration for the ENDF/B-VI High Energy File.
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Fig. 28 Evaluated result for Bi-209 (p,3n) cross section.
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Fig. 29 Evaluated result for Bi-209 (p,8n) cross section.
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Fig. 31 Evaluated result for Bi-209 (p,4np) cross section.
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Fig. 33 Evaluated result for Bi-209 (n,lot) cross section.
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Fig. 35 Evaluated result for Bi-209 (n,non) cross section.
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Fig. 38 Evaluated result for Bi-209 (n.fission) cross section.
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Fig. 40 Evaluated result for Pb-208 DDX of neutron at 11 MeV and 120 deg.
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Fig. 41 Evaluated result for Pb-208 DDX of neutron at 11 MeV and 150 deg.
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Fig. 44 Evaluated result for Pb-208 DDX of neutron at 25 MeV and 105 deg.
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Fig. 49 Evaluated result for Pb-208 DDX of neutron at 590 MeV and 90 deg.
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Fig. 50 Evaluated result for Pb-208 DDX of neutron at 590 MeV and 150 deg.
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Abstract

In this talk , both the phenomenological and microscopic ntfcleon
relativistic optical potentials are presented. The global neutron relativistic
phenomenological optical potential (RPOP) based on the available experimen-
tal data for various nuclei ranging from C to U with incident energies
En-20-1000 MeV has been obtained through automatic search of the best
parameters by computer. Then the nucleon relativistic microscopic optical po-
tential (RMOP) is studied by utilizing effective lagrangian based on popular
Walecka model. Through comparison between the theoretical results and exper-
imental data we have shed some insight into both the RMOP and RPOP. We
have concluded that both the phenomenological and microscopic relativistic op-
tical potentials proposed here can be extensively used for intermediate energy
nucleon data evaluation. Further improvement concerning how to combine the
phenomenological potential with the microscopic one in order to reduce the
number of free parameters appearing in RPOP is suggested.

1. Introduction

The optical potential is one of the most fundamental theoretical tools in
the analysis of nuclear reaction data and hence in the nuclear data evaluation.
In the intermediate energy domain it is natural to go beyond the
non-relativistic approach and to adopt the relativistic one. The nucleon
relativistic optical model phenomenology based on Dirac equation with a mix-
ture of the Lorents scalar potential and the time-like component of the Lorentz
four-vector potential developed by Arnold and Clark [1,2] has been used to an-
alyze the intermediate energy proton elastic scattering data with great success.

In the past, the form and parameters of the relativistic phenomenological
optical potential (RPOP) have been extensively investigated. They, however,
were restricted to fit the experimental data for some specific target nuclei and in
certain range of incident energies[3-9], Only very recently a global Dirac optical

potentials for elastic proton scattering from heavy nuclei at energies between 65
and 1040 MeV have been publishedflO]. From the global fit to the proton
differential cross seetions, analyzing powers and spin rotation functions for six
nuclei, two global parameterizations of the Dirac potentials were obtained. The
parameters are functions of both energy and target mass number. The number
of parameters for set 1 and set 2 is 77 and 84, respectively.

The studies on neutron RPOP so far are rather limited due to scarcity of
experimental data. In Refs.[8,9], a global analysis of intermediate energy
nucleon+20'Pb scattering data has been performed simultaneously for both
neutron and proton. Several different energy dependences were studied to. con-
struct best—fit nucleon—nucleus potentials for the energy interval 95—300 MeV.

Recently more and more intermediate energy neutron scattering data have
also become available. In particular, the total neutron cross sections have been
measured for 14 nuclei ranging from Be to U at energies between 160 and 575
MeV by Franz et al.fllj. The availability of new neutron experimental data
provides the opportunity for studying the global neutron relativistic
phenomenological optical potential as well as its microscopic foundation.

In this talk, both the phenomenological and microscopic nucleon
relativistic optical potentials are presented. The global neutron relativistic
phenomenological optical potential (RPOP) for target nuclei ranging from 12C
to a , U at incident energies En = 20-1000 MeV have been obtained through
automatic search of the best—fit parameters by computer. Then the relativistic
nucleon-nucleus microscopic optical potential (RMOP) is studied with the ef-
fective lagrangian based on popular Walecka model including only nucleon, a
and a> meson, which was described in details in Refs.[13-15] and applied to ana-
lyze the proton elastic scattering data below 200 MeV[15] with two adjustable
isoscalar meson coupling constants (g^, g ) chosen to reproduce the nuclear
matter saturation properties. In Ref.[15] we have considered various modifica-
tions to this model by including the effects of the isovector mesons it and p and
the effects of the non-linear a terms. It is surprizing enough to find that the
most simple Walecka model yields the best results. Thus in this paper we jnst
consider this simple situation in our studies on microscopic optical potential.
Through comparison between the theoretical results and experimental data we
have shed some insight into both the RPOP and RMOP. We have concluded
that both the phenomenological and microscopic relativistic optical potentials
proposed here can be extensively used and further checked in the intermediate
energy nucleon data evaluation.

In Sec.2, the relativistic optical model based on Dirac equation is intro-
duced. The obtained global best—fit neutron relativistic phenomenological opti-
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cal potential is given in Sec.3. The nucleon relativistic microscopic optical po-
tential is presented in Sec.4. In Sec.5, We compare the calculated results ob-
tained from both RPOP and RMOP with the experiments. Finally, a breif
summary is given in Sec.6.

2. Relativistic Optical Model

In relativistic optical model analyses of intermediate energy scattering ex-
periments we use the Dirac equation given by

_[«• ?+r'(M 4- Ua(r))+ C/,(r)+ V c (r)]«P (r) = £¥ (F) (1)

where U s is a Lorentz scalar potential, Uo is the time-like component of a
four—vector potential, and Vc is the Coulomb potential for proton determined
from the empirical nuclear charge distribution, M the nucleon mass and E the
nucleon total energy in the C M . frame. The restriction to local scalar and
vector potentials is motivated by conservation laws as well as by meson ex-
change considerations which suggest that these potentials represent the most
important interactions.

The potentials U, and U, are assumed to be complex and dependent on
energy and mass number of target nuclei, and they can be treated either as a
strictly phenomenological model with a number of adjustable parameter
(RPOP) or as a microscopic model derived from some more basic theory with-
out any free parameters(RMOP). These two approaches will be discussed in fol-
lowing two sections, respectively.

The Dirac equation (1) for the 4-component spinor ¥(?") is equivalent to
two coupled equations for the large (upper) and small (lower) 2-component
spinors. One can eliminate the small component of the Dirac spinor in the
standard way. One then obtains a Schrtidinger-like equation for the large com-
ponent of the Dirac spinor:

V )?• rj<p(r)
IE

(2)

where the Schro'dinger equivalent potentials UofT and Uao are the central and
spin—orbit ones, respectively, and

(3)

L _ ^
2ErD{r) dr

(4)

(5)

here a small Darwin term is neglected. The Schro'dinger equivalent potential
yields exactly the same scattering phase shift* as the original 4 x 4 relativistic
potential in the 4-component Dirac equation.Thus, we call Eq.(2) as relativistic
optical model equation which is used to calculate the scattering amplitude.

3. Global Neutron Relativistic Phenomenological Optical Potential

In this section, we are aiming to obtain a global neutron relativistic optical
potential whose parameters are functions of both energy and target mass num-
ber. The experimental data used for this purpose consist of ten nuclei from ,2C
to 2J,U over a wide energy region from 20 up to 1000 MeV. The total cross sec-
tion data taken from Refs.(ll, 16-18) are quite complete which can cover the
whole energy range for all ten nuclei considered in this paper. The nonelastic
cross section data available only below 200 MeV for some specific nuclei[17]
and the elastic scattering angular distrigution data at energies between 20
and 40 MeV for l2C,l6O,27Al, S6Fe, 2MPb and 20*Bi[19-24] as well as at 96 MeV
for I2C in small angle region[25] and at 155 MeV for I2C, 27A1, HCu and " 'Pb
also within the small angle range[26] are all neutron data accessible to us in ad-
dition to the rather complete set of total cross section. Our global neutron
relativistic phenomenological optical potential is parameterized on the basis of
above-mentioned data set.

To start with, as in the Dirac Phenomenology, we write the sealer and
vector optical potentials with Wood-Saxon form, whose parameters depend on
energy E, mass number A and charge number Z. Through automatic search of
the best parameters in fitting the expermental data Ot, ann and ffel(0) by com-
puter, a global neutron RPOP, which contains 38 parameters, has been con-
structed as follows:

U (r) = V j (r) 4- IW g (r), (6)

(7)

V, = 304.08 - O.

- 5.6660,

- 0.0000922*'' - 2.295a

-379 .66 - (0.05492+ 0.000024M)£-3.637a + 13.3280,

(8)

(9)



= - 5.090- (0.2146-1- 0.

+ 23.692a +- 1.9820,
0.00000562/J£a

(10)

W, = - 14.21 + (0.2820 - 0.000395A)£B"M~Om,5'' + 18.895a- 1.189/?

N-Z

J"' J » 0 , 3

1.164,

0.5746,

=1.159, r^ -1.239

a s = 0.5923, 0^=0.4378

* (ID

(12)

(13)

(14)

(a) (b>

Fig. 1 Feynman diagrams for the calculation of the nueleon self-energy
in nuclear matter: (a) Hartrse-Fock diagram, (b) forth-order dia-
gram. The dashed lines denote the meson propagator. The solid lines
represent the nueleon propagator.

4. Nueleon Relativistic Microscopic Optical Potential

The importance of a microscopic theory of nueleon—nucleus scattering
should be stressed. Although the phnomenological optical model with many ad-
justable parameters can reproduce the experimental data quite well, but cannot,
however, predict the unknown date with certainty. Thus, the derivation of the
optical potental from more basic theory is one of the important problems in nu-
clear theory which is of both theoretical and practical interest.

2. 5

0. 2
ZU 1 000

En(MeV)
Fig.2(a) Neutron total cross sections for 1JC, l*O, ;1A1 and s*Fe at ener-

gies 20-1000 MeV calculated by RPOP (solid line) and RMOP
(dashed line). The experimental data (open circle aad black point)
taken from Refs.[16,17) and Ref.[ll].

It is well known that the most orthodox, covariant approach to the
relativistic many—body problems is the four-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter equa-
tion. The three-dimensional reduction.which is usually called the relativistic
Bruckner-Hartree-Fock (RBHF) approximation, has recently been extensively
studied in both nuclear matter and finite nuclei for nuclear structure. The appli-
cation of RBHF for the evaluation of the nucleon-nucleus scattering still is
rather time consuming and far from complete. We would rather like to adopt
an alternative approach to the relativistic many-body theory based on effective
lagrangian dansity of Walecka model, which allows one to perform the calcula-
tion for nucleon-nucleus interactions in the lowest order approximation. The
merit of this approach is obvious that it is very simple, and can easily be ap-
plied to the scattering problem.
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En(McV)
11U I 000

Fig.2(b) Same » FiS.2(a> for "Cu, ll"Ag, mTa.20«Pb, »Bi and a«U and

the experimental data (cross) taken from Ref.[18].

We start from an effective lagrangian with two adjustable isoscalar
meson coupling constants g and g

(15)- gtf<ii!i - gmVy*mt<

^ = 3 ^ 0 1 - 3 0 1 ^ , where \ji, a and o>M are the nucleon, «and ra-meson
field operators, respectively. The values of nucleon and a meson mass are taken
from the experiments, M = 9 3 8 . 9 MeV and M =783 MeV. The mass of the
hypothetical a meson is fixed to M f = 550 MeV, which is commonly used in
the NN interaction to simulate the two n exchange.

En(MeV)

Ftg.3 Neutron nonelastic =ro»» sections calculated by RPOP (solid line)

and RM0P (dashed Une). The experimental data taken from Ref.[17].

It is known that the self-energy of a nucleon in the nuclear medium is
identified with the effective interaction of the nucleon with the nuclear
medium, i.e. nuclear optical potential. Based on the Feynman diagram rules
one could perturbatively derive the nucleon self-energy in nuclear matter. We
let only the second-order (Hartree-Fock) self-energy of a nucleon in the nu-
clear medium (Fig.l (a)) represent the real part of the optical potential and con-
sider the imaginary part of the fouth-order self-energy (Fig.l.(b)) as the imag-
inary part of the optical potential.

The effective coupling constants §r,*ad g are adjusted by requiring that
the empirical saturation properties of the nuclear matter are reproduced,
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Fig.4 Neutron elastic scattering angular distributions for 13C, at energies

20.8, 22. 24, 26 and 40 MeV calculated by RPOP (solid line) and

RMOP (dashed line). The experimental data taken from Ref.[19).

i.e. the binding energy per nucleon s / pB-M «• -15.75 MeV and pressure P= 0
at the normal density, corresponding to kF» 1.42 fm"'.

The calculations of the self-energy of a nucleon are first carried out in the
nuclear matter up the fouth-order as mentioned above. The optical potential
for finite nuclei is then obtained within the local density approximation (LDA).
The density distribution is taken from Negele's empirical formulae , except for
light nuclei such as ,2C and I6O,

P(r) = p%/{H-exp[(r-c)/a}}, (16)

where p o = 3A / [ 4 n c 3 ( l + J T ' O 2 / c 2 ) ] and a = 0.54 fm, c = ( 0 . 9 7 8

i i
+ 0.0206,4 »)A * fm. A is the nuc leon n u m b e r of the target nuc leus . T h e

30 i..o 3 0 i ;:Q I no i eo

Fig.5 The same as Fig.4 except for "O at energies 20, 22, 24, 24.5 and

26 MeV. The experimental data taken from Refs. [19,201.

Gaussian-type distribution are chosen for 12C and ,eO[28]:

- r

)

(17)

(18)

where ot, a are 4 / 3, 1.65 fm for ,2C and 2.0, 1.76 fm for 16O. Thus we could
obtain, a RMOP without any free parameters.

5. Comparison of Calculated Results and Experiments

The neutron total cross section <?,, nonelastic cross section <?ne0 and elas-
tic scattering angular distribution Gcl(e) for ten target nuclei ranging from "C
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Fig.6 The same s> Fig.4 except for J,A1 at energies 20, 21.6, 22, 25 and

26 MeV. The experimental data taken from Refs.[19.21).

i n-'f
(I 3D t. 0 '10 1 Z 0 I f. O I '•< 0

ec.n.. CdegJ

Fig.7 The same as Fig. 4except for !6Fe at energies 20 and 26 MeV.

The experimental data taken from Ref.[22!.

3 0 6 0 9 0 1 2 0 I S O 1 3 0

6 c . m. ( d e g )

Fig.8 The same as Fig.4 except for M,Pb at .energies 20, 22, 2+, 25.7, 30.3

and +0 MeV. The experimental data taken from Ref.[23).
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Fig.9 The same as Fig.4 except for a , B i at energies 21.6 and 24- MeV.

The Experimental data taken from Refs.[2l,24j.

to J3,U with incident energies En = 20-1000 MeV have been calculated by both
RPOP and RMOP.

Fig.2(a) and (b) show the comparison of neutron total cross sections for
ten target nuclei between calculated results of RPOP and RMOP with the ex-
perimental data. Generally speaking, the values and tendency of the total cross
sections calculated by RMOP agree with the experiments pretty well and the re-
sults of RPOP are rather close to the experiments.

Fig.3 illustrates the comparison of neutron nonelastic cross sections calcu-
lated by RPOP and RMOP with the available experimental data. Unfortunately
the data are not enough to say more than that the general tendency is agreeable
with each other.

Figs.4-9 show the neutron elastic scattering angular distributions
for 12C, liO, 27A1, *Fe and ^'Pb at energy region of 20-40 MeV calculated by
RPOP and RMOP. The experimental data are taken from Refs[19-24]. For
most cases the calculated results by both RPOP and RMOP are in pretty good
agreement with the experiments, but the valleys in the results by RMOP are
too deep as comparied with experiments. In Fig.10 the elastic scattering angular
distributions for I2C at energy 96 MeV and for ,2C, 27Al,"Cuand 2MPb at 155
MeV calculated by RPOP and RMOP are illustrated. The expermental data are
taken from Refs.[25,26]. The overall good agreement with experiments for both
RPOP and RMOP is seen except at some specific points.

10 20 3 0

9 c . m. ( ( I e g )

Fig.10 The tame as Fig.4 exwpt for 12C at energy 96 MeV and for 1JC, "Al,

"Cu and 2MPb at 155 MeV. The experimental data taken from Ref». [25,26].

Fig.11 shows the energy dependence of the vector potential Ua and scalar
porential Us of neutron RPOP and RMOP for ssFe at r-»0. It is seen that
ReU0(0) for RPOP and RMOP are very close and ReU,(0) for RPOP and
RMOP are very close only below 200 MeV and are gradually separated with
each other in the energy region 200-1000 MeV, whereas both ImU,(0) and
ImUs(0) of RMOP decrease and increase with energy much quicker than those
of RPOP.

Fig.12 shows the real part of the central Schrodinger equivalent potentials
of neuteon RPOP and RMOP for MFe at various energies as indicated there.
For energy En<500 MeV the real potentials of both RPOP and RMOP are
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Fig.ll The energy dependence of neutron RPOP and RMOP for "Feat r-fl.

rather close and the so—called 'bottom of wine bottle" shape is found in both of
them in 200-300 MeV energy region. For energy En>500 MeV the V,ff of
RMOP continues to go up rapidly as energy increanses, while the one of RPOP
first increases slowly with energy and then even comes down as energy goes up .
What is the physics behind this is not clear yet.

Fig.13 shows the same as Fig.12 except for the imaginary part. The imagi-
nary potentials always take negtive values . The value of imaginary potentials of
RMOP increase much more rapidly with the energy as compared with those of
RPOP.

Fig.14 shows the spin-orbit Schrodinger equivalent potentials of neutron
RPOP and RMOP in the same energy region. One can see that the real

-ao

- 40

2(1

1 tl
1-.' fm \
IV illl /

Fig.i; The real part of the central Schrodinger equivalent potentials of

neutron RP Op a n d RMOP for *Fe at various eneries.

- 6 0
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700 /

/ RMOP

1 IIUUMeV
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i—SM M i •s^y^/tl
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soo ^*/11

RPOP
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spin-orbit potentials Vto are negative whereas the imaginary ones Wlo are pos-
itive. The absolute value of VB decreases as energy increases , but that of
Ww increases as energy increases. The imaginary part W10 can be neglected
at low energies but both the real and imaginary spin-orbit potentials should be
considered simultaneously at high energies.

It is known that the calculated scattering amplitudes are mainly sensitive to
the volume integrals

A*

(19)

(20)

CO
-si

Fig. 15 shows the volume integrals of the central potentials of neutron
RPOP and RMOP for 5*Fe in energy region 20-1000 MeV. Most parts of the
volume integrals JT and Jw of RPOP and RMOP are quite close with each oth-
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Fig.15 Volume integrals for the central potentials of neutron RPOP and

RMOP for!*Fe.
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Fig.lg The same as Fig. 17 except for *"Ca.
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er. For energy En> 500 MeV, however, the JT of RPOP and RMOP obviously
become to diverge.

Fig.16 shows the same as Fig.15 except for the spin-orbit poentials. The
tendency of the volume integrals of the spin-orbit potentials for RPOP and
RMOP is similar, but there are some differences in the absolute value.

We have also calculated the proton reaction cross sections ffR) elastic scat-
tering angular distributions ffol(0), analyzing powers P(0) and spin rotation
functions Q(0) for some nuclei and energies by RMOP.

Figs.17 and 18 show the proton reaction cross sections for 27A1
and +,Ca calculated by RMOP. They are roughly in agreement with experi-
ments..

Figs.19 and 20 show the proton elastic scattering angular distributions
for M,Pb at energies 30.3 and 500 MeV. Figs 21 and 22 represent the proton an-
alyzing powers for 2MPb at energy 65 MeV and for *°Ca at energy 300 MeV.
Figs.23 and 24 illustrate the proton spin rotation functions for 2MPb at evergies
65 and 800 MeV. They are all calculated by RMOP without any free
parameters. We can see that the calculated results are fairly good in agreement
with experiments.

We plan to examine the proton RMOP for more target nuclei and
incidednt energies in our future studies.

6. Summary

A neutron global relativistic phenomenological optical potential (RPOP)
with a set of best-fit parameters based on the available data set for target
nuclei ranging from I2C to ^'U with neutron energies between 20 to 1000 MeV
has been obtained. It should be further tested by additional experimental data
which have not been included in our data set to check its predictive power.

It is shown that the calculated results of the nucleon energy region 20—1000
MeV over a wide range of target nuclei by relativistic microscopic optical poten-
tial without any adjustable parameters are in reasonable agreement with exper-
iments. This is indeed a good test for RMOP and it is suggested that R.MOP
can be applied to the nuclear data evaluation together with various global
relativistic phenomenological optical potentials.

As we have noticed that there are altogetter 38 parameters in our neutron
global RPOP and even more free parameters in the proton global RPOP[10].
We think that it might be possible to reduce the number of free parameters in
RPOP by fixing some of them from the RMOP. Of course, more systematic
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studies should be done in order to combine the phenomenological potential
with the microscopic one in a proper way.
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APPLIED NUCLEAR REACTION THEORIES IN INTERMEDIATE
ENERGY NUCLEAR DATA EVALUATIONS

Shen Qing-biao, Gao Liang-jun and Han YIn-lu
(Institute of Atomic Energy, P.O.Box 275. Beijing, P.R.China)

Abstract.

The intermediate energy nuclear reaction theories which
can be or are hopeful to be used in intermediate energy nuclear
da-ta calculations and evaluations are briefly introduced in
this paper. The model theories of intermediate energy nuclear
reactions as well as microscopic theories concerned include:
relativistic optical model; relativistic microscopic optical
potential; relativistic collective deformed DWBA approach;
relativistic impulse approximation; intranuclear cascade model
and hybrid-type preequilibriura model. The transport theories
of intermediate energy nuclear reactions include: the
nomelativist.ic semiclassical approach to the description of
nuclear reactions with fast particles and relativistic BUU
equation.

I. Introduction

With the development of intermediate and high energy acce-
lerator, intermediate energy nuclear experimental data are
being accumulated. Moreover, with the development of science
and technology, the application fields of intermediate energy
nuclear data (IEND) are becoming promising and expanding.
Nowadays, more and more attention is being paid to the IEND
work.

The projectiles of IEND are firstly neutron and proton,
but the IEND of light and heavy particles also have good pro-
spects for application. Generally speaking, the incident neu-
tron energy of IEND is 20 ~ 1000 MeV, the incident proton
energy is from a few MeV to 1000 MeV. The types of intermediate
energy nuclear reactions and data not only include those
reaction channels which occur in low energy nuclear reaction
but also include the process of more light particle emission,
the neutron double differential cross sections of (p,xn)

reaction, the medium heavy nucleus fission, the charged particle
induced fission, the spallation reaction yields, n meson
production and so on.

In order to meet the needs of IEND, the evaluation work
must be done. Because the experimental data of intermediate
energy are much less than that of low energy, the calculations
of IEND by intermediate energy nuclear reaction theories could
play a more important role in IEND evaluations. In this paper,
our purpose is to introduce and comment on various kinds of
intermediate energy nuclear reaction theories which can be or
are hopeful to be used in IEND evaluations. What we want to
introduce are mainly intermediate energy nucleon — nucleus
reaction theories.

Recent years, intermediate energy nuclear reaction theories
have got some development and successes have been achieved to
certain extent in fitting experimental data. However, all these
intermediate energy reaction theories are not ripe and have to
be improved. There are two kinds of intermediate energy nuclear
reaction theories, one is the model theory, the other is the
transport theory. In the model theory, nuclear reactions can be
divided into fast process and slow process, the theoretical
methods can be divided into direct reaction, preequilibrium
emission and compound nucleus reaction. In the transport theory,
nuclear reactions can be divided into coherent process and
incoherent process, the distribution function which is used to
calculate ail kinds of cross sections can be obtained by solving
Boltzmann equation. So far, the model theory Is mainly used in
calculations of IEND, but the transport theory is a new theory
which is still developing and is hopeful to be used in calcula-
tions of IEND, so the transport theory must also be paid
attention to.

In Sec. II, some model theories of intermediate energy
nuclear reactions as well as microscopic theories concerned are
briefly introduced. In Sec.11, nonrelativistic and relativistic
intermediate energy nuclear reaction transport theories are
introduced. The summary is given in Sec. IV.

II. Intermediate Energy Nuclear Reaction Model Theories

In fact, intermediate energy nuclear reaction model theory
is an extension of low energy nuclear reaction model theory.
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The main difference is that the intermediate energy nuclear
reaction process is more complicated and relativistic effect
must be considered. Intermediate energy nuclear reactions can
be divided into fast process and slow process. The fast process
theories include relativistic optical model describing elastic
scattering, direct reaction theory and intranuclear cascade
model. The process of compound nucleus is the slow process. The
preequilibrium emission lies between the fast process and the
slow process. Now, some model theories of Intermediate energy
nuclear reactions as well as microscopic theories concerned are
briefly introduced as follows.

1. Relativistic Optical Model

In 1979, Arnold and Clark developed the nucleon relativistic
optical model<1,2>based on Dirac equation and used it to analyse
intermediate energy proton elastic scattering experimental data.
In order to fit the experimental data for specific nuclei and
energy by relativistic optical model, the relativistic phenome-
nological optical potential (RPOP) form and parameters*3"5* have
been studied. Because the proton elastic scattering experimental
data have been increasing in recent years, the energy-dependent
relation of proton RPOP has been studied for specific target
nuclei in some energy regions<6_9> , and in references [8>9]
neutron RPOP parameters for 2 0 8Pb have also been studied in
energy region 95 — 300 MeV.

In nuclear matter, the self—energy can be obtained through
the exchange of mesons, and may be written as

s = X (1)

where k is the nucleon momentum, Z J ; S e and £„ are the scalar,
the time and the space components of the vector potential, res-
pectively. Let

(2)Uo = Us = --
1 + S u

Consindering nuclear interaction and Coulomb Vc, Dirac equation
can be obtained as the following form

p + Y ° ( M + Us ) + Uo + Vc ] T(J(T>=E (3)

where Uo is time-like component of the Lorentz vector potential
and Us is Lorentz scalar potential. The nucleon wave function
i|>(r) with the incident energy e =E-M for spherical nucleus
obeys the following Schr'ddinger type equation(2) obtained by
eliminating the small component of the Dirac spinor and proper
transformation and approximation, that is

p 2

[ - • U2ff(r)

with

Vc(r)

1

E2- M2

Uso(r)a • L ]4)(r)= $ (r) (4)
~ ~ ~ 2E ~

U _(r) = Uo + - [ Us(2M + Us) - (Uo +VC)
2]

eff
2E

1 dD(r)
Uso(r) -

2E • r • D(r) dr

D(r) = E + M + Us - Uo -Vc .

(5)

(6)

(7)

Eq.(4) is the relativistic optical model equation including
center potential U?tf (r), spin-orbit coupling potential \)so(r)
and Coulomb potential Vc(r).

At present, more and more intermediate energy proton elastic
scattering experimental data have been accumulated. The proton
reaction cross section cr^10*10, elastic scattering angular
distribution a<.? ( 8 ), analyzing power P( 8 ) and spin rotation
function Q(9) ( 1 2 > have more experimental data available. The
intermediate energy neutron total cross section experimental
data(13"15)are increasing, for some nucleus, the experimental
data can be linked up in 20 — 1000 MeV. There are some exper-
imental data for neutron nonelastic cross section cr Mn

( 1 3 , and
elastic scattering angular distribution <J$£(B)aZ) below 200
MeV. Based on experimental data, a set of parameters of neutron
UPQp(i6) have been obtained by systematic method and automatic
search of the best parameters, and a set of paramerers of proton
RP0P<17> will be obtained, soon. They are suitable for A > 12,
En = 20-1000 MeV and h > 12, Ep = 10-1000 MeV, respectively.



2. Relativistic Microscopic Optical Potential 3. Relativistic Collective Deformed DWBA Approach

In the meantime of the development of the relativistic phe-
nomenological optical potential, according to Walecka model(18) ,
Horowitz et. al. developed relativistic microscopic optical
potential (RM0P)<19>20> from the effective Lagrangian inclu-
ding nucleon, a and co meson. This RMOP has been used to
analyse proton elastic scattering experimental data below 200 MeV
and the calculating results agree with the experimental data
pretty well(21> . This theory has recently been used to calculate
En_= 20 - 1000 MeV neutron a* , ano»v tfe?(8)u5> for ten
nueki (A>12) that have more experimental data and Ep=10 —1000
MeV proton o^, a^ ( 8 ) , P(8), Q(8) < 1 7 >. The calculated results
are in reasonable agreement with experimental data.

One starts from an effective Lagrangian density with two
adjustable isoscalar meson coupling constants g«.and g ^

?M. M.

«.

— m 2 coMco.

1

4 M.
(8)

CO

M \ T ^ « * - ^ «tv where ¥ , a, w ^ are the nucleon, o-
and «-meson field operator, respectively. The values of the
nucleon and co- meson masses are taken from the experiments,
M=938.9 MeV and m^783 MeV. The mass of hypothetical a meson
is~fixed to m^550 MeV, which is commonly used in the M
interaction.

The nucleon relativistic optical potential can be identified
with the self-energy of a nucleon. The real part of the optical
potential can be derived from Hartree-Fock diagram*19'. The
lowest order contribution to the imaginary part of the self -
energy is the fourth-order diagratn(20). The effective coupling
constants g^ and g ^ are adjusted by requiring that the empiri-
cal saturation properties of the nuclear matter are reproduced,
i.e. the energy per nucleon e/pg- M=-15.75 MeV and pressure
P=0 at the normal density.

RMOP is the microscopic theory without any free parameters
and has useful and directing value in IEND evaluations.

The success of models on the Dirac equation in describing
nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering at intermediate energy, has
triggered interest in exploring the implications of this
approach for other reactions. The extension of the phenome-
nological treatment of nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering
within the Dirac framework to the inelastic excitation of
collective states have been made by some authors<22"26>.

The motion of the projectile nucleon is treated relativis-
tically in the sense that this motion is described by a Dirac
spinoc ¥ satisfying Eq. (3). We extend the above potential
model to description of inelastic nucleon scattering leading
to the excitation of collective states in even-even nuclei.
The motion of the projectile is treated in the relativistic
framework and the target states are, however, treated completely
non-relat ivistieally.

The deformation of the potentials is carried out in the
standard fashion by allowing the radius parameters to depend on
the nuclear collective coordinates:

tl(r,R) - U(r,R+ct(r)). (9)

The transition operator for excitation of a collective state in
the' target nucleus is obtained by expanding the potential in
powers of cx(r). In the DWBA we keep only the first order term
in this expansion. The transition operator thus has the form
(contributions from Vc are neglected):

AU = Y ' A U S + AUo,

where, for example,
ft 3Us

AUs = a ( r ) |
dn I R=R,

(10)

(11)

where Rs is the radius parameter for the scalar potential (as-
suming for simplicity of writing that both real and imaginary
parts of Us have the same Rs ).

The DWBA t-matrix element for the excitation of a collective
state I JM) of an even-even nucleus whose ground state is



denoted as | 00) is given by:

T(u ; μ M)= J I(J
+
 (k

x
,r) <JN | AU | 00) »)>,(k.,r) dr, (12)

where μ
>
i
l
 and \ic are the initial and final spin projections of

the projectile, respectively. The i|i are the distorted Dirac
spinors which satisfy Eq. (3) under appropriate boundardy
conditions.

The differential cross section is computed from the t-matrix
elements as follows (For simplicity we drop the spin indices
fr.om the t-matrix):

kr m 2
= -t- ( ) trTT*

da

dQ 2k; 2 it

and the analyzing power is given by:

tr TaT*

^ ~ _

" tr TT* '

The polarization transfer coefficients are given by:

tr T o
?
T a

e
.

(13)

(14)

(15)

where P refers to an axis in the projectile frame and Q'to that
in. the outgoing particle frame.

This theory was used to analyse elastic scattering for
target nuclei

 2 0
Ne,

 40
Ca,

 48
Ca,

90
Zr, with proton energy Ep=362,

500/ 800 MeV, and discrete level inelastic scattering differ-
ential cross sections and analyzing powers for Ep=800 MeV, 2*
(1.63 MeV)-

20
Ne

;
 Ep=362 MeV, 3"(3.74 MeV), 2*(3.90 MeV), 5"(4.49

MeV)-
40
Ca

;
 Ep= 500 MeV, 3*(3.74 MeV)

;
 Ep= 500 MeV, 2*(3.83 MeV),

3-(4.51 MeV)-
48
Ca

;
Ep= 800 MeV, 2

+
(2.19 MeV), 5 "(2.32 MeV), 3"

(2.75 MeV)- Zr. The calculation results agree with experimental
data well.

4. Relativistic Impulse Approximation

Since 1983, many studies have been done in the field of
relativistic impulse approximation (RIA). The RIA theories can
be divided into four types to different purposes:

(1). RIA for Elastic Scattering:

In 1983, a RIA for elastic scattering was developed by
McNeil et al. using free M scattering amplitudes and subse-
quently shown to provide a good description of the 500 MeV
proton data

(28,29>
. Other work demonstrated that the RIA descrip-

tion of elastic spin observables is quite successful throughout
the intermediate energy range

(30,31>
. In this theory, the target

is treated nonrelativistically, and the projectile proton is
described via the one-body, Dirac Hamiltonian; thus we have the
following semi-relativistic equation of motion for the proton-
nucleus elastic scattering system:

a -p (m
A

i=1
+H (16)

In this equation, V^ denote the projectile-target nucleon
interactions, Ĥ , is the nonrelativistic many-body target nucleus
Hamiltonian, and we assume that the projectile and target
nucleus are distinct so that ¥ may be factored into a product
of a four-component wave function for the projectile times a
nonrelativistic many-body Schrodinger wave function for the
target nucleus. Defining the proton-nucleus elastic scattering
propagator as

G = (Y,p*-a - ie)'
. (17)

leads to a many-body Lippmann-Schwinger version of Eq.(16)
given by

A A

T = V GT .
i=1

(18)

The optical potential formula can be obtained from the above
equation. When some adjustable parameters are introduced into



the density formula, elastic scattering angular distribution,
analyzing power and spin-rotation function can be reproduced
pretty well

<3l>
 .

(2). RIA for Inelastic Scattering;

The relativistic impulse approximation has been extended to
inelastic excitation of collective degrees of freedom*

32
"

34
] We

wish to calculate the transition amplitude for nucleon-nucleus
inelastic scattering in the framework of a relativistic dis-
torted wave impulse approximation (DWIA). We consider a process
irrwhich a nucleus is excited from an initial state ^7

A
Hx to

a final state ^γ
 M
 • ^

e
 ^

nen
 ^β the transition amplitude to

be i i

T, = (19)

where integration over the A target nucleons and the projectile
(0) is implied. The projectile wave functions, <f>£$, have boun-
dary conditions specified by (-) or O ) and asymptotic momentum
and spin projection indicated by k ans s, respectively; the
nuclear wave functions ^-

M
 are functions of the coordinates of

all A constituent nucleons. In Eq.(19)/ Y
e
 is the usual timelike

vector Dirac matrix and t is the relativistic nucleon-nucleon
interaction which drives the transition. We assume that the
relativistic wave functions are solutions to a fixed energy
Dirac equation containing unspecified relativistic potentials,

(20)[ α • p + β m + Vo](

for the projectile (0) and

A

n^1 ~ n ' - + "*
(21)

en
for the target (t). In specific applications, these potentials
usually consist of strong scalar and timelike vector interactions

which characterize the current relativistic model of nuclear
dynamics.

The calculation results by this theory are good for
 4
Fe(p, p ),

Ep= 800 MeV at 2
+
(1.408 MeV), 3~(4.782 MeV), and

 12
C(p,p ),

Ep= 800 MeV to 12.71 MeV 1
+
, T=0 and 15.11 MeV 1

+
, T=l.

(3). RIA for Quasielastic Scattering:

Recently a relativistic plane-wave impulse approximation
(RPWIA) was developed for quasielastic proton-nucleus scat-
tering^^ . The authors focused on quasielastic scattering to
the continuum with momentum transfer q related to the energy
transfer co^=q

2
/2M. They calculated the spin observables in

RPWIA assuming a Fermi gas model for the target. First, they
discussed projectile and target wave functions at an appropriate
average density. Then the square of the scattering matrix element
was written with spin projection operators. Next, traces were
taken to calculate cross sections and spin observables. Finally,
a numerical integration was performed over the Fermi motion of
the target nucleons. Furthermore, the (p, n) charge-exchange
reaction was considered.

Proton-nucleus quasielastic scattering cross sections and
spin observables are calculated in RPWIA for nuclei from

12
C to

2°
8
Pb at energies of 300 to 800 MeV. The calculation results

of double differential cross sections agree with experimental
data approximately for continuous state (p, p') and (p,n).

(4). RIA for (p,n) Reactions:

The relativistic description of (p, n) reactions for the iso-
baric analog state (IAS) was obtained in RIA

(36>
. The RIA optical

potential for nucleon-nucleus scattering can be written as

% t
( r ) = (22)

where the superscripts 0 and 1 denote the isoscalar and iso-
vector parts, respectively, UJ) represents the projectile
(target) isospin operator, and A is the number of target
nucleons. Then the relativistic Lane equations can be expressed
as a pair of coupled Dirac equations as follows:



UO) [a • P^β m +pUs +Uv ̂ Uc ( 3 Us +Uv)-Ep]i|>

t>
 4 A

J , ,
+ Cβ Us +Uv)i|> =0 (23)

2A n

o . B-Z-2 , ,
[ a ^ β ! ! ! + $ U s +Uv + CβUs +Uv)-En]i|i

+ Cβ Us +Uv)r|> =0 (24)
2A P

In Eqs. (23) and (24)/ t|»p and t|j
n
 represent the four-component

wave functions describing the relative motion in the proton-
target and neutron-analog channels, respectively.

Using the RIA optical potential and coupled Dirac equations
above/ the differential cross sections, analyzing powers and
spin rotation functions for 160 MeV proton induced elastic
scattering and charge exchange reaction to the IAS from

 9 0
Zr

were computed. The (p, n) cross section data are underestimated.
However, the shape of the (p, n) cross section and analyzing
power are fairly well predicted by the RIA model.

5. Intranuclear Cascade Model

The intermediate energy nuclear reaction process can be
explained by the two-step process: the first step is intra-
nuclear cascade and the second step is evaporation. In intra-
nuclear cascade model

<37
'

38
} the

,
nucleus was assumed to consist

of three concentric spheres: a central sphere and two surround-
ing spherical annuli, each with a uniform density of neutrons
and protons. The region boundaries were taken to be the same
for the neutrons and protons. There was, then, a three-region
approximation to the continuously changing density distribution
of nuclear matter within the nuclei. The neutrons and protons in
the nucleus were assumed to have a zero-temperature Fermi
energy distribution. Hence, their kinetic energies range from
zero to the zero-temperature Fermi energies calculated
from the density of protons and neutrons in each region. To
account for the nuclear force and to confine the nucleons that

make up the nucleus to the nuclear volume, single-particle
negative potentials were assumed to apply separately to the
neutrons and protons in each region. The scattering, single
-pion-production and double-pion-production cross sections for
p-p and n-p were taken from experimental and theoretical results.
The intranuclear cascade model was modified to include fission
-spallation competition in the heavy elements during the evapo-
ration phase of the reaction afterwards

(39>
 . Recently the im-

provement on intranuclear cascade model for nuclear data calcu-
lation has been made

<40)
. First, the preequilibrium process has

been introduced into this model. Then, the isobar model is added
to consider the inelastic reaction in such a manner that a
delta particle is first produced and then it dacays into a
nucleon and a pion. Furthermore, Pauli's exclusion principle is
included. Finally, they assume that there is a probability of
colliding with a nucleon cluster in a nucleus. The calculated
results of neutron double differential cross sections and mass
yields by the modified intranuclear cascade model basically
accord with the experimental data

<40>
.

6. Hybrid-type Preequilibrum Model

Blann proposed a hybrid-type preequilibrium model
(41>

 based on
Griffin's exciton model . Afterwards, this theory was developed
and mod ified

< 4 2 , 4 3 >
 . This theory is suitable for higher energy

projectile. In order to do the IEND calculation, relativistic
effect, was considered for this theory

<44)
 . The new theory differs

from the original one by incorporating an intranuclear transi-
tion rate based on realistic mean free paths in nuclear matter,
relativistic corrections to the particle emmision rate, a
relativistically invariant free scattering kernel for calcu-
lating angular-distributed spectra, and correct inclusive-model
cha i n i ng.

The double differential cross section for the emission of a
particle v with energy e into the solid angle Q is

dedQ
(e,n) Q(n,Q) D(n) (25)

where α^is the reaction cross section, W
N )
(e,n) is the particle

emission rate per MeV, Q(n, Q ) is the occupation probability



for the excition angular-distributed state (n, Q ) , and D(n) is
the depletion factor.

The particle emission rate is given by

(26)+7
A(e)

where
 n
X,j is the number of nucleons of type v in the exciton

state^n and satisfies S,j(nX,})=p, where p is the number of
particles in the exciton state n, and n=p+h, where h is the
number of hole staes. p=(l-( e+A)/E)"*

2
(n-l)/E is obtained

from the William's level-density formula with the incident
energy E and separation plus Pauli-exclusion energy A for
particle v. The intranuclear particle transition rate A*" has
been relativistically parameterized to the mean-free paths of
protons In nuclei from

 2 7
A1 to

 2 0 8
Pb in the energy range 40 to

200 MeV

A (e) = - (sec
,
) (27)

(28)

with c=3.0 • 10
23
fm/sec. μ^c

2
 is the v -type nucleon rest energy,

and A>n=(4.94
+
1.6O-1.21exp(-E/60) fm, where f=1-A/208 for

27<A <208. Finally, the relativistic emission rate A ^ ( e ) is
(l+e/2RgC

2
) .times Ericson's expression for the nonrelativistic

emission rate obtained from detailed balance

R e 2s^ 1

A c ( e ) = (1+ ) - T r y W,e o\,(e)

2 μ
o
c

2
 rrii

(29)

with s^ as the spin and o\,(e) as the inverse cross section for
the v -type particle.

Expressions for Q(n, Q )
( 4 2 >

 and D(n)
( 4 3 >

 are well established
in the literature.

This theory was used to calculate (p, p' ) and (p, n) double
differential cross section for Ep = 90, 200 and 318 MeV, the
calculated results basically accord with the experimental data.

M. Intermediate Energy Nuclear Reaction Transport Theories

Recent years, the transport theory for describing intermediate
energy nuclear reaction has been in developing. In transport
theory, the nuclear reactions are not divided into direct reaction,
preequlibrium emission and compound nucleus process, but the
nuclear reaction process is simulated by particle transportation
in nucleus and the physical observable quantity is calculated by
the distribution function. These theories can be divided into
nonrelativistic and relativistic theory:

1. Semiclassical Approach to the Description of Nuclear
Reaction with Fast Particles

One of the most interesting problems of nuclear physics is
to describe the behaviour of elementary particles in nuclear
matter. To solve this problem constructively, we can use the
fact that all the particle-nucleus interaction processes can be
separated into coherent processes and incoherent processes.
The approach

<4S>
 introduced here is devoted to the application

of field theoretical methods to the nuclear reaction theory and
to the formulation based on quasiclassical approach for
universal consistent, description of nuclear reaction.

The quasiclassical approximation is known to be successful
in describing the nuclear structure by means of an approach
which allows one to consistently take into account quantum
mechanical effects as corrections for a quasiclassical expansion
of the exact equations in powers of "h". The hypothesis of statis-
tical averaging allows us to formulate the theory of multiple
scattering for the description of the interaction of a fast
particle with a nucleus. For nuclear reaction, statistical
averaging enables one to proceed from the solution of the
many-body problem to a single-particle potential description.
The Green function method and the diagrammatic technique will
lead to equations of the Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter type. Such
an approach is physically clear.

The wave i|> corresponding to the initial particle can be
coherently scattered by the nucleons of the nucleus, which we



4>
00

assume to be randomly arranged. The coherent wave i|) averaged
over the scattering centers can be described by a Schrodinger
equation with a complex potential,

3 7
i - - + — - V)r|> =0
3t 2m

(30)

Besides coherent scattering, which does not change the system
of scatterers, there occurs an incoherent interaction between
the incoming wave and the nucleons of the nucleus. That leads
to-e-change in the state of the randomly distributed nucleons
in the nucleus and hence to a change in the state of the nueleus.

In terms of the single-particle wave function i|>, this means
that the part 5 i|i= xjj — TpT of the wave function which is re-
sponsible for the incoherent scattering should vanish, on being
averaged over the random scatterers, i.e. 6 ij) = 0. Having
written Eq. (30) for ij>, we should write an equation for i|i
which differs from Eq.(30) by a term that takes into account
the incoherent collisions,

(i— +
at 2m

=j (31)

Thus we have separated the collision process into two parts:
the coherent, V.iji, and the incoherent, j.

It is now clear that to describe the initial-particle energy
-averaged inelastic processes due.to incoherent scattering, one
should investigate the behaviour of_ 6 ijj 6 t|j. Then, having
obtained from Eq. (30) the function i|), we can determine the
correlation function iJTiJi = tjf ijj + 6" t|> 5 ij) of the system.

Such a description of the interaction of an incoming particle
with a nucleus, in which we limit ourselves to the consideration
of the single-particle modes of excitation of the system, is
valid in the case when the mean free path 1 of the partical is
significantly longer than the correlation length

A self—consistent generalization of the classical Boltzmann
equation is derived from Green function method in this approach.
Through solving generalized Boltzmann equation, the distribution
function can be obtained, then, various cross sections can be
calculated. According to above theory, the cross sections,

angular distributions, energy spectra and double differential
distributions of pion inelastic scattering, absorption, double
charge transfer and so on can be calculated by Monte-Carlo
method<4S> . The calculation results generally agree with
experimental data pretty well.

2. Relativistic Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck Equation

In order to study high-energy heavy-ion collision, the rela-
tivistic Vlasov-Uehltng:Uhlenbeck (VUU) equation'46"48, without
collision terra and the relativistic Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck
(BUU)-equation(49'S0>with collision terra are in developing. Accord-
ing to Walecka model, the VUU or BUU equation can be derived
from the effective Lagrangian including nucleons and mesons
by closed path Green function method, a, a, it, p mesons are
included in this theory. When the Hartree-Fock mean field and
the four order diagrams are considered, the BUU equation colli-
sion term can be obtained self-consistently. Various physical
observable quantities can be calculated from solving BUU equa-
tion. So far, the VUU equation has been used to calculate high
-energy heavy-ion collision*46-48, , but there is no practical
calculation by BUU equation. Nowadays, the VUU and BUU equations
are only used to study heavy-Ion reaction, but they are hopeful
for intermediate energy nuclear reaction description of nucleons
and light particles. This is a hopeful theoretical path for IEND
calculation.

IV. Summary

The intermediate energy nuclear reaction theories which can
be or are hopeful to be used in IEND calculations and evalu-
ations have been introduced in this paper. The nuclear reaction
theories which can be easily and realistically used to calculate
IEND are as follows: relativistic optical model; relativistic
collective deformed DWBA approach; intranuclear cascade model
and hybrid-type preequilibrium model. When IEND is calculated,
compound-nucleus reaction theory is needful, and the fission
channel competition must be considered for medium heavy and heavy
nucleus. Some microscopic theories which can be or are hopeful to
be used in IEND calculation have also been introduced in this
paper.



Totally speaking, intermediate energy nuclear reaction theories
are still not ripe and intermediate energy nuclear reaction
processes are rather complicated. In order to estahlsish an
integrated theoretical system for IEND calculation, a lot of
work has to be done in the future.
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The (p,xn) Reaction Cross-sections Analysis for

Fission-product Nuclei at Intermidiate Energies

Yu.N.Shubin

Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk, USSR

Abstract

The (p,xn) reaction cross-section calculation results and
their comparison with experiment for medium mass nuclei at
energies up to 100 MeV are discussed. The possibilities are
investigated to describe the excitation functions for the
iuclei of importance in solving the problem of incineration
and transmutation of long living radioactive waste and in
medicine isotope production. It is shown that the competi-
tion between nucleons and gamma-rays is strong in the neutron
deficient nuclei and is to be taken irv-to account carefully.

1. Introduction

The nuclear data at intermediate energies are needed in

several areas of important applications. They are however

scarce particularly for the neutrons at the energies above

20 MeV. The main object of this paper is to discuss the

reaction cross-section calculation methods which are

important for transmutation and incineration problem and

also for the production of isotopes needed in medicine.

The interaction of high energy charged particle beams

with an irradiated material leads to the production of

"Tieutron and gamma-rays with a rather broad energy spectrum.

_For the transmutation of the long living fission products

the energy region above the neutron binding energy is most

important. At such energies the multiple emission is

possible and stable isotopj may be produced. The

experimental data on necessary threshold reactions for higly

radioactive isotopes are practically absent. This deficite

has to be compensated by theoretical calculations and

evaluations on the base of model concepts.

The intermediate energy region considered has specific

features. The calculation methods developed for high

energies can lead" to significant errors if applied at

intermediate energies because the concrete nuclear structure

is not taken into account at high energies as a rule. On the

other hand the extrapolation of the methods developed for

low energies into the energy region considerably exceeding

neutron binding energy requires taking correctly into

account the energy dependence of shell effects, pair

correlations of the superconducting type and coherent

collective interactions. The preequilibrium reaction mecha-

nism is also important which is not investigated suffitiently

for the non-nucleon emission channels.

2. The results of calculations and comparison with experiment.

The results of excitation functions calculations for

nuclear reactions induced by neutron interaction with two of
135 9*3the most important longliving fission products Cs and 'Tc

are shown in Fig 1-6. The calculations were performed with

the code ALICE [1 ]. These preliminary data together with

other results of the same type are used now to form a

concept of ecologically optimum methods of radioactive waste

management. The list of nuclei for wich it is necessary to

have reaction cross-sections is rather large - from construc-

tional elements to transactinides. As we already mentioned

the nuclear data on neutron cross-sections at intermediate

energies are usually absent. To test the model calculations

and advance the reliability of the results it is necessary

to compare them with experiment in some way. It seems appro-

priate to use for this purpose the experimental data obtained

for charged particles, in particular for intermediate energy

protons. One can hope that reasonable description of the

proton induced reaction cross-sections justifies the applica-

tion of the same methods to calculate neutron cross-sections.

Let us consider the results of the comparison of calcula-

ted and experimental cross-sections of the proton induced

reactions used in medicine isotope production. The results

of the reaction cross-section calculations as compared with
123the experimental data- for Te(p,xn) are shown in Fig.7.

The agreement is reasonable but some shift still remains.



124
The (p,2n) reaction cross-section on Xe calculated with

the codes ALICE and GROGI-G [3 1 and experimental data from

(5] are presented in Fig.8. The agreement is on the whole

satisfactory but some difference in maximum values
127 127

remains. The experimental data on I(p,3n) and I(p,5n)

reaction cross sections [6] are compared with calculation

results in the energy region 40-80 MeV. ,The agreement is

rather good especially for (p,5n) reaction although some

shift into lower energies is obsereved for calculated results.

The agreement for 2 0 3TKp,3n) and 2O5T1( p, 5n ) 2 0 1 Pb with [7]

-ta-excellent (see Fig.10) especially if we take into account

that the authors in the earlier paper gave for (p,5n) cross-

section at 45 MeV the maximum value 1020 mb. However the
124situation is different if the results for Xe(p,pn+np) are

considered (see Fig.11). For this reaction the calculations

with ALICE gives a pronounced maximum at the energy about 17

MeV wich is hard to explain. The results contradict the ex-

perimental data. To find the reason of such discrepancy we

investigated the influence of the deu.tron - and alfa -

channel competition (Fig.1H), the preequilibrium mechanism

effect (Fig.13) and other factors. However the sharp maximum

remained. The calculations were repeated with the codes

GROGI-G and STAPRE-H. After comparison we concluded that this

maximum is connected with the assumption used in the code

ALICE about the competition between nucleons and gamma-rays.

-It consists in neglecting the gamma-ray emission when nucleon

channel opens at given excitation energy. This assumption is

not correct for the neutron deficient nuclei near threshold

when proton binding energy is small and much less than the

neutron binding energy. So although proton can in principle

escape the nucleus its emission is supressed by Coulomb

barrier and gamma-ray emission competes with proton emission.

The calculations performed with GROGI-G and STAPRE-H

taking into account gamma-ray competition show that for the

realistic radiative width values normalised to the experimen-

tal neutron resonance radiative widths the sharp maximum near

threshold disappears. Fig.IS shows calculated excitation fun-

124
ctions of Xe(p,pn+np) reaction obtained with STAPRE-H for

f = 1 meV and with ALICE. The results are close. Fig 16

shows the calculation results obtained with GROGI-G and STAPRE

for Pj, = 130 meV. The agreement is rather good.

The effect considered is present in calculations of reac-

tion cross-sections for Xefp.pn), Xe(p,pni and also for
122

neutron induced reactions on Cs. The above mentioned shift

of the calculated cros-sections can be explained also by the

effective influence of gamma-rays competition.

- 3. Conclusions•

The results presented show that in intermediate energy

region one can have rather reliable calculation methods for

the nucleon Induced reaction cross sections evaluation if

they are based on the models tested by experiment and by

intercomparison of relevant computer codes.

10 -3

10
20-

En, MeV
40

Fie. 1. Results of calculations with ALICE code of the exci-
tation function for Csln.xnl reaction. Figures on
curves show mass numbers of corresponding isotopes.
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Fig, 7. Calculated and experimental excitation functions for

123
Te(p,n) reaction. Experimental data from 14].
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Fiff. 8. Experimental and calculated excitation functions.
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Fig. 9. Experimental and calculated tn,3n) and (n,5n) cross

' sections from 40-80 MeV proton bombardment of I. Exp.

data from 16 I.
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present work.
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(n,p)- experiments at 100 MeV at the Uppsala University.

E. Ramstrom
Dept. of Neutron Research, Uppsala University, Studsvik, S-611 82

Nykoping, Sweden

The upgraded Gustaf Werner cyclotron of the The Svedberg Laboratory,
Uppsala, Sweden was presented. Furthermore, a facility at that cyclotron
used for studies of neutron-induced reactions was described together with
some preliminary results from studies of the (n,p) reaction in various
nuclei at a neutron energy of 100 MeV. The experimental arrangements
have been described in Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A292 (1990) 121-128.
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THICK TARGET EXPERIMENTS IN GEV ENERGY REGION
AS BENCHMARKS FOR INTERMEDIATE ENERGY NUCLEAR DATA

A.A.RlMSKI-KoRSAKOV AND A.V.DANIEL

V.G.KHLOPIN RADIUM INSTITUTE, LENINGRAD- USSR

THE INCREASING NUMBER OF THICK TARGET EXPERIMENTS

WITH RELATIVISTIC PROTONS- DEUTERONS AND ALPHAS HAS PERMIT-

TED LATELY TO LOOK FOR SYSTEMATIC DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN

THEIR RESULTS AND CALCULATIONS, BASED ON DIFFERENT NUCLEAR

DATA LIBRARIES, MODELS AND APPROXIMATIONS.

S O M E DISCREPANCIES A R E REPEATEDLY O B S E R V E D I N V A -

R I O U S EXPERIMENTS, DONE BY DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES, WHICH SUG-

GESTS SOME PRIORITY OF THEIR INVESTIGATION. As AN EXAMPLE

WE SHALL DISCUSS THE FACT THAT THE YIELD OF HIGH-ENERGY

NEUTRONS C ABOVE 30 MEV) IN NEUTRON SPECTRA FROM HEAVY ELE-
MENT TARGETS, OBSERVED EXPERIMENTALLY I 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ] IS SEVE-

RAL TIMES GREATER, THAN PREDICTED BY CALCULATIONS I 9,10,11,

16J , BASED ON A VARIETY OF MODELS.

SIMILAR FACT IS ALSO OBSERVED IN THIN HEAVY ELE-

MENT TARGETS [ 6,7] AND IS, UNDOUBTEDLY, ONE OF THE REA-

SONS OF DISCREPANCY FOR MASSIVE TARGETS. THE NEUTRON TRANS-

PORT PROCESS MAY AMPLIFY THIS EFFECT, AS WE INTEND TO SHOW.

PRACTICAL NEEDS FOR ACCURATE CALCULATION MODELS,

WHICH DESCRIBE MASSIVE HEAVY ELEMENT TARGETS, BOMBARDED BY

HIGH ENERGY PARTICLES, INCLUDE NEUTRON-PRODUCING ACCELERA-

TORS, THEIR SHIELDING, NUCLEAR WASTE TRANSMUTATION PRO-

JECTS, SPACECRAFT SHIELDING AND RADIATION DAMAGE PREDICT-

ION. FOR THESE PURPOSES THE HIGH ENERGY NEUTRONS PLAY AN

IMPORTANT ROLE AND ACCURATE PREDICTION OF THEIR YIELDS IS

NECESSARY. WE SUGGEST THE ACCUMULATION OF TWO KINDS OF

NUCLEAR DATA AND IMPROVEMENTS IN TWO KINDS OF CALCULATIO-

NAL MODELS -

- DOUBLE DIFFERENTIAL NEUTRON SPECTRA FROM

HIGH Z TARGETS AND ADJUSTMENT OF INTRANUCLEAR CASCADE

PREDICTIONS,

- DETAILED BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS WITH MASSIVE

TARGETS AND ADJUSTMENT OF TRANSPORT CODES.

DOUBLE-DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRA FROM THIN TARGETS

THERE ARE TWO PROCEDURES USED TO GENERATE DOUBLE

DIFFERENTIAL NEUTRON SPECTRA FOR ELEMENTARY ACT - INTRANU-

CLEAR CASCADE MONTE-CARLO MODELLING [ 9,14,151 AND EMPIRI-

CAL APPROXIMATIONS [ 10,13] , BOTH TO SOME EXTENT ADJUSTED
TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA [ 6 ] , WHICH IS NOT SO ABUNDANT. I N ANY

ADJUSTMENT THE EVAPORATION PART OF THE SPECTRUM PLAYS DO-

MINANT ROLE C SINCE ITS YIELD PREVAILS ), SO THE HIGH ENE-

RGY PART IS SOMEWHAT LESS RIGIDLY FIXED. THE RESULTS OF

SUCH ADJUSTMENTS HAVE LED SO FAR TO UNDERPREDICTION OF

HIGH ENERGY NEUTRON YIELD. THE TYPICAL SITUATION IS SHOWN

IN FlG.1, WHERE OUR CURVE USES SO-CALLED D2N2 APPROXIMATI-
ON [ 8] , WHICH IS USED FOR INPUT IN OUR SITHA TRANSPORT CO-
DE [ 12]. THIS DISCREPANCY HAS BEEN NOTED BY MANY AUTHORS

AND NECESSITY FOR HIGH ENERGY PART IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTED.

I N INTRANUCLEAR CASCADE MODELS THE WAYS TO I N T -

RODUCE SUCH IMPROVEMENTS ARE NOT DIRECTLY EVIDENT. PERHAPS

SOME CHANGES MAY FOLLOW WHEN THE MODELS TAKE INTO ACCOUNT

INTRANUCLEAR NUCLEONS WITH HIGHER MOMENTUM OR CORRECTIONS

IN CASCADE CUTOFF ENERGY [ 16] , OR SOME QUANTUM EFFECTS MAY

BE RELEVANT [ 173 , BUT WHETHER THIS WOULD LEAD TO A SYSTEM

OF BETTER HIGH-ENERGY NEUTRON SPECTRA PREDICTION REMAINS

TO BE SEEN. THE EMPIRICAL APPROXIMATIONS FOR CASCADE DES-

CRIPTION MAY BE IMPROVED IN ANY NECESSARY WAY C OR SO IT

SEEMS ) , BUT SUCH CORRECTION WILL NOT BE VALID IN A WIDE

RANGE OF ENERGIES OR Z VALUES. FOR SUCH CORRECTION ONE

WILL NEED :

- MORE COMPLETE AND MORE SYSTEMATICAL SETS OF DOUBLE-DIFF-

ERENTIAL NEUTRON SPECTRA FOR DIFFERENT INCIDENT PARTIC-

LES, THEIR ENERGIES AND TARGET Z NUMBERS.

- APPROXIMATION MODEL SELECTION.

- SPECIAL CODES FOR PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION.

WE ARE PLANNING SUCH WORK FOR LEAD TARGETS IN

THE ENERGY RANGE FROM 100 TO 1 0 0 0 MEV PROTONS, WHICH MUST

PERMIT TO IMPROVE EMPIRICAL D2N2-TYPE APPROXIMATION [ 8 ] .
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NECESSITY FOR DETAILED BENCHMARK DATA FROM MASSIVE TARGETS.

SINCE PRACTICAL NEEDS EXIST FOR ACCURATE C A L C U -

LATION MODELS- WHICH DESCRIBE MASSIVE NEUTRON-PRODUCING

TARGETS- ACCELERATOR A N D SPACECRAFT SHIELDING, ONE MUST

CONSIDER THE WHOLE PROBLEM SCOPE, INCLUDING NOT ONLY THIN

TARGET DATA, B U T ALSO THE VERIFICATION OF TRANSPORT CODES

BY COMPARISON WITH MASSIVE TARGET BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS.

SUCH COMPARISONS HAVE BEEN DONE FOR SEVERAL TARGET GEO-

METRIES AND PARTICLE ENERGIES [ 8,10,11,12] , AND THEY USUAL-

L Y SHOW HIGH ENERGY NEUTRON YIELDS ABOVE CALCULATED VALUES.

I N MASSIVE TARGETS A MECHANISM EXISTS, WHICH

INCREASES THE FLUX OF NEUTRONS IN THE RANGE OF 30:50 M E V AT

THE TARGET SURFACE. IT IS A RESULT OF MINIMUM IN TOTAL

CROSS-SECTION CURVE, WHICH INCREASES NEUTRON PENETRATION

FOR LEAD BLOCK OF SEVERAL CM THICKNESS. WHEN A MONOTONOUS

NEUTRON SPECTRUM IS "MULTIPLIED" BY NEUTRON PENETRATION, A

WELL DEFINED "HUMP" APPEARS IN THIS ENERGY RANGE FlG.2

(CALCULATED BY OUR SITHA TRANSPORT CODE). THIS FACT

ILLUSTRATES THE IMPORTANCE OF TARGET GEOMETRY SELECTION AND

MATERIAL FOR BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS. WE PROPOSE TO

ACCUMULATE SUCH BENCHMARK DATA FOR LEAD TARGET 2 0 CM IN

DIAMETER, 8 0 CM LONG FOR 1 G E V PROTONS. THE REASON FOR SUCH

SELECTION IN OUR CASE FOLLOWS FROM:

- COMPLETE PROTON BEAM ABSORPTION,

J - LARGE ENOUGH NEUTRON PROPAGATION LENGTH TO TEST TRANSPORT

CODES-

- TOLERABLE TARGET MATERIAL ACTIVATION,

- EXISTENCE OF SUCH EXPERIMENT SETUPS IN GATCHINA (1 G E V

PROTONS) A N D DUBNA (2:3.6 GEV PROTONS).

FOR SUCH EXPERIMENTS TWO MAJOR NEUTRON FLUX M E A -

SUREMENT TECHNIQUES ARE SUITABLE - THRESHOLD DETECTORS AND

TIME OF FLIGHT NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY, BOTH USED IN OUR SET-
UPS [ 3 ,4 ] . PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF OUR MEASUREMENT OF N E U T -

RON SPECTRA FOR SUCH BENCHMARK TARGET [ 3] ARE SHOWN IN COM-
PARISON WITH OUR CALCULATION BY CODE S I T H A [ 1 2 ] IN FLG.3.

TARGET ACTIVATION PRODUCTS MAY BE STUDIED FOR

CROSS-SECTION A N D CUMULATIVE YIELDS CALCULATION MODELS.

LEAD WILL GIVE MEASURABLE QUANTITIES OF BOTH SPALLATION AND

FISSION PRODUCTS, WHICH CAN BE COMPARED TO MODEL PREDIC-

TIONS FOR BOTH PROCESSES. THIS IS ANOTHER FAVORABLE FACT

FOR LEAD SELECTION, SINCE LOWER Z MATERIALS WILL GIVE NEG-

LIGIBLE FISSION YIELDS, A N D IN HIGHER Z MATERIALS SUCH AS

URANIUM FISSION PRODUCT ACTIVITY MAY DOMINATE THE S P A L L A -

TION PRODUCTS, WHICH WOULD DEMAND CHEMICAL SEPARATION OF

TARGET MATERIAL FOR MEASUREMENT.
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Cross section measurements at the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory

J.M. Sisterson and A.M. Koehler

Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge MA 02138

Introduction

For more than forty years, the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory (HCL) has
be*«- providing proton beams for research, equipment testing and radiation
therapy. The maximum energy is 160 MeV and the intensity of the extracted beam
is 5 x 1010 protons/sec (~8 nA). Until the mid 1950's, when the machine was
upgraded, most of the research used the internal beam. Table 1 summarizes the
research efforts of the 1950's and 1960's that led to the measurement of excitation
functions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. During this time, several neutron beamlines existed
that were used for scattering experiments but the beam intensities were too low
for the measurement of excitation functions.

From 1949 to 1967, HCL operations were funded by the Office of Naval
Research. Clinical applications of the proton beam began in 1961 when the first
patient was irradiated and have been the driving force behind the research efforts
of the laboratory and the primary source of funds since 1968. The cross section
measurements made in the 1970's are summarized in Table 2 and reflect the
increased medical interest. Thus the excitation functions for 40Ca(p,2pn)38K,
31P(p,3p)29Al and the yield curve for 85Rb(p,5n)81Sr were measured for use in
possible medical applications [9, 10, 11, 12].

Recent measurements at HCL have been to measure cross sections of
interest to those studying meteorites, lunar rocks and the past variation in the
solar cosmic ray flux. These cross sections were needed because the rapid
development of Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) allows stable and long-lived
radionuclides, such as 26A1, 1(>Be, 41Ca, 129l, to be detected at trace levels in both
terrestrial and extra-terrestrial materials. Until recently, many of the excitation
functions for the production of these nuclides were unknown, or only known in
part. Thus, over the past few years, the excitation functions 27Al(p,pn)26Al,
27Al(p,3pn)24Na, natTi(p,3pxn) 41Ca and a single cross section measurement for
16O(p,3p)14C at Ep = 158 MeV have been made at HCL [13,14].

Table 1
Published cross section measurements made at the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory 1951-1966

Year

1951

1951

1952

1953

1955

1956

1966

Author

1. W. Meadows
R. B. Holt

N. M. Hint*

N. M. HinK
N. F. Ramsey

J. W. Meadows

1. W. Meadows

J. W. Meadows
R. M. Diamond
R. A Sharp

D. F. Measday

Cross section

24Mg(p,2pn)22Na
24Mg(p,4p3n)'8F
^ M g f p ^ n ^ N a

25Mg(p2p)24Na
25Mg(p.4p4n)18F
^ M g C p ^ n ^ N a
26Mg(p,2pn)24Na
26Mg(p,4p5n)18F
^Nafopn^Na

23Na(p3p3n)18F

27AI(p3pn)24Na
^ A l t p ^ n ^ N a
27Al(p,5p5n)18F

' ^QWC
uB(pji)"C

34S(p/i)34CI

63Cu(p,pn)62Cu
63Cu(p.p2n)61Cu

63cn(p,n)63zn
6 3 C u ( p » 6 2 Z n
^ C u t p . p n ) 6 4 ^

65Cu(p,p3n)62Cu
6sCu(p,p4n)61Cu

^ZnCp.pn)6 3^
66Zn(p,n)66Ga

^ Z n C p ^ p ) 6 7 ^
69Ga(p,n)69Ge

®Ga(p^n)68Ge
69Ga(p,pn)68Ga
75As(p,pn)74As

81Br(p.pn)8OmBr
^ B r t p . p n ) 8 0 ^

59Co(p.pn)58mCo
59CoCp,pn)58SCo
45sc(p,pn)44mSc
45Sc(p,pn)448Sc

1 2C(p.pn)nC

Cyclotron
beam

internal

internal

internal

internal

internal

internal

external

Energy 1 Experimental
ranse (MeV) technique

0-95

15-100

15-100

5-100

15-100

15-100

50-160

stacked foil

stacked foil

stacked foil

stacked foil

stacked foil

stacked foil

single target

Motivation

compare data to
compound
nucleus model

"sparsityofdata"

"sparsityofdata"

compare data to
statistical model
& Sober
transparency
model

compare data to
the models of
Goldberger &
Bemardini

use isomeric
states study
changes in
reaction
mechanism with
eneigy

remeasurcment of
cross section
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Now in 1990, the laboratory is committed to providing proton beams for

radiation therapy five days a week, but beam time is available for research and

testing at night and on weekends. For over twenty years, the research efforts of

the laboratory have been concentrated on understanding the beam

characteristics, effects of energy degraders, multiple coulomb scattering,

dosimetry, edge definition, and collimation so that better beams can be developed

for proton radiation therapy. Some of this expertize can be applied to target

irradiations for the measurement of cross sections. A new program is being

planned at HCL to identify which excitation functions need measuring and to

make reliable cross section measurements that can be used with confidence.

Methods

Two irradiation schemes have been used at HCL for the measurement of

excitation functions over the past twenty years. These include, a) degrading the

proton beam to the desired energy before collimation and irradiating a single

target.or b) using stacks of absorbers interspersed with targets to allow

simultaneous irradiation at several energies.

The present preferred technique at HCL is to use the proton beam that has

the best uniformity and the highest intensity, to degrade the proton energy well

upstream of the target collimation, to use good collimation to provide a well

defined beam on the target and to make a separate irradiation for each energy

point. This also allows a good measurement of the proton flux through the target

as the ion chamber in the beam can be calibrated at each energy point with a

Faraday cup. Thus, the following parameters are now considered at HCL for each

irradiation that is made:-

1) The incident proton energy on the target should be well known: The full energy

of the extracted beam is 160 MeV. Degraded energies are obtained by using

absorbers placed as far upstream as practical to minimize the effects of scattering

and secondaries. Polystyrene, lucite or a special set of lexan/lead absorbers are

the preferred choices.

2) The energy spread of the proton beam at each anergv should he well known and

as small as possible:- Using calculations and data taken over many years, the

energy spread at most degraded proton energies has been determined. The

resulting curve (Figure 1) is a compilation of data taken in different beams with

Energy spread of degraded beam
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lines using several collimation systems are included. Calculated points are

derived from the measured range curve.

different degraders and collimation, but the general shape is consistent. For the

full energy beam, the beam spread is about 2 MeV FWHM, while at 40 MeV it is

around 10 MeV FWHM.

3) Individual target irradiations or stacked targets:- Stacked targets allow the
measurements of many energy points at the same time which is more efficient of
accelerator time, but it is harder to know accurately the proton flux through each
target within the stack. Protons will scatter as they traverse the stack, neutrons
may be produced and so increase the background, and the energy loss calculation
may be complex. All these factors have to be included and these corrections
increase with the thickness of material traversed. Thus the preferred irradiation
scheme at HCL is for single target irradiations so that the experimental
parameters can be well controlled.

4) Energy loss in the target: Foil thicknesses available for many target materials

make an energy loss less than 2 or 3 MeV through the target quite practical. For

our energy range, this is considered acceptable for a thin target measurement.



5) Proton flux determination: A transmission ion chamber incorporated in the
collimator monitors the proton beam during irradiation. This ion chamber is
calibrated before each irradiation with a Faraday cup placed in the target position
so that the proton charge at each energy point is known to about 5% SD, repeatable
to 3% SD from day to day. Thus for a single target irradiation, there is a direct
measurement of the proton flux through the target. An appropriate monitor
reaction would be used for stacked foils.

6) Uniform proton beam intensity over the target: This may be an important factor
depending on the experimental configuration. If the target diameter is such that
th£_fflhole proton beam is intercepted, then any non-uniformity in the beam or
lack of sharpness in the penumbra should be accounted for in the calibration
procedure, as long as the target has a uniform thickness. However, if the target
diameter is smaller than that of the beam, the calibration may not account for
these factors correctly so that good uniformity is essential.

7) Contamination of the beam from neutrons or other secondaries: It is assumed
that the reactions seen are as a result of proton interactions in the target.
However, it is always possible that neutrons or other secondaries may have been
the cause. No definitive measurements of the beam contamination have been
made at HCL but results from other users indicate that the beams are quite clean.
Stacked foil irradiations seem to have a greater potential for the admixture of
secondaries.

Table 2
Published cross section determinations made at the Harvard Cyclotron

Laboratory
197&S4

Year

1976

1978

1978

1981

Author

R. J. Schneider
C. J. Goldberg

J. M. Sisterson
A. M. Koehler
R. F. Eilbert

J. M. Sisterson
A. M. Koehler

J. M. Sisterson
R. J. Schneider
P. H. Tibbetts
M. D. Grynpas
L. C. Bonar

Cross section

85Rb(p,5n)81Sr
SlSr->8lRb

4°Ca(p,2pn)38K

64Zn(p,pn)63zn

Rb(p,xn)85mSr

Sn(p,xn)l"Sb
Cd(p,xn)lllin

31P(p,3p)29Al

Cyclotron
beam

external

external

external

external

Energy
range
(MeV)

20-160

20-160

44-130

30-144

Experimental
technique

single target

single target

stacked foils

single target

Motivation

producing pure
81Rb for blood
flow studies

development of an
in vivo method to
measure bone
calcium

data reported in
1984;
representative of
an unpublished
study

development of a
method to
determine the
Ca/P molar ratio
in bone samples

At HCL, the techniques and equipment developed for proton radiation
therapy can be used to provide good beams for target irradiations. In proton
radiation therapy the aim is to deliver a uniform maximum dose to an extended
target volume while minimizing the dose to surrounding tissue. Therefore, it is
routine at HCL for any irradiation, to know the incident proton energy well, the
factors in the beamline that might effect the sharpness of the beam edges, to be
able to monitor the flux accurately and to be able to irradiate a large volume
uniformly. An example of a collimation system designed for target irradiation for
cross section measurements is shown in Figure 2. This was used for the
27Al(p,pn) 26A1 cross section determination.
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Results and Discussion

A plan is being developed at HCL to make systematic cross section
measurements of those reactions leading to the production of stable or long-lived
isotopes as well as short-lived products of interest. Many of these excitation
functions have never been measured, some have been measured a long time ago
when sophisticated measurement techniques were not available, and for others
there has been only one determination with no independent verification. In other
cases, portions of the excitation function have been determined but 'gaps' exist.
The proton energy range available at HCL allows the determination of an
excitation function over the range 40-160 MeV to be made at a single accelerator
and in many cases permits these gaps in knowledge to be filled. The
measurements made at HCL over the past few years illustrate this well.
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In 1986, the excitation function for 27Al(p,pn) 26A1 in the proton energy

range 40—160 MeV was measured at HCL. The irradiation scheme complied with

most of the important points referred to earlier (Figure 2). Good collimation was

used, the beam intensity was known well and the targets were irradiated

separately at each energy point. However, no catcher foils were used. Figure 3

shows that these data points extended the knowledge of the excitation function;

the lower energy points had been measured by Furukawa et al. [15], and there is

overlap with the values obtained more recently by Dittrich et al. [16].

In 1989, the excitation function for natTi(p,3pxn) 4 1 Ca was determined by

irradiating titanium foils. For each energy point three titanium foils were

irradiated; the central one was used for the 4 1Ca determination using AMS, the

third foil was used to measure as many reactions leading to short lived products

that could be detected over a period of a month and subsequently these foils will be

used to determine the natTi(p,6pxn) 3 6C1 concentration. Many of the reactions off
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3) The 27Al(p,pn)26Al excitation function. Note the logarithmic energy scale and

that the recent measurements have greatly increased the range over which this

cross section is known [13,15, 16].

natural titanium leading to short lived products have been measured in part [17,

18]. An example of how the measurements made at HCL nicely fill in a 'gap' is

shown in Figure 4 for the natTi(p,3pxn) 4 6Sc cross section.

However, these determinations also illustrate the need for replicate

measurements. The HCL measurements used no catcher foils, and those

reported by B. Dittrich et al and Michel et al. used stacked foil techniques and

several different accelerators. While the data in both cases agrees reasonably,

there are some discrepancies which need to be resolved. The resulting excitation

functions will then be known with a confidence that was not possible without the

replicate measurements.

The problems that may be encountered using monitor reaction can be

illustrated by the considering the well known reaction 27Al(p,3pn)24Na. At the
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4) The natTi(p,3pxn) 4 6Sc excitation function. Selected data points are plotted for
the earlier measurements with representative errors [17, 18].

time of the 27Al(p,pn)26Al experiment at HCL, the induced 2 4Na activity in the
target foils was measured before the 26A1 determination. The results were
compared to all the available experimental data [13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].
Figure 5 shows that all determinations agreed on the shape of the excitation
function but that there was a considerable range in the values reported. Thus, if
this reaction is used as a monitor reaction, discrepancies can creep into the
resulting data depending on the choice among the reported values.

The experience of comparing the one data point at Ep = 158 MeV for
16O(p,3p)14C measured at HCL with existing data illustrates the need to use
accepted values for monitor cross sections (Figure 6). The only published
determination for the 16O(p,3p)14C excitation function was made by Tamers and
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5) The 27Al(p,3pn)24Na excitation function. The error bars have been omitted for
clarity but all are less than 10% [13,19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

Delibrias in 1961 [25]. The errors quoted on these measurements are high (±25%)
and the data are normalized using values for the 2 7Al(p,3pn)2 4Na reaction
measured at the same time. In 1967, Adouze et al.[27] recomputed 16O(p,3p)14C
cross section using Cummings values [19] for this monitor reaction in the
normalization; some energy points were significantly different. Unpublished data
for this cross section from McMaster University in this energy range are in
reasonable agreement [28], In 1988, a single measurement at Ep = 158 MeV for
16O(p,3p)14C was made at HCL using a CO2 gas target; this target had a complex
shape so that it was difficult to make a good determination of the target volume. It
was possible, however, to determine the proton flux by calibration with a Faraday
cup. This value agreed with the original published value and the later corrected
values.

The measurements made at HCL over the past few years have been made
as a result of identifying cross sections for which better information is needed and
then irradiating suitable targets. Even though the program is small, these new
cross section measurements have provided useful data and complemented the
work of others, confirmed existing data or provided new information. A good



Table 3
Cross section measurements needed to understand better

the solar cosmic ray flux in the past

constructed from the article by R. Reedy [29]

Target

0
Mg

- Al
Si

Sr
ZΓ

0
Mg
Al
Si

Ca
K

Ti

Product
nucleus

14C

8lKr

">Be

sea

4iCa
36C1

Desired proton
energy range (MeV)

40-50

-(50-60)--100

-60-?
-80-?

-40—150

-(50-60)-?

-45-?
(20-25)-?

-35-?

Reported new measurements

158 (this paper)

52.6 -96.7 [16]
66,95 [16]

66.7-202 [16]
50-96.9 [16]

35-149 [14]

example from just one application showing that still more measurements of cross

sections are needed is demonstrated by Table 3 which was constructed from the

article by R. Reedy [29] who needs this information to help understand the

variation in the solar-cosmic-ray flux in the past. The planned new study at HCL

will attempt to identify those cross sections for which information is needed most

urgently and then make the appropriate measurements. It is hoped that such a

study will complement the existing work and provide new and necessary

information.

1 6 O ( p , 3 p ) 1 4 e cross section

10

•2 1

2
o

0.1

T

Tamers 1961

Adouze recalc. 1967

J HCL(unpub-) 1988

10 100 1000
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6) The 16O(p,3p)14C excitation function; little data exists showing the need for

more measurements. Note the logarithmic scales. Note, too, that normalization of

the data using better values for the 2 7Al(p,3pn)2 4Na excitation function

significantly alter some of the values for 16O(p,3p)14C [25, 27].
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Accelerators in the intermediate energy range are used for basic

research and a growing number of applications. To optimize the design of

such facilities, to reduce the cost and size of shielding, and to analyze

the potentialities of very powerful accelerators with beams of 10-250 mA,

nuclear data and associated transport codes are needed.

This working group analyzed the data needs for the different applied

uses of these accelerators. Common themes arose covering most if not all

of these applications:

(1) Experimental data and relevant theoretical calculational

results need to be compiled up to energies of 1.6 GeV.

Interactions of neutrons, photons, and charged particles

(protons, pions, kaons, muons, electrons) with target nuclides

need to be included. At present, although some of these data

are compiled, the researcher often feels compelled to search

his/her library for more complete information. A comprehensive

compilation would save time for the user and serve as a basis

for many years of future development.

(2) Benchmark experiments are needed to verify nuclear model codes

such as the intranuclear cascade codes. Where discrepant data

sets exist in the literature, an attempt should be made to

choose which (if either) is correct and should be used as a

benchmark.

(3) Development of nuclear model codes needs to continue and to

incorporate more physics. At present, these codes are loaded

with phenomenological descriptions. Where physics replaces
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phenomenology, the codes need to be retested against the

experimental benchmarks.

(4) Evaluated data libraries need to be extended from present upper

limits of 20 MeV. A first step would be to extend the upper

limit to 100 MeV. Intranuclear cascade (ING) codes are often

used above 20 MeV and have especially doubtful validity until

incident particle energies exceed 100 MeV. With an evaluated

data library, one could treat this region much better by

including data from the most up-to-date measurements and

theories.

The accelerator applications under consideration here are spallation

sources for research in condensed matter and nuclear physics,

incinerators of radioactive waste, breeders of fissile fuel, neutron

generators for radiography, isotope production, medical therapy, and

fusion materials irradiation tests. In addition intermediate energy

nuclear data are needed for heavy ion accelerators, high energy physics,

and electron accelerators including sychrotron light sources. The needs

are summarized in Table I.

Spallation neutron sources are used for condensed matter research and

for nuclear physics. At present there is a debate over preliminary

experimental data for the initial source reaction cross sections, the

emitted neutron spectra and angular distributions. This needs to be

cleared up. Shielding for these sources is expensive and must be

designed with the minimum physical size. Thus there is a significant

pay-off in savings on shielding and design of experiments, probably in

the range of 20% of the facility cost. Where other source reactions

(d+Li, p+Be, etc) are used to produce low-energy neutrons, they also need

to be characterized better. In the design of moderators and shields,

data are required to optimize the design and save both space and cost.

Also moderators for cooling the neutron spectrum must not be subjected to

excessive heating from the radiation.

Spallation neutron sources are proposed for burning radioactive waste
16 —2 —1

or for breeding fissile fuel. Here very high (10 n cm s ) flux

levels are desired. As these would be very expensive facilities, the

nuclear data need to be known very well for the source term, transport

and heating. Activation of components is a critical issue since it is
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Accelerator
Application

Incident Target
Particle

Data Needed Energy
Range

Accuracy

Radiography

(1) Source

(2) Shielding

(3) Activation

Medical Therapy

(1) Secondary

Source

(2) Shielding

p,d Li,Be (p,xn),(d,xn) Backward
angle data

H.C.O,
nonel el

p,d,n Li,Be,Cu

p,d,H.I. Brass

n.p.d,T H,C,0,Fe

(p,xn),(d,xn) etc.

(6)

Fusion Materials Irradiation Effects

(1) Source p,d Li,Be

(2) Shielding n,y H,C,0,Fe

High Energy Physics

Radiation Damage ) p,n,d, H to Pb
Calorimetry ) ir,K

Heavy ions ?

Electrons ?

Spallation Neutron Sofirce for Research

(I) Source p,d,n,ir Li,Be,Pb,

(p,xn), (a,xn)

CL, O , (J

T el nonel

Displacement, gas
production

(p,xn), (d,xn) DDX,
Activation

(2) Accelerator
Components

(3) Transport

p,d,n,ir Cu,Fe

p,d
H,C,0,Fe,
Cu

°TotaI» Absorpt i on,
(n,n'), Activation, etc.

(4) Heating n.y.ir H,C,0,Fe, o-(n,z), o-
n o n e

|

Waste Incineration, Fuel Breeders

(I) Source Pid,n,ir Pb.Bi.U (p.xn), (d,xn) DDX

(2) Activation

(3) Shielding

p,d,n,ir Pb,Bi,U,
TRU, etc.

Activation & Transmutation
Capture & Fission

< 100 MeV 20*

< 100 MeV <l* cf

<IO* other

< 560 MeV 20*
H.I.~IOOMeV/A

< 70 Me\j

< 10 MeV

< 5 GeV 20%

< I GeV 10-20*

< I GeV

< I GeV

< 1.6 GeV

I* o-
T

20* other

20*

10*

10*
Thermal 10*

Resonance 10*

p,d,n,ir H - U a, absorption, <f < 1.6 GeV

T nonel

(4) Materials damage p,d,n,ir many Displacement cross sections, <l.6 GeV
gas production

I* Oγ
20* other

20*
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the ratio, waste incinerated/activation produced, that tells whether

these concepts actually reduce the radioactive waste problem. In

addition to these needs at intermediate energy, data at low energies

(<20 MeV) on radionuclides will be required. Data are required now and

are crucial to "go-no go" decisions on these concepts.

Neutron generators for radiography are proposed to be based on

compact accelerators (<100 MeV) where the initial neutron spectrum is

moderated to thermal energy. Backward angle source data do not now exist

but are needed.

Isotope production is mostly for medical application. It is covered

in the report by the working group on medical applications.

Medical therapy has special requirements for intermediate energy

nuclear data for shielding, since the accelerators need much space for

isocentric gantries. Often the facilities are "retro-fit" into hospitals

where space is tight. Interactions of the incident beam with collimators

and with tissue which produce secondary radiations are also important.

High energy physics will employ detectors in extreme radiation

environments. Intermediate energy nuclear data are needed to assess the

projected lifetime of components such as silicon strip detectors.

Furthermore, the understanding of the response of detectors such as

calorimeters needs to be calculated with input data in the intermediate

energy range.

The working group was also aware that there are detector and

shielding problems for electron accelerators including synchrotron light

sources and for relativistic heavy ion accelerators. Both need data at

intermediate energies. However the members of the working group lacked

specific knowledge of the requirements for these facilities.

In summary, intermediate energy nuclear data are needed for a wide

range of accelerator applications. Very large economic impact of the

data is possible in the area of accelerator transmutation of radioactive

waste. Also, if electronuclear breeding of fissile fuel becomes

feasible, the data requirements will be very large. A smaller but still

very significant impact of improved data will be on the design of medical

therapy accelerators; in research facilities such as spallation neutron

sources, materials irradiation test facilities, high energy physics

detectors, and electron and heavy ion accelerators; and on the

optimization of field instruments such as compact accelerators for

radiography.
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Working Group on
INTERMEDIATE ENERGY NUCLEAR DATA NEEDED

FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS

V.E. Dudkin, A.A. Rimsky-Korsakov, R. Michel

There is a variety of applications of intermediate energy nuclear

data, which is related to interaction of solar and galactic cosmic ray

particles with matter, which are categorized here as space applications.

These space applications can be grouped according to the following

scheme. The individual topics listed for each group having their

particular scientific or technological goals and characteristic data

needs.

(1) Space technology

• material damage: This mainly comprizes the interaction of cosmic

ray particles with electronic devices and instrumentation.

• activation of structural materials: For space stations and for

long-term space missions as to Mars the activation of structural

materials have to be quantitatively described.

• remote sensing: This application makes use of γ-rays emitted

from planetary or asteroidal surfaces as a consequence of cosmic

ray interactions with surface materials. The method presently

is being applied in the Mars Observer project.

(2) Radiation protection in space

• dosimetry: This comprises the quantitative assessment of doses

received by astronauts. It is of outstanding importance, since

radiation dose to be expected might limit the feasibility of

long term and special orbit missions.

• optimization of shielding: Closely related to dosimetry this is

the technical problem caused by the radiation hazard in space.

(3) Astrophysics & cosmic ray physics

• p-processes nucleosynthesis: Production of the proton-rich rare

isotopes and of light isotopes 4 < A < 12.
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* T-tauri stars: The effects of highly radiative proto-stars, including

also those of Uolf-Ryatt stars, on the stellar environment are of

importance for the description of the early solar system as well as

of some aspects of nucleosynthesis.

* composition of heavy cosmic ray particles: The isotopic abundance of

heavy cosmic ray particles 4 < A < 60 can only be understood if

interactions between light and heavy cosmic ray particles are taken

into account.

(A) Cosmosenic nuclides in terrestrial and extraterrestrial materials

There is a wide variety of stable and radioactive nuclides produced by the

interaction of cosmic ray particles with matter. From the view point of

data needs there have to be distinguished:

* solar cosmic ray effects: Reactions of relatively low-energy

particles being emitted from the sun during solar flares. For these

effects it is presently adopted that the action of secondary

particles can be widely neglected.

galactic cosmic ray effects: Reactions of high-energy particles,

which come from outside the solar system. These particles produce a

wide range of secondaries which are to be taken into account.

There is a wide variety of applications of cosmogenic nuclides in

terrestrial and extroterrestrial materials, ranging from planetory, over

cosmophysics & -chemistry, to glaciology and hydrology. In particular the

application of accelerator mass spectrometry has strongly increased the

number of applications which make use of long-lived radioactive cosmogenic

nuclides as natural tracers.

The energy ranges of interest are defined by the spectral shapes of the

primary particle fields. Secondary effects have to be described as far as

they are important for a particular application. The relevant sources of

primary particles and the particle energies to be considered are:

* solar cosmic ray particles

protons, α-particles E < 200 MeV/A
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• Ralactic cosmic ray particles

protons, α-particles, HI(4<A<60) E < 10 GeV/A

For space missions in orbits around earth or other planets two more

primary sources of radiation have to be considered.

planetary albedo

neutrons E < 15 MeV

* radiation belts

protons E < 1 GeV

In order to describe the data needs of space applications the following

quantities have to be distinguished. If required they have to be measured

or calculated for all relevant types of primary and secondary particles.

These can include n, p, a, HI (4<A<60), ir, \i, e, y. Depending on

the application just a subset of particles may be relevant, the importance

of different particles varying from one application to another.

Besides those quantities common in nuclear physics, such as

a (E) production cross section

da angle integrated emission spectra

dE

2

double-differential spectra

further integral or inclusive data are of fundamental importance for the

applications.

These are

N integral multiplicities for the production of

secondaries

dJ/dE spectra of primary and secondary particles which

include both effects of production and transport
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dJ
p = I o (E ) -j— dE production or reaction rates, which are summing

X X

up the responses of all relevant particle types x

to a particular production or reaction

probability.

P.. (AZ = 1) fragmentation probability of HI: these are

processes that change the atomic number of the

ion by one.

Though an application of intermediate energy nuclear data based on

experimental data would be preferable, it is not feasible. It is and will

be impossible to provide all the needed experimental data. Therefore, the

importance of nuclear models and codes for calculation in space

applications is emphasized. They are needed for calculations of

production cross sections

particle production

(single and double differential spectra)

particle transport.

As far as one can rely on experimental data, the presently available data

base cannot be used without evaluation. Moreover, a considerable amount

of data is not yet available in international exchange formats. In this

context the problem of monitor reactions is fundamental and evaluated data

are urgently required.

The individual data needs of the different space applications are

summarized in table 1. The information contained in this table

demonstrates that practically for each data type there is an application

for which it is essential. The importance, however, differs strongly

among the different fields of applications. It is impossible to break

down the respective needs in more detail here.

There are strong differences between the accuracy required for the

applications and that revealed by the existing data. In general the

required accuracy is betwen 5 and 10%. For the existing data, ranges of

accuracy can only be given for a small number of data such as production

cross section (10 - 15%), integral multiplicities (10 - 30%), production

rates (10 - 30%), fragmentation probabilities (20 - 30%). Because the
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Table I. Data Needs for Space Applications

Application

Space technology

material damage

activation

remote sensing

Radiation protection

dosimetry
shielding

Astro & cosmic ray physics

nuc1eosynthes i s
T-tauri stars
composition of CR

Cosmoqenic nuclides

Particles to
be considered

n,p,a,HI

n,p,a

n,p,a,Y

n,p,a,HI,

e,Y

P
p,a
p,a

Target
elements

Si, Ge, Ga, As

C,O,AI,Si,Ti,Fe

Z < 28

H,C,N,0,P,Ca
C,O,AI,Si,Ti,Fe

Z < 28

Quantities
needed

p,N,o-(E), ~

3_2a_
dQdE

dE' 3fi3Ey

oCE)'N'fer

o-(E)

Products to
be considered

stable & radio-
active nuclides

short 1ived radio
nuclides

recoil nuclides

stable and
radioactive
nuclides

solar cosmic rays p,a

galactic cosmic rays n,p,ct

Z < 28,

Br,Rb,Sr,Y,
Zr,Te,Ba,La,
REE

p,o"(E),

£ . Prj<AZ=l>

Monitor reactions (p,27AI)22Na, 24Na
(P,C)"C

radionuclides

stable rare gas
i sotopes

accuracy of spectral data is strongly energy dependent no simple accuracy

ranges can be given. So far accuracy requirements made by the user are in

terms of final integral quantities. Sensitivity studies are, however, not

yet available. With regard to those quantities which give the final

answers to application related problems, the situation presently is such

that in some rare cases an accuracy of 10% can be obtained. For the

majority of cases, however, the uncertainties go up to 30%, which is not

acceptable and has to be improved in the future.

Based on the present situation no detailed recommendations for some small,

well defined category of intermediate energy nuclear data can be given.

The improvement can only be achieved on the basis of cooperative efforts

including further experimental studies, improvements of models and codes
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and, last but not least, compilation and evaluation in the context of the

general procedure recommended by the present advisory group as a plan for

satisfying the data needs for applications.
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Working Group on
INTERMEDIATE ENERGY NUCLEAR DATA FOR MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

S.M. Qaim, J.M. Sisterson

Nuclear data of relevance to medical applications fall in two

categories, viz. therapy and diagnostic investigations.

a) Data for therapy

For therapy neutrons, pions and charged particles are used.

Neutrons

The data relevant to neutron therapy are considered by a Coordinated

Research Project (CRP) of the IAEA and reference should be made to

the recommendations of that group.

Charged particles

This can be divided into 3 groups according to particle used [pions,

heavy ions (He and higher mass) and protons]. See for example

Particles #7 ed. J. Sisterson January 1991 and J.M. Sisterson

"Clinical use of protons and ion beams from a world-wide

perspective", Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research

B40/41 (1989) 1350-53.

1) pions

Two pion therapy facilities exist at high energy accelerator

laboratories. There do not appear to be any immediate data

needs.

2) heavy ion facilities

There is one operating facility (Berkeley) using Helium, Neon

and other heavy ions and 2 more are at the planning stage in

Japan and Germany. Their data needs are not known.

3) protons

At the beginning of October 1990, there were nine operating

proton therapy facilities, all located in research institutions.

The first hospital-based facility at the Loma Linda University

Medical Center (LLUMC) will treat its first patient within the
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next month. Worldwide there are plans for at least fifteen more

proton therapy facilities. Several of these are expected to be

operational within the next few years.

The RBE for protons is only a little higher than that of photons.

Therefore, the advantage of using proton beams for radiation therapy

is the ability to tailor very precisely the dose distribution to an

extended target volume at some depth in a patient. This allows the

optimum dose to be delivered to the target volume while sparing

adjacent sensitive structures.

The energy of the proton beam determines the depth to which it will

penetrate in tissue. For example, the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory,

where nearly 50% of all patients worldwide have been treated, has a

proton energy of 160 MeV which corresponds to a depth of penetration

in tissue of about 16 cms. This depth of penetration is not

sufficient to allow deep-seated tumors to be treated. Therefore, the

new facilities are planning to use proton accelerators with a maximum

energy in the range 230-250 MeV. This corresponds to depths of

penetration of 32.7 to 37.6 cms of water. The maximum energy chosen

is a compromise between the desire to keep the cost of the

accelerator as low as possible while retaining the ability to treat

all parts of the body.

Protons (and heavy ions) have been used with advantage to treat

tumors that abut, or even wrap round, sensitive structures.

Chordomas and chondrosarcomas of the base of skull and cervical spine

are a good example of a tumor where the precise tailoring of the dose

distribution is essential. Long term follow up results are favorable

when compared with historical series treated with conventional

modalities (M. Austin-Seymour, J. Munzenrider, M. Goitein, L. Verhey,

M. Urie, R. Gentry, S. Birnbaum, D. Ruotolo, P. McManus, S. Skates,

R. Ojemann, A. Rosenberg, A. Schiller, A. Koehler, H. Suit,

"Fractionated proton radiation therapy of chordoma and low grade

chondrosarcoma of the base of skull", J. of Neurosurgery 70, 1989,

13-17). Other tumors or benign lesions for which good long term

follow up data are available are uveal melanomas (E. Gragoudas,

J. Seddon, K. Egan, J. Glynn, J. Munzenrider, M. Austin-Seymour,

M. Goitein, M. Urie, A.M. Koehler, "Long-term results of proton beam

irradiated uveal melanomas", Ophthalmology 94, 1987, 349-53) and
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arteriovenous malformations (R.N. Kjellberg, T. Hanamura, K.R. Davis,

S.L. Lyons, R.D. Adams, "Bragg-peak proton-beam therapy for

arteriovenous malformations of the brain", New England J. of Medic.

309, 1983, 269-74).

The precise tailoring of the dose distribution to the target volume

is achieved by designing for each patient an individual aperture and

compensating bolus. These are placed at the end of the beam line as

close to the patient as possible. This ensures that the sharpness of

the penumbra and the fall-off in the distal edge of the dose

distribution are maintained. Other factors that can effect the

tailoring of the dose distribution are the composition of the

materials in the beam line and their exact placement with respect to

the patient (M.M. Urie, J.M. Sisterson, A.M. Koehler, M. Goitein,

J. Zoesman, "Proton beam penumbra: effects of separation between

patient and beam modifying devices", Med. Phys. 13, 1986, 734-41 and

J.M. Sisterson, M.M. Urie, A.M. Koehler, M. Goitein, "Distal

penetration of proton beams: the effects of air gaps between

compensating bolus and patient", Phys. Med. Biol. 9, 1989, 1309-15)

Frequently, the air gap between the compensating bolus and patient is

only known at the time of treatment. It would be valuable to have a

fast, simple yet accurate Monte Carlo simulation available to use in

real time as an adjunct to the treatment planning program. At

present, this has not been implemented due in part to a lack of data

available. In particular, activation cross sections are needed so

that a better estimate can be made of the contribution to the total

dose from nuclear interactions.

It is difficult to design the optimum shielding for new proton

therapy facilities using 250 MeV accelerators as little relevant data

exists (M.S.Z. Rabin, B. Gottschalk, A.M. Koehler, J.M. Sisterson,

L.J. Verhey, Compact designs for comprehensive proton beam clinical

facilities, N.I.M. in Phys. Res. B40.41, 1989, 1335-9). Reactions

will take place in the beam line, primarily when 250 MeV protons

interact with the patient defining apertures (usually brass) which

will produce neutrons up to 250 MeV. Shielding data, in particular

removal cross sections are needed for both high and low energy

neutrons in commonly used shielding materials such as concrete, steel

and iron. The cost of shielding is a significant fraction of the

total cost of a new proton therapy facility. Existing regulations
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have to be complied with regarding the dose levels allowed and so if

good data are not available to make the shielding calculations, the

shielding required will have to be overestimated for safety resulting

in increased cost. Space may be very tight if the new facility has

to be fitted into an existing space. In this case lack of knowledge

may compromise the space available for the treatment station as,

again, the amount of shielding required might be overestimated.

In summary, data needs for proton therapy are:

i) Compilation of the existing data for the interaction cross

sections for protons up to 250 MeV in elements commonly found in

beam lines. This will include (p.xn) and (p,gamma) reactions.

Target materials include brass, lucite and steel. These data

are required for all angles.

ii) Compilation of the shielding data available. This includes

removal cross sections for neutrons up to 250 MeV on concrete,

steel and iron.

iii) Compilation of the existing data for activation cross sections

for protons up to 250 MeV with elements found in tissue and

bone. These include H, 0, C, N, Ca, P.

iv) Modelling. This may include using phantoms to test the

simulations.

b) Data for diaRnostic investigations

Data needs in this context deal mainly with the production of

radioisotopes using accelerators. Reference is made here to the

review articles by Qaim (Radiochimica Acta 3(), 147 (1982);

Radiochimica Acta 41, 111 (1987), and these Proceedings) and to the

IAEA Consultants' Meeting held in Tokyo in April 1987. The

recommendations made by those Consultants should be followed.

In summary, it appears that up to about 40 MeV the cross section data

base is reasonably good and the four light mass charged particles (p,
3 4

d, He, He) have found application in production of radioisotopes.

There is a need for compilation and evaluation of those data. Above 50

MeV use is made almost exclusively of protons.
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The data needs arise generally on a short term basis. These have to be

met by experimental studies since the available nuclear model codes

generally do not predict unknown data with the required accuracies of

about 15%. There is considerable need of more data in the 50 to 100 MeV

range.

The question of monitor reactions for measuring the beam intensities

needs special consideration.

Recommendations

1) Examine the nuclear data available that might be required in the design

of a hospital-based proton therapy accelerator of 230-250 MeV. Determine

what additional data is needed. This might be best accomplished by

holding a Consultants, Meeting.

2) Compile all data for protons up to 250 MeV for nuclear reactions in

elements found in bone and tissue - C, 0, N, P, Ca, H.

3) Compile all available data for production of medically important

radioisotopes.

4) Evaluate data of monitor reactions, up to 40 MeV for all the four

incident light mi

MeV for protons.

3 4
incident light mass particles (p, d, He and He) and above 50

5) Evaluate data for the production of most commonly used radioisotopes
11_ 13.T 15,. 18_ 67,, 81_, ,81nv . Ill, 123T , 201^.

C, N, 0, F, Ga, Rb ( Kr), In, I and Tl.
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Working Group on
NUCLEAR MODELING OF INTERMEDIATE ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS

G. Reffo, Zhuo Yizhong, P. Oblozinsky, S. Pearlstein,
A.A. Rimsky-Korsakov, V.E. Dudkin, Yu. N. Shubin,
R. Michel, Y. Nakajima, T. Fukahori, Y. Nakahara,

and M. Blann

I. Overview

Discussion was organized first to identify the tools needed to

reproduce the necessary nuclear physics of intermediate energy nuclear

reactions. This means in simplest terms theories/codes with the ability

to reproduce the double differential cross sections for necessary exit

channels for a given target-projectile and energy of entrance channel,

and to predict all resulting product yields. Secondly, we tried to

specify experimental data which are available to test the models/codes in

order to identify deficiencies and indicate their range and degree of

reliability. We herein briefly summarize the results of these

discussions and suggestions of a role the Agency may wish to consider in

order to aid progress in this important area of nuclear data.

II. Tools available

The most common codes used in context of intermediate energy nuclear

reactions (IENR) are combinations of INC (intranuclear cascade) plus CN

(compound nucleus), with some versions also including a PE (precompound)

stage. Examples of these codes are the INC + CN code of Bertini, used in

the HETC transport code, the Vegas/Isabel code, used with some changes in

the LANL-LAHET code system and a code of V.D. Toneev (DCM).

Newer approaches have been made in the context of heavy ion

reactions, the so called quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) codes

(Aichelin, Stocker), Boltzmann (Vlasov) Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU, VUU)

codes (Bertsch, Mosel, Cassing), and several exciton model approaches

which are applicable to high energies (ALICE, NAUSICA (ENEA), PEGAQ

(Bratislava). Several Fermi-statistic codes exist for treating the

disintegration of light nuclei; such a code was mentioned by V. Dudkin

(DCM); the LAHET code also has this option.

The QUD, BUU, VUU approaches clearly will need to be 'mated, to CN codes

in order to treat the total de-excitation process, if their ability to

calculate residual post cascade excitations is adequate.
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There are also semi-empirical models for treating these IEN, e.g. due

to Silberberg, and systematics e.g. Dudkin (20 MeV - 1 GeV). Systematics

also exist for specific details such as the angular distributions

(Kalbach, Pearlstein). We should encourage a careful intercomparison of

the abilities of all these approaches to reproduce experimental results

relevant to the needs summarized by the several subgroups at this

meeting. We note that most INC codes underestimate the backangle yields.

III. Code evaluation

Codes must ultimately be tested by comparing their predicted results

with a sufficiently broad range of data spanning the parameter space for

which they are to be used. The data should include double differential

cross sections (DDCS), and product yields. Good DDCS data on thin

targets are available for (p,xn) reactions on U, Pb, Zr, Al, Fe, C at 800

MeV incident proton energy; at 25, 35, 45, 80, 120, 160, 256 and 800 MeV

on Zr and Pb targets, at 585 MeV on U, Pb, Ta, In, Nb, Fe, Al and C

targets, and at 2500 MeV on Pb. Additionally, yields of clusters up to

A=8 were measured at some angle(s) for 800 MeV protons on Pb, U, Fe, N

and B, and (p, xp) DDCS were measured for Pb and Zr targets at 80, 120

and 160 MeV, and for many targets at 600 MeV.

It may be seen that there is a reasonably large data set available

from which to select a few target-projectile energy combinations for

testing the abilities of codes to predict DDCS. It is also desirable to

test these codes for their ability to reproduce product yields. Data

exist for 600, 800, 1200, 1600 and 2600 MeV incident proton energy on

targets of 0, Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Ti, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Rh, Ba and Au. For

up to 200 MeV incident p, a and d energies yields have been measured

for targets of Ti to Ni, Mg to Ca and on C, 0, N.

When we understand the limits to our abilities to calculate DDCS and

yields for thin targets, we should use the best approaches to test thick

target/integral yields. Care should be taken that the model codes for

the thin target cases give output in a form and format which is

compatible with the input requirements of the transport codes to be used

to test thick target yield experiments. Attention must be paid to

developing both the transport codes, and 'master controller, modules to

organize input from separate nuclear physics codes into the total
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transport calculation. Thick target data exist for 1 GeV protons on Pb,

Fe, and Al targets (20 cm diameter by 80 cm long) as a result of a

Leningrad-Gatchina collaboration. Neutron spectra and product yields

have been measured for 2.5 GeV protons by the same group in collaboration

with Dubna. Neutron spectra results at 600 MeV have been measured by

Cierjacks et al using thick cylindrical targets. Combined nuclear

physics/transport codes should be tested against these data, as well as

data at 600 and 1600 MeV due to Michel et al. From these comparisons and

our understanding of model limits for thin target data, we should look

for any shortcomings which may be attributable to the transport section

of the codes.

IV. Conclusions/Recommendations

At this meeting the several working groups have had enumerated a

wealth of data needs, for several important disciplines, for IEND.

Clearly we will have to rely upon nuclear theory and models to prepare

the major portion of these 'data,.

The ability to do this modeling is in danger of becoming a lost art

at a time when our needs are increasing. Many of the code authors either

have moved on, or are moving into different areas of physics (or have

retired).

We feel that it would be an extremely valuable service if the IAEA

were to convene a CRP of experts in the codes which might be used to

predict both (either) the DDCS and/or yields enumerated (a reasonable

subset of these data) and compare predictions of each code with the data

sets. The deficiencies should be critically evaluated; what is the

missing or incorrect physics? Is it possible, and is it practical to

correct these shortcomings? Is it possible to improve results by the

substitution of some of the systematics or semi-empirical approaches?

In other words, where are we vis a vis our predictive power in 1991, and

where do we go from here? How well can we do, and what are our limits?

Which approaches are most practical and useful? Which should be

pursued? Which codes can be made available on a user friendly basis for

international distribution?
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The results of code intercomparisons should be published in some

format, with a summary of available codes. It would be excellent if OECD

NEA Data Bank would consider a role in distribution of these codes, and

in helping to organize code intercomparisons.

Table 1. Summary of Intermediate Energy DDCS data for

proton induced reactions (thin target yields)

Proton Energy Reaction Target Reference

(MeV)

25,35,45 (p.xn) Ca
4 8
, Zr

9 0
, P b

2 0 8
 A. Galonsky et al.

Phys. Rev. C 14. 748

(1976)

80,120,160 (p,xn) Zr
9 0
, Pb

2 0 8
, A l

2 9
 M. Trabandt et al.,

Phys. Rev. C 39, 452

(1989); W. Scobel

et al., Phys. Rev. C

41, 2010 (1990)

256, 800 (p.xn) Al, Zr, Pb W. Scobel et al.,

unpublished
(p

(p

,xn)

,xn)

Al

c,
Pb

, Zr

Al,

, u

, Pb

Fe, Nb, I n , Ta,585 (p,xn) C, Al, Fe, Nb, In, Ta, D. Filges et al.,

Phys. Rev. C 3£,

(1988) (1987);

S. Cierjacks et al.,

Phys. Rev. C 36^

1976 (1987)

597, 800 (p,xn) Be, B, C, 0, Al, Fe, W.B. Amian et al.,

Pb, U NEANDC(E) 3020,

Vol. V, June 1989

80, 120, 160 (p.xp) Z Γ
9 0
, P b

2 0 8
 D.J. Mills

unpublished

558 (p.xp) Be, C, Al, Fe, Cu, S.M. Beck et al.,

Ge, W and Pb NASA TN D-8119,

April 1976 (NASA).
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Plan for Satisfying the Data Requirements for
Intermediate Muclear Data Applications

Edited by S. Pearlstein

(1) Experimental Database

A data base of experimental data is needed to test by comparison the

methods of calculating intermediate energy nuclear data (IEND). The

main cross sections of interest are single - and double-differential

distributions of outgoing nucleons and residual product yields.

Those active in methods development have reviewed the data

requirements and have selected some known experimental data for

comparison. It is important to review what additional measurements

are available from which to select and experimental data base to

provide adequate testing of models. The following steps are

recommended.

A. Distribute index of IEND in EXFOR, the experimental data base

maintained by the nuclear data centers in an international

exchange format, to appropriate scientists requesting comments on

the completeness for known experiments suitable for model

testing. The distributions should include the option of

reviewing a computerized file for automated searches.

B. Identify completed experiments that should be included and send

this information to the IAEA.

C. The IAEA will inform participating data centers of the need to

compile these data.

D. If possible, an atlas containing updated EXFOR IEND should be

issued to facilitate the review of IEND and the identification of

areas of discrepant data and gaps in the experimental data base.

E. If possible, the compiled experimental data should be reviewed by

experts to assure correct interpretation of the data and assigned

errors.

Later, the identification of areas of discrepant data and gaps in

the data base may lead to a compilation of measurements in
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progress, a measurement request list, and perhaps a cooperative

measurement programme to improve the experimental data base for

IEND.

(2) Validate analysis methods

A plan to review available nuclear models and nuclear systematics

applicable to IEND is described elsewhere in the report of this

meeting. The plan includes comparison of calculations with

experimental data. It was further suggested that the additional

steps be taken.

A. If the experimented data are compiled in EXFOR formats and

calculated IEND are placed in the ENDF-6 formats then the

comparison of calculations with experiment is greatly facilitated

and the possibility of data center assistance is enhanced. The

data centers will distribute informations about the formats.

B. Different radiation transport codes should be benchmarked using

the same input cross-section data, material, geometry and other

specifications. The IAEA/NDS will help implement this step.

(3) Provide data files for IEND applications

There is a definite need to improve the accuracy of IEND but it is

stressed by users that less accurate but complete IEND available

quickly will help design better experiments, give educated answers, to

current questions, and permit sensitivity studies to determine which

are the crucial data. There is special interest in comprehensive

(p,xn) and (p.xy) and product yield data libraries becoming

available as soon as possible. Evaluated monitor cross-sections are

needed.
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